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ABSTRACT

DIAGNOSING UNEXPECTED SPELLING DIFFICULTIES:
A TEST OF THE DEVELOPMENTAL ARREST MODEL
MAY 1991
BEVERLEY JOAN SCHELL, B.Ed, UNIVERSITY OF BRITISH COLUMBIA
M.Ed., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
Ed.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
Directed by: Professor Marla R. Brassard

The purpose of this study was to investigate level of spelling
development In three types of spellers. First, two broad groups of spellers
with average to above average intelligence were identified from an overall
sample of 446 eleven to thirteen year old subjects based on K-TEA Spelling
Test scores: high scores designated normal spellers, or the control group;
low scores designated unexpected poor spellers, or the UPS group. Second,
thirty-eight subjects in the control group and thirty-seven subjects in the
UPS group were administered four word pronunciation, four spelling
identification, and four spelling from recall tests. Scores on one of the
word pronunciation tests (the Woodcock-Johnson) were used to divide the
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UPS group Into two subgroups: above-mean scores designated dysgraphic
spellers; below-mean scores designated dyslexic spellers. Mean scores by
group for correct scores and error scores were analyzed by one way
analyses of variance and follow-up Duncan's Multiple Range Tests to
determine if and where significant differences occurred across groups.
Prior to data collection, nine hypotheses were made based on Frith's
(1986) three-phase model of reading and writing acquisition whereby
children were hypothesized to develop through logographic, alphabetic, and
orthographic phases of development, each phase marking a stage of normal
development for normal spellers or a point of arrest for UPS spellers. Frith
hypothesized an arrest at the logographic stage for dyslexic spellers; at the
alphabetic stage for dysgraphic spellers.
Data strongly support Frith’s three-phase developmental model.
Results from measures chosen to reflect functioning at different
developmental levels tend to support that normal spellers have mastery of
all three levels of development; that dysgraphic spellers have developed
beginning level orthographic strategies; and that dyslexic spellers have
developed beginning level alphabetic strategies. However, since both
dysgraphics and dyslexics, unlike normals, seemed to show upper level skill
loss in unfamiliar situations, a tentative alternative explanation to Frith's
Developmental Arrest Theory is offered: that point of arrest for both
dyslexic and dysgraphic spellers is at the logographic phase, with
dysgraphics reaching higher developmental skill levels than dyslexics
because of advanced verbal ability and compensatory strategies.
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CHAPTER I
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
Introduction
Some children, despite average intelligence, are very poor spellers.
These children have many areas of intellectual and educational
strengths, so their spelling weaknesses are unexpected, and therefore,
hard to accept as legitimate -- by the students themselves and by
others working with them. Often their disability in spelling is
attributed to carelessness or disinterest. They are told if they tried
harder they could do better. Being intelligent, they are quick to
recognize their own weaknesses and see that even when they try harder,
they still have difficulty learning how to spell. It is important to look
more closely at this group of children who, despite adequate
intelligence, are unexpected poor spellers. Why is it that these
otherwise capable children have such problems learning how to spell?
Developmental Framework
Normally developing spellers are thought to move through several
predictable stages before reaching an adult level of spelling proficiency.
The view is that children, like skilled adult spellers, have a
systematic, rule-bound, abstract conception of the relationship between
the sound and spelling systems of the English language; however, unlike
adults, children have had less experience with these systems so their
conceptions of how they work are less well-formed and still developing
(Frith, 1980; Henderson & Beers, 1980; Read, 1971; Waters, Bruck, &
Seidenberg, 1985). For example, very young children at an early
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developmental stage are thought to build up a store of known words they
can pronounce largely by visual recognition of familiar, high frequency
words (Frith, 1985).
When their memories overload and there are too many words to
remember, children are thought to enter the next developmental stage
where they start to make early generalizations about how to map
English sounds onto letters. They invent word spellings which do not
resemble adult standard spellings, but do resemble the invented
spellings of their peers. Children’s attempts at spelling, no matter
what teaching methods they have experienced, tend to share common
patterns and pass through similar stages of development (Henderson &
Beers, 1980; Read, 1971).
By ages eleven, twelve, and thirteen; children typically have
mastered the second developmental stage where they can produce their
own correspondence rules to match phonemes (speech sounds) with
graphemes (letters or groups of letters to represent the phonemes).
They use these phoneme-grapheme correspondence rules to spell
unfamiliar words and begin to rely more heavily on morphological cues
which give information about the internal form and structure of words.
Use of morphological cues marks the entrance into the third
developmental stage where children are thought to recognize word
structures, generalize familiar word patterns, and spell by analogy to
known words. These morphological strategies are used in addition to
phonological coding of speech sounds (Frith, 1980; Henderson & Beers,
1980; Read, 1971; Schwartz, 1983) to spell unfamiliar words.
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Generally, adolescent spellers are seen to demonstrate spelling patterns
consistent with each other and increasingly similar to standard adult
spellings as they begin to incorporate these higher order spelling
strategies (Frith, 1985).
Developmental Arrests
While most children proceed through stages of development and
finally reach a skilled level of spelling, some, despite average
intelligence, do not.

They experience unexpected spelling problems.

Research on children with unexpected poor spelling skills indicates that
spelling problems may be either combined with or isolated from reading
difficulties. Frith (1985) cites two studies where large groups of
children were analyzed with the purpose of finding distinct subgroups of
reading retardation (Naidoo, 1972; Nelson & Warrington, 1974). Both
studies turned up only two subtypes (a) the classic dyslexic children
with reading and spelling retardation, and (b) children with spellingonly retardation. Neither study specifically predicted finding these
groups; however, rather than finding a large variety of subtypes, only
these two types emerged. In general, these are the two basic subgroups
of unexpected poor spellers analyzed in the spelling research as well.
The first type of unexpected poor speller generally is thought to
have significant weaknesses in both word recognition (word naming or
pronunciation) and word reproduction (spelling) despite adequate
intellectual potential. This type of poor speller is thought to have
difficulty in grasping and applying a regular set of phoneme-grapheme
correspondence rules by which to recognize or reproduce unfamiliar
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words so their spelling attempts are often nonphonetic; their word
pronunciation attempts, often unsuccessful. In addition, they are
thought to have more general verbal deficits and more severe spelling
difficulties (Frith, 1980; Nelson & Warrington, 1974; Share, Silva, &
Adler, 1987) in comparison to the second type of unexpected poor
speller.
The second type of unexpected poor speller generally is thought to
have word recognition skills in line with intellectual potential — or at
least in line with expected development compared to same age peers;
however, spelling skills are unexpectedly low by comparison. This type
of unexpected poor speller is thought to have mastered phonemegrapheme correspondence rules so words are generally pronounced
systematically and spelled phonetically; however, spelling attempts are
often incorrect according to standard spelling since common
morphological word patterns are not mastered and utilized accurately in
spelling attempts (Frith, 1985). Without full use of this higher level
skill, this type of unexpected poor speller either does not recognize or
does not retain common word structures, so is unable to produce them
accurately when needing to spell a word. The view here is that arrests
have occurred at different stages of development, and that the type of
spelling difficulty depends upon the stage of development at which the
arrest occurs (Frith, 1985).
The Purposes of this Study
The main purpose of this study is to determine if the data obtained
here support a developmental model of spelling skills acquisition as
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past research suggests. A child who produces few errors should fall at
a higher level of development than a same-age child who makes many
errors if they are given the same words to spell. Type of errors should
designate level of development as well. For example, children who make
phonetic errors would be expected to be at a higher level of development
than children who make nonphonetic errors highly dissimilar to the
target word. If spelling growth is developmental, then older students
should have fewer numbers of misspellings which represent a lower
level of development, and greater numbers of misspellings which
represent a higher level of development.
Another goal of this study is to see if the subtypes of unexpected
poor spellers identified in the research literature fit the data collected
in this study. If there are distinct error and performance patterns
which differentiate spelling types from each other, these predicted
patterns should emerge on scores of the experimental tasks
administered to the sample in this study. One way analyses of variance
(ANOVAs) and multiple comparison procedures are the statistical
measures used in this study to determine if and where significant
differences occurred among group means.
Finally, in this study, it is hoped that the data will provide
evidence that will indicate whether or not patterns of misspellings for
the unexpected poor spellers represent arrests at different levels of
development. Frith (1985) hypothesizes that different subtypes of
unexpected poor spellers experience arrests at different levels of
development and various researchers identify key tasks which can act
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as distinguishing features to reflect arrests at various stages of
spelling development. If performance on these tasks suggests
developmental level, and if the two subtypes of unexpected poor
spellers are experiencing arrests at different levels of development,
then their performances should differ significantly from each other and
from normally developing spellers in predictable ways on the tasks
administered in this study.
Significance of the Study
This study is meant to add to a small but growing body of research
in the area of developmental spelling difficulties in children who have
adequate intelligence levels. There is a large body of research in the
area of reading development and dyslexia, where spelling problems are
viewed as a secondary symptom associated with dyslexia. There is not
as much research in which the primary focus is on spelling development
and spelling deficits where spelling problems are viewed as the primary
symptom.
Many studies on spelling development agree that analysis of
spelling errors is instrumental in determining the nature of the spelling
difficulties involved. In particular, many studies determine type of
unexpected poor speller based on whether or not errors are phonetic or
nonphonetic. Since the literature suggests that children at similar
stages of development tend to make similar assumptions about language
production, this author has chosen to analyze misspellings of children
according to whether they are phonetic or nonphonetic.
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The significance of this study, then, is to determine if accurate
methods of categorization of unexpected poor speller subtypes can be
developed. While other studies first define unexpected poor speller
subtypes depending on their word pronunciation and spelling levels, and
then administer experimental tasks to determine additional differences
between groups, this study hopes to isolate all unexpected poor spellers
in a sample and then, through administration of several pronunciation
and spelling tasks, categorize them into subtypes. Also, as previously
mentioned, it is hoped that this study will provide data which either
supports or fails to support the hypothesis that spelling growth is
developmental; and that when unexpected spelling problems arise, they
reflect arrests at different developmental levels.
Definition of Terms
It is important to note that in the spelling research, reading
problems which are associated with spelling difficulties usually refer
to children’s ability to recognize or name a written word by pronouncing
it correctly.

The term 'reading'as it is used here does not refer to

reading in a broad sense which includes comprehension and vocabulary,
but to reading in a narrow sense, specifically the ability to decipher or
decode the pronunciation of words using word analysis skills and
grapheme-phoneme correspondence rules. It is considered that word
analysis skills are to reading in a similar way as spelling skills are to
writing since both rely heavily on the ability to understand and use
sound-symbol or phoneme-grapheme correspondences. Therefore, the
term 'reading' as it is used in this study is usually synonymous with the
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term 'wordrecognition: When reading Is being discussed in this study
to refer to the broader definition which includes passage reading for
meaning, the term 'contextualreading' or 'readingcomprehension' will
be used.
In this study, when reference is made to 'wordidentification', it
means the selection of the correct spelling of an orally presented target
word given two or three spelling choices in print. The choices include
the correctly spelled target word, and an incorrect phonetic and/or
nonphonetic version of the target word.

With word identification,

children hear the word spoken in isolation, or within the context of a
sentence, as well as in isolation. To identify the word in print, children
must select by circling or underlining the correct spelling from the two
or three possible spellings presented.
In this study, when reference is made to 'spelling; it means the
reproduction, usually in written form, of letters to try to match the
standard form of the word in the English language. The term 'spelling'
as it is used here is generally synonymous with the term 'word

reproduction: Often the term 'spelling from recall' is used to designate
that children are writing words from memory after hearing them
dictated orally in isolation and/or in a sentence.

Unexpectedpoor spelling (UPS) ability refers to the inability to
reproduce in writing the correct spellings of words whose meanings are
familiar to the child. It refers to the fact that spelling ability is
significantly underdeveloped compared to intellectual ability. Incorrect
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spellings, those not standard, are referred to as misspellingsor spelling
errors
Also, in this study, the close relationship of word recognition to
word reproduction is recognized (Waters et al., 1985); however, spelling
is considered to be the more difficult process for the following reasons.
Spelling requires more phonological processing than reading (Bradley &
Bryant, 1985); a sound-based phonological strategy is used more
regularly in spelling, especially for producing unfamiliar words (Jorm,
1983).

To spell or reproduce a word you need full cues, or complete

knowledge of the letter structure (Frith, 1980; Jorm, 1983); whereas to
recognize a word or pronounce it, only partial cues are necessary. It is
harder to spell than read a word since the number of grapheme
alternatives for a phoneme is greater than the number of phoneme
alternatives for a grapheme (Nelson, 1980). The schwa sound is
probably the best example of this since it can be represented by any one
of the vowels or any of several vowel combinations. Finally, since the
spoken form of a word is usually more familiar than its written form
(Nelson, 1980), children typically have less difficulty recognizing the
correct pronunciation of a word versus its correct spelling.
Finally, the terms that will be used in this study to designate
different types of spellers are as follows.

‘ Normal spellers' will be

the term used to refer to children of at least average intelligence,
whose reading skills and spelling skills (i.e., word recognition and word
reproduction) are both normally developed (i.e., spelling skills are
consistent with intellectual ability). ' Unexpected poor spellers' will be
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the umbrella term used to refer to all students who have average or
above average intelligence combined with significantly lower spelling
skills (i.e., spelling skills are inconsistent with intellectual ability).

'Dysgraphic spellers' will be the term used to refer to those unexpected
poor spellers whose reading skills (i.e., word pronunciation) are
consistent with intelligence level but whose spelling skills fall at
significantly lower levels.

' Dyslexic spellers' will be the term used to

refer to those unexpected poor spellers whose reading and spelling
skills (i.e., word recognition and spelling performances) are both
significantly below predicted levels. Table 1 outlines the different
spelling types by IQ, pronunciation, and spelling levels.

Table 1
Ability and Skill Development Levels of Spelling Types

Soellina Tvoe

IQ

Pronunciation

SDellina

Normal

X

X

X

Dysgraphic

X

X

0

Dyslexic

X

0

0

Note. x= age appropriate development

o= significantly below prediction
given intellectual ability

Glossary of Terms

grapheme - a letter or group of letters which represent one phoneme
(e.g., *ck‘ to represent the ’k‘ sound).

mental lexicon - body of words and their alphabetic arrangements
stored in memory

morpheme - small, meaningful orthographic units such as base words
(e.g., the free form ‘do’); inflectional endings (e.g., the bound forms ‘mg'
or 's’); affixes (un, re, tion); frequently found groupings of letters, for
example, *ght‘, ‘ou', 'or'; inflections, where a word form is changed to
indicate grammatical relationships such as number, case, gender, and
tense; derivations, the adding of affixes other than inflectional endings
to form words (e.g., 'warmth' is derived from 'warm'); and compounding,
the joining of two or more base morphemes to form a word.

morphology- the internal form and structure of words; the study of
structure, classification, and relationships of morphemes.

orthography- the alphabetic system which represents information about
the pronunciation and sounds of words (e.g., the spellings 'mate' and
'mat' carry different orthographic information resulting in different
pronunciations).
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phoneme - distinct English speech sounds (e.g., the *p' in pin, spin, and
tip).

phoneme-grapheme correspondence rules - a set of rules for translating
the phonological code into the graphemic code (and vice versa). Also
called sound-symbol or sound-spelling correspondence rules

phonology - the unified system of speech sounds of our language (e.g., all
the sounds which are contained in our language).

word identification- ability to select the correct spelling of a target
word from two or three alternative spellings presented in print (one,
correct; the others phonetic and/or nonphonetic versions similar in
appearance) after hearing the target word pronounced orally in isolation
and in context.

word recognition- ability to name, read, or pronounce single printed
words correctly.

word reproduction - ability to produce dictated words correctly from
recall in writing.

CHAPTER II
LITERATURE REVIEW
Introduction
In this review of the literature, several key topics are included.
First, a distinction is made between the spelling processes of fully
developed adult spellers and those of children whose skills are still
developing. Second, information on the developmental stages that
children are thought to pass through as they gain more experience with
the written language are provided. In particular, Frith's (1985) threestage model which includes logographic, alphabetic, and orthographic
levels of development are outlined. Third, types of unexpected poor
spellers are described, experimental tasks typically administered to
differentiate spelling subtypes are noted, and researchers’ hypotheses to
explain why some children, despite average intelligence, cannot spell
well are provided. Finally, deficit and delay arguments, meant to explain
the unexpected poor spelling problem, are presented. A review of this
background information provides a meaningful context in which the
significance and purposes of the present study can be better understood.
The Spelling Process in Children
A study of spelling development in children must take Into
consideration the difference between skilled, adult spellers and younger
children whose spelling skills are still evolving. It is thought that
adults, through extended experience reading and writing words, have
built up extensive mental lexicons. Maintained in memory in these
mental lexicons are a large body of known words and their alphabetic
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arrangements which they can access directly from memory, often
referred to as the direct route to the mental lexicon. Only when adults
come upon low frequency, or unfamiliar, words where the information in
their lexicons may be incomplete do they need to mediate with an
additional strategy, the use of sound-spelling correspondences (Waters
et al., 1985), often referred to as the indirect route to the mental
lexicon.
With children, on the other hand, the information in their mental
lexicons is often incomplete due to lack of experience. They have built
up less of a base of known words in their mental lexicons, so they are
less frequently able to directly access the pronunciations and spellings
of words and more frequently are forced to rely on sound-spelling
correspondences to estimate the accurate form of a word.
Another common adult spelling strategy is described as spelling by
analogy to known words similar in spelling pattern (Glushko, 1979).
Here skilled spellers are thought to have identified common spelling
patterns which match certain pronunciations. They are familiar with
representations for certain sounds based on what they have seen or
experienced with other words. So they are likely to spell unknown
words by analogy to known words or word parts. Frith (1985) describes
spelling by analogy to words similar in form as a higher level skill very
useful to advanced spellers. Once a great deal of orthographic
information has been accumulated by a speller over years of practice,
comparisons to familiar word structures can be used when deciding how
to spell an unfamiliar word.
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Developmental Models of Spelling
Developmental Stage Theory of Early Writing
With young children who have had limited experience with words,
their orthographic knowledge is at an earlier developmental stage and
so, rather than spelling by analogy like adults, they tend to rely on more
basic strategies.

Although their predictions and assumptions about the

language are logical and and rule-governed as are those of adults, their
invented spellings suggest their developing logic and rule systems are
quite different from those of adults.

Research by Henderson and Beers

(1980), Read (1971), and Schwartz (1983) done with preschoolers
through second graders, indicates that no matter what the type of
instruction, the spelling of young children tends to progress through the
following stages (Schwartz, 1983, p. 304):
SemiDhonetic Stage. The speller begins to conceptualize that
letters have sounds and are used to represent sounds in words, but is able
to provide only a partial mapping of the phonetic representation. Letter
name strategy is common (i.e., using the vowel's letter name to represent
the sound (KAM (came); FEL (feel), LIK (like)). With preconsonant nasals
(i.e., nasals before a consonant such as the 'n' in 'want' or ing’), although
children can perceive the sound when spoken, they typically omit it when
writing (e.g./wat', *ig ).
Phonetic Stage. The child is able to provide a fuller mapping of the
letter sound correspondences but without regard for English letter
sequences or other orthographic conventions. Preconsonant nasals appear
in their spelling more regularly.
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Transitional Stage. The speller moves from a reliance on phonology
for representing words to a much greater reliance on visual and
morphological representations (i.e., word forms such as affixes Cun’),
base words ('do'), and inflectional forms Cing'). The speller adheres to
basic conventions of English orthography: vowels appear in every syllable;
nasals are more regularly represented before consonants; both vowels and
consonants are employed instead of the letter name strategy. Markers are
employed as an alternative for spelling long vowel sounds, though they
are not always used correctly (ex. Maett for mate). Schwartz (1983)
describes markers as "letters or letter sequences which, although they
sometimes have no sound equivalent themselves, indicate the phonemic
reference of other letters in their environment, e.g., in mate, <?acts as a
marker to indicate the vowel correspondence for <?and to distinguish it
from mat" (p.304).
Correct Stage. The stage where spellers tend to used standard
spellings of words within their lexicons. At the correct stage, children
use spelling strategies that reflect their experience with and knowledge
of the language. Spelling strategies increasingly resemble those used by
proficient adolescent and adult spellers.
When studying the spelling of preschool children, Read (1971) found
that the invented spellings of these children developed along predictable
paths even though their early spontaneous spelling attempts hardly
resembled standard English spellings. However, consistencies in the
patterns of children's invented spellings led Read to conclude that
children systematically categorize English sounds. He thinks they
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choose the representations they do based on phonetic properties,
treating some relationships as more basic than others. Thus, he
concludes that children’s spelling is systematically abstract based on
perceived phonetic detail, and that children, even before attending
school, are able to analyze and generalize about English phonology. He
adds that the child's task, then, when entering the stage of formal
instruction is not to memorize arbitrary sound-symbol correspondences
but to extend and deepen already abstract conceptions of the English
sound system. He takes the position that spelling is ’Tule-governed",
that children learn general principles rather than memorizing words one
by one, that these principles develop as a result of children's abstract
inferences about the written language, and that these principles are
used by children to spell new word instances. Although "incorrect" by
adult English standards, a child’s invented spellings are logical and
reflect the young writer's growing understanding of the language.
Beers (1980) also adheres to a generative-transformational
grammar model which hypothesizes that "children internalize
information about spoken and written words, organize that information,
construct tentative rules based on that information, and apply these
rules to the spelling of words" (p.36). He quotes studies by Beers
(1976), Beers, Beers and Grant (1977), and Beers and Henderson (1977),
where the spelling attempts of first grade children show an
overwhelming reliance on the letter-name strategy no matter what type
of reading and spelling instruction they have had, while the percentage
of youngsters using this strategy between second and fourth grades
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declines significantly. The fact that the younger children often spelled
high frequency words correctly, yet spelled similarly constructed words
incorrectly suggests to Beers that although at first very young children
may memorize certain high frequency words since they have not yet
internalized the orthographic principles underlying the words, they soon
develop phonological and, eventually, morphological principles which
begin to guide their spelling attempts. A developmental mark that this
has happened is when words of an irregular spelling pattern (e.g., slept)
which had previously been spelled correctly, are now spelled according
to a regularized pattern (e.g., sleeped). Rather than cause for alarm,
this shift in strategy indicates developmental growth. With additional
learning and experience regarding morphological and orthographic
knowledge, the child typically returns to spelling this irregular word in
the correct way.
Frith’s Three-Staae Reading and Spelling Developmental Model
Frith (1985) proposes a three-stage model of spelling and reading
development which incorporates the initial attempts of young spellers
as well as the spelling behavior of older children at later stages in
development. Frith's developmental stage model of reading and spelling
development effectively incorporates developmental study findings
which suggest that children generate, test, and revise their hypotheses
about phonological and orthographic rules (Beers, 1980; Gentry, 1981;
Read, 1971; Templeton, 1980; Zutell, 1980) and provides a broad
developmental framework with which to view the child's growing
spelling skills (see Table 2).
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Stage One: Logographic Skills
Frith proposes that the initial stage of language development is the
logographic stage. At this stage, children recognize familiar words on a
graphic or visual basis rather than on phonological cues. If a word is
unknown, it cannot be recognized in a systematic way at this stage.
Guesses based on context or some kinds of unrelated cues might occur;
however, no analytic strategies (i.e., sounding out new words using

Table 2
Frith's Three-staae Six-steD Model of Readina and Writina Acauisition

Staae

Level

Writina

Readina

1

1

logographici(P)

(symbolic)

1

2

logographiC2

logographiC2

2

1

logographic

2

2

alphabetiC2

alphabet1C2

3

1

orthographic] (P)

alphabet1C3

3

2

orthography

orthography

(P) alphabetic]

Note. P=pacemaker for each stage

phonemic analysis) have evolved yet.

At this stage the concepts of

word and sentence are being established and a large sight vocabulary is
developing, but through a very visual approach.
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Stage Two: Alphabetic Skills
At the alphabetic stage, children begin to develop their knowledge
of phonemes and graphemes, and begin making the phonological
connections between them. While very different from adult phonological
and alphabetic skills (Henderson & Beers, 1980; Read, 1971), young
children make systematic decisions about the relationships between
the sound and appearance of the language. Usually the impetus for
entering the alphabetic stage is that the child's sight vocabulary grows
to such an extent that memory storage is overloaded, and visually
similar words begin to cause confusion (Frith, 1985). Therefore, the
emphasis switches from a visual approach to a more phonological
approach where phoneme-grapheme relationships are analyzed and
hypothesized.

Attempts at reading and spelling new words are based on

phonological decisions, not just visual ones. Frith feels that spelling
promotes growth at this stage since it emphasizes orderly, sequential
letter production. She also considers this an intermediate phase toward
the next, and final, stage of development: the orthographic stage.
Stage Three: Orthographic Skills
At this highest developmental stage, children develop their
orthographic skill through use of morphological knowledge.

At stage

three, word form and structure are used to recognize and reproduce
words, not just phonology.

Units of unfamiliar words are segmented

and matched with parts of familiar words to create possible spellings.
This process is often described as spelling by analogy to other words or
word parts and has been shown to exist by age seven (Snowling & Frith,
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1981). Some more complicated aspects of this stage, for example the
use of derivational patterns in forming words, may begin much later;
perhaps, in early adolescence. Templeton and Scarborough-Franks
(1985) found this latter skill fairly well established by sixth grade.
The orthographic stage, although representing a much more analytic and
abstract level than stage one, marks a return to a more visual approach
where word forms in addition to speech sounds provide important
information for the developing speller.

Discussion of

stages

Frith (1985) proposes that normal reading and writing development
proceeds out of step so that there is an "alternating shift of balance
between reading and writing" (p. 310). Each developmental level or stage
possesses several phases of growth, according to Frith. Phase one is an
initial stage where beginning skills are being learned. Phase two is an
advanced stage where skills are being more firmly established. By Frith's
view, developmental levels and phases act as pacemakers for reading and
writing skills (see Table 2).

Phase one logographic level is a pacemaker

for reading skills. In other words, initial logographic skills are developed
through reading practice and advance to phase two through continued
reading practice. Once advanced to phase two, logographic skills are
available for writing as well as reading. Phase one alphabetic level is the
pacemaker for writing skills. While phase two logographic skills are
becoming firmly established through reading and writing experience, and
possibly advancing to phase three, phase one alphabetic skills are being
developed through writing practice. With continued writing practice
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alphabetic skills are developed to phase two. Once advanced to phase
two, alphabetic skills are available for reading as well as writing. Phase
one orthographic level is a pacemaker for reading skills once again. While
alphabetic skills continue to develop through writing and reading
experience, possibly to a phase three mastery level, beginning
orthographic skills are being developed (i.e., basic, common morphological
patterns start to be recognized) through reading. Once orthographic skills
have been learned sufficiently through reading practice, the orthographic
phase two level is reached and skills are solidified enough to be applied
in writing situations. Orthographic skills continue to develop through
reading and writing experience, possibly to a phase three level.

When

faced with the spelling of unfamiliar words, phase two and three
orthographic spellers can make analogies to known word parts or familiar
morphological patterns, an important skill in promoting advanced
spelling.
Causes of Spelling Difficulties
Arrest at Stage 1 /Level 2 - Dvslexics
Frith’s three-stage, six-level developmental model of reading and
spelling acquisition allows her to make some predictions about the
causes of spelling difficulties based upon the stage and level at which
developmental arrest occurs (see Table 3). Frith describes classic
developmental dyslexia as an arrest at stage 1, level 2 (the phonological
dysfunction hypothesis) where there is a failure to advance from stage
one to stage two. The dyslexic speller has the following characteristics
(a) difficulty in grasping and applying the alphabetic principle so
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spelling attempts are often nonphonetic, and (b) difficulty In sounding
out and blending letters so reading attempts with unfamiliar words are
often unsuccessful. With dyslexics, reading age Increases slowly with
Increased logographlc skill, an expanding sight vocabulary, Increased
ability to utilize context clues, and remediation In phonics; however,
despite remediation, dyslexics* underlying deficit cannot be removed.
They take more time and effort using alphabetic strategies and typically
cannot maintain them under stress.

Sound-letter correspondences are

never made as effortlessly or automatically as normally developing
children, and nonword performance shows little improvement as reading
age rises. Due to their weak alphabetic strategies and poor phonetic
analysis skills, dyslexics continually fall back on their logographic
strategies.
Arrest at Stage 2/ Level 2 - Type One Dvsaraphics
Frith uses the term 'developmental dysgraphia' to describe an
arrest at stage 2, level 2. These developmental dysgraphics can spell
and read regular words correctly since their alphabetic strategy is
developed, but irregular words (words of an irregular spelling pattern;
such as, recipe, cousin, or through; which cannot be spelled or
pronounced correctly using sound-symbol correspondences alone) are
typically spelled wrong since the orthographic strategy is not
developed. Irregular words are typically spelled wrong, but
phonetically, since they are being produced according to phonemegrapheme correspondence rules rather than common orthographic
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patterns. This inability to spell irregular words is thought to be an
identifying characteristic of this group.
Arrest at Stage 3/Level 1 - Type Two Dysgraohlcs
According to Frith (1985), a second type of dysgraphic has a
developmental arrest at stage 3, level 1. These poor spellers utilize
orthographic strategies for contextual reading but not for spelling.
When reading words in context, they excel at using their level one
orthographic skills to gain meaning from text; however, when spelling
words which requires a fuller development of orthographic skills, these
children do more poorly since their orthographic skills are not developed
to this level.
An experimental task to identify spellers at this developmental
level is the identification and spelling of homophones (Frith, 1984;
Snowling, 1985). The partial orthographic cues learned at level one of
the orthographic stage are thought to be sufficient for identification of
homophones. However, when spelling homophones, a fuller knowledge of
orthographic cues is necessary to differentiate between the different
spelling patterns of these identically sounding words. Normal spellers
can identify and reproduce homophones equally well because their
orthographic skills extend to the level of exactness required for the
spelling process. Dysgraphic spellers at this stage of development often
cannot spell the homonyms they can identify because they have only
developed to Stage 3, Level 1. At stage 3, level 1, an early time in this
stage, the exact orthographic structure of a word might not be known;
this imprecision may not prevent the recognition or identification of a
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word (in fact, context may facilitate fast reading using partial cues);
however, this imprecision may prevent the spelling of that word.
Attention to Detail Hypothesis
Frith's hypothesis is , then, that this second subtype of dysgraphic
speller has a different contextual reading strategy than normal spellers
(Frith, 1980). She thinks they typically attend only to partial cues,
rather than full cues when reading in context, which enables them to

Table 3
Frith's Developmental Arrest Hypothesis

Stage

Level_Reading_Writing

1

1

logographic i (P)

(symbolic)

1

2

logographiC2 I-> logographiC2

Arrest at this point typical of dyslexic speller
2

1

logographic

(P) alphabetic]

2

2

alphabetiC2<:

alphabetiC2

Arrest at this point typical of dysgraphic speller- Type One
3

1

orthographic] (P)

alphabet^

nI'

Arrest at this point typical of dysgraphic speller- Type Two
3

2

orthographiC2 I-> orthography

Note: P = pacemaker for each stage
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recognize words and gain meaning swiftly, but does not equip them
with the precise orthographic representations so necessary for correct
spelling. Thus, Frith’s dysgraphic spellers recognize words as well as
normal spellers; however, since they do not attend to all letters in a
word when reading as normal contextual readers often do, they are
poorer spellers.

Central to characterizing the deficit of this type of

dysgraphic speller is this attention to detail hypothesis: that habitual
attention to letter-by-letter detail is necessary for skilled use of the
orthographic strategy. Frith thinks that it is precisely this reading
style which contributes to this type of dysgraphic's arrest at Stage 3,
Level 1 of the developmental process.
Summary of Frith's Arrest model of Reading and Writing Acquisition
Children with spelling difficulties whose arrest in development is
at stage one can be called developmental dyslexics. These children have
trouble sounding out, segmenting, and blending letters to recognize
unfamiliar words. Since they have not developed efficient phonemicgraphemic correspondence rules, their spelling errors are often
nonphonetic.
Dysgraphic spellers, unlike dyslexic spellers, have entered the
alphabetic stage; in fact, some dysgraphics have moved beyond it,
according to Frith. Frith here, in terms of causal hypothesis, treats
dysgraphics as two separate subgroups; although she calls both
dysgraphics, she asserts that one type of dysgraphic has experienced
developmental arrest at an earlier stage and level than the other type.
Children with spelling difficulties whose arrest is at stage two can be
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Identified by their ability to spell regular words since they know
phoneme-grapheme correspondence rules, but they are less able to spell
irregular words since they are less competent with knowledge at the
orthographic level. Children with spelling difficulties whose arrest in
development is at stage three, level one, are somewhat familiar with
orthographic strategies. Their competency with morphological cues is
developed enough at this stage that they can identify the correct
spelling of homophones in print; however, it is not complete enough that
they can reproduce (spell) homophones correctly from recall. This
dysgraphic subtype is considered to have a milder handicap than the
stage two dysgraphic.
While Frith's separation of dysgraphics into two subtypes sounds
plausible since it reflects reasonable developmental growth according
to her model; research findings do not clearly offer support for these
designated types. None of the research reviewed by this author offers
findings which support this differentiation; findings tend to support one
dysgraphic category rather than two subtypes of dysgraphics.
Nevertheless, despite questions about the accuracy of Frith’s subgroup
differentiation, her basic position on unexpected poor spellers as a
group is clearly stated. She believes that with children who have
unexpected spelling problems in relation to intelligence, whether they
be dyslexic or dysgraphic, to use her broad categories, (a) development
is thought to be normal up until a point of arrest; (b) the dyslexic
speller is thought to experience an arrest at an earlier stage than a
dysgraphic speller, and (c) after the point of arrest, further growth is a
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result of progress in prior, normally mastered strategies and in
compensatory strategies instituted subsequent to the arrest. Frith
(1985) concludes: "Following arrest, therefore, we would not expect to
find exactly the same picture in a dyslexic or dysgraphic child as in a
normal child who is at that phase of acquisition where the arrest
occurred." (p.325).
Deficit Versus Delay Argument
Deficits and Delays Defined
In talking about spelling developmental arrests, Frith (1985)
differentiates a spelling delay from a spelling deficit or disorder. With a
delay, development is slow, but eventually catches up. There is not an
arrest in development, but rather a slower attainment of skills where
eventually, in a normal sequence, higher skills are attained. With a
spelling delay, spelling strategies develop in a normal sequence, but at a
slower pace.
With a spelling deficit or disorder, there is a deviance in the
normal sequence of skill attainment, not just a delay. With a spelling
disorder, there is a qualitative, not just a quantitative, difference in
performance; there is a "persistent failure to advance to the next step in
the normal acquisition process" (Frith, 1985, p. 304). Any strategies
acquired before the point of arrest are considered normal; however, after
the point of arrest in the normal developmental sequence, abnormal or
compensatory strategies replace the usual strategies. Thus, with a
developmental disorder, the higher skills in the developmental sequence
which are past the point of arrest are considered deviant or abnormal.
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Review of the Deviance Position
Frith’s (1985) developmental spelling model outlines a detailed,
progressive set of stages through which the speller advances in an
invariant order. Her model is carefully designed to include aspects of her
research and that of others, such as Henderson and Beers (1980), Nelson
and Warrington (1974), and Read (1971, 1973) who share Frith's view that
spelling is a developmental process, that young spellers spell differently
than those who are more skilled, that with each stage in development
known skills merge with more advanced skills to move the child to a
higher level of development, and that the type of spelling errors which
the child exhibits reflect the level of that child's spelling knowledge.
Generally, certain types of errors are thought to reflect a higher stage of
development. For example, with eleven to twelve year old spellers,
phonetic errors are thought to indicate a higher level of development
than unsystematic nonphonetic errors which do not closely resemble the
target word (Frith, 1985).
Frith also believes that arrests may occur at different stages of
development which explain different types of spelling problems. Once
arrest occurs, further development is possible, but abnormal. In Frith's
view, dyslexic spellers and dysgraphic spellers are different from
normal and developmentally delayed children whose spelling strategies
are more alike; the spelling strategies of the developmentally delayed
are essentially normal, they are just developing at a slower rate.
Frith thinks that while disordered spellers can advance to the
next stage of development, they do so with some degree of loss or
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disadvantage. Since something has Impeded the normal advance to the
next stage In development, the new skills learned can never be as
automatic and effortless as those of normally developing spellers.

New

strategies at the next stage of development may be gained, but they are
not the same as those of normal spellers.
Review of the Delay Position
Some researchers feel that to compare same-age good and poor
spellers as Frith does gives an inaccurate picture of those with spelling
difficulties (Backman, Bruck, Herbert, and Seidenberg, 1984; Nelson,
1980; Seidenberg, Bruck, Fornarolo, and Backman, 1985). These
researchers think that reading and spelling disorders should be viewed in
the same light as developmental delays. Their claim is that there are no
qualitative differences between how normal and disordered children read
and spell if they are compared with appropriate norms. Their
recommendation is to match children similar in spelling age rather than
chronological age; thus, the more meaningful criteria, in their opinion, is
to compare older unexpected poor spellers with younger normally
developing spellers.
The Delay Position Supported
Nelson (1980) compared the spelling errors of children diagnosed
as dyslexic with those of a control group of younger "average" spellers
who were matched according to spelling age. Using this kind of group
comparison Nelson found that the dyslexic group's errors did not differ
significantly in quality from the younger normal spellers.
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Bailet (1990) compared a group of 14 sixth grade poor readers/poor
spellers and a group of seven sixth grade good readers/poor spellers with
two control groups: 18 sixth grade normal readers and spellers who did
not differ in chronological age from the learning disabled groups; and 14
fourth grade normal readers and spellers whose reading and spelling
levels were similar to the poor reader/poor speller group. Dictated
spelling tasks which assessed use of phoneme-grapheme correspondence
rules and suffix-adding rules were administered to all groups. Group by
task analyses of variance provided data which tended to support that both
older learning disabled groups produced highly similar error patterns to
the younger normally achieving spellers. However, the two groups did
differ in one area: use of the ed past tense suffix rule. Both groups of
poor spellers, whether good or poor readers, experienced considerably
more difficulty with the ed past tense suffix rule than the younger
controls.
In two studies on word recognition performance done by Backman et
al., 1984 and Seidenberg et al., 1985, older poor readers and older disabled
readers were matched with younger average readers of similar reading
comprehension levels. Their data did not support the hypothesis that the
disabled reader's performance was qualitatively different from the
normals' performance. "Rather than performing in a qualitatively
different manner, the subjects in this study merely performed at a lower
level than the good readers." (Seidenberg et al, 1985, p. 176-177).
However, in the Backman et al. (1984) study, there is also mention
that the groups did differ in one area. The authors report that for their
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good Grade Two readers there were significant correlations between their
performance on word and nonword tasks; in other words, a good
performance on a word task typically predicted a good performance on a
nonword task. Not so with poor readers whose performance on word tasks
did not correlate with performance on nonword tasks; this group’s lower
performance on nonword tasks was thought to indicate that poor readers
failed to apply their sound-spelling knowledge as consistently as second
grade good readers.
A problem with comparing the above-mentioned word recognition
studies with Frith's findings is the differing manner in which the disabled
groups were chosen: by word recognition tasks in the Frith studies; by
reading comprehension tasks in the Seidenberg studies. The question
arises whether the findings from the Frith and Seidenberg studies are
readily comparable given the differing methods of group selection.
Another problem which arises in looking at these studies in support
of the delay position is that although older disabled subjects tended to
resemble younger normal subjects in broad developmental terms, there
were often specific areas of unexplained differences which appeared.
While these differences may seem minor and inconsequential compared to
the number of similarities between groups, they may actually represent
significant areas of difference. More research comparing older disabled
subjects with younger normal subjects should help to determine if these
two groups function similarly.
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The Deviance Position Supported
In a study by Snowllng, Stackhouse, and Rack (1986), the spelling
and reading performances of dyslexics were compared to those of normal
children, but the comparison between the two was made by matching
reading ages versus chronological ages. Thus, the complaint by some
delay position proponents that improper norms are being used in most
studies which find qualitative differences between unexpected poor
spellers and normal spellers was addressed in this study.

Also, the

reading disabled group was selected by word recognition versus reading
comprehension tasks as in the Seidenberg studies. Therefore, the findings
from this study seem directly comparable to Frith’s research since group
selection processes were similar in both cases.
In this study, dyslexics who were compared to younger controls of
matched reading levels performed significantly differently from the
normative sample.

While the normal groups tended to find nonword

reading as easy as word reading, the dyslexics tended to find words
easier to read than nonwords of similar orthographic structure. On
spelling tasks, dyslexics made a greater number of nonphonetic errors
than normals. They also had difficulty spelling nonwords phonetically.
While dyslexics could identify the number of syllables and initial
phonemes of words, they had significantly more difficulty than normals
with phoneme analysis (segmentation) and sound sequencing.
Because of these findings, Snowling et al. agree with Frith's arrest
position. They feel that deficiencies in phonological processes lead to
arrests in reading and spelling development at an early stage for
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dyslexics, and that following arrest, phonological skills that are gained
remain weak. The dyslexics in this study displayed a visual approach to
reading and made spelling errors which indicated few alphabetic skills.
Since nonword reading was worse than word reading, and spelling was
often nonphonetic for the dyslexics, this provided further evidence that
developmental arrest had occurred at the logographic level and from that
point on ’normal development’ had been prohibited.
The delay versus deviance argument is approached from a different
angle in a study by Read and Ruyter (1985). The authors note that
underlying many children’s reading and spelling problems are weaknesses
in segmentation skills (awareness of phonemes in syllables), decoding
skills (ability to relate printed words to their pronunciations), and
encoding skills (ability to relate word pronunciations to their printed
equivalents). They question whether children’s learning disabilities in
these areas represent merely developmental lags in gaining these skills,
so that they would improve given maturation and experience; or whether
these disabilities characterize older subjects as well as children, in
which case arrests in development have more likely occurred.
To answer these questions, the authors compared two groups'
performances on reading and spelling tasks. Fifty-five male adult
prisoners whose reading comprehension levels were at the fifth grade
level or below were compared to children at similar reading
comprehension levels, some of whom were third and fourth grade
normally developing readers, others of whom were poor fifth grade
contextual readers.
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Results indicated that adults of low literacy had greater difficulty
reading nonsense words than real words with the same spelling patterns.
The poor fifth grade readers from the normative sample also showed
difficulties in this area compared to the normally developing younger
children. Findings seemed to indicate that both adult subjects and fifth
grade poor readers lacked the ability to generalize their decoding skills
to new words and showed weaknesses using the phonetic code.
The authors of this study conclude that underlying difficulties in
reading and spelling in young children and low literacy adults are poor
segmentation skills; and that these do not develop due to maturation
alone, but must be learned.

In other words, adults who have not learned

to be skillful with segmentation will remain poor in decoding and and
encoding, and will not mature in reading and spelling skills. Their
greatest difficulty lies in decoding and encoding unfamiliar words and in
segmentation skills which underlie these skills. For example, they can
recognize familiar words, identify initial consonants, and judge word
similarities much better than they can segment or decode. In conclusion,
the authors assert that adult subjects' "disabilities in reading and
spelling result from a lack of specific skills in perception, memory, and
analysis of speech" and that these deficits "are not merely maturational
lags, for they do not disappear in adults" (Read & Ruyter, 1985, p. 51).
The Delav/Deviance Argument Reviewed
In looking at spelling development, the research not only reviews
the manner in which normal development occurs or fails to occur; but it
also questions whether those who fail to develop their spelling ability
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have simple delays or whether certain deficits make their spelling
strategies somehow deviant from normal spellers. One position is that if
poor spellers are compared to the proper norms (i.e., younger normally
developing spellers at a similar spelling age), then the spelling strategies
of these two groups will not differ substantially. The other position is
that for some poor spellers, theirs is not merely a delay in development,
but an arrest in development after which point compensatory strategies
develop which differ from the strategies of normal spellers. Those whose
spelling strategies deviate from the norm after the point of arrest are
called dyslexic or dysgraphic spellers. Backman et al. (1984), Nelson
(1980), and Seidenberg et al. (1985) argue for the delay position. Frith
(1985), Read and Ruyter (1985), and Snowling et al. (1986) support the
deficit position.
Several researchers in the field adhere to Nelson's position that it
makes most sense to compare older poor spellers to younger normally
developing spellers matched in spelling age. However, while Nelson did
not find any atypical spelling behaviors in the older poor spelling group
when she did this, other researchers have found differences. When
Backman et al. (1984) compared older poor contextual readers with
younger good contextual readers of similar reading comprehension levels,
one difference that emerged between the groups was that a good
performance on word tasks accurately predicted a good performance on
nonword tasks for the younger good readers, but not for the older poor
readers. Snowling et al. (1986) compared older poor readers (dyslexics)
with younger controls who had reached the same reading level. The
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normal younger subjects tended to find word and nonword reading equally
manageable, whereas subjects in the dyslexic group had more difficulty
with nonwords than real words. In the Read and Ruyter (1985) study, an
adult poor reader population was compared with good and poor fifth grade
readers on nonword task performance using the Phonic Transfer Index (the
ratio of scores on nonwords to real words). While young good readers
were found to have reached a ratio of .85 by second grade, the fifth grade
poor readers and even the poor reader adult population had not reached
that level. When Frith (1980) compared the performance of normal,
dyslexic, and dysgraphic spellers on word and nonword tasks, she found
that dyslexic spellers had more difficulty than normals reading and
spelling words and nonwords. Dysgraphic spellers, on the other hand,
performed equally as well as normals when reading real words, but had
significantly more difficulty reading nonwords which were based upon the
words they had previously read correctly (with one or two letters
changed). While the dysgraphic spellers spelled the nonwords
phonetically, they tended to give spellings which were unconventional.
It appears, then, that while older poor spellers might resemble
their younger normally developing counterparts at similar levels of
development in some ways, they might differ in other ways: in
particular, in the area of reading and spelling words and nonwords.

It

appears that further research is needed comparing the performances of
normal, dyslexic, and dysgraphic spellers on real word and nonword
tasks. Discrepancies between real word and nonword performances
might suggest that an arrest of some kind has occurred for some
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spellers. Also, comparisons between real word and nonword
performances might act as key distinguishing information in the
diagnosis of spelling difficulties.
Methodology Used in Spelling Research
In this review of the literature, a developmental view of spelling
acquisition has been outlined. In addition, performance on nonword
tasks in relation to word tasks has been identified as a key measure in
settling the developmental delay versus developmental arrest argument.
To complete the literature review, typical research methods used in
pertinent studies are outlined to establish the rationale for methods
utilized in this study. First, relevant group selection procedures and
measures are discussed. Second, outcome measures typically thought to
represent functioning at the three different developmental levels are
listed. Finally, a brief description of the three different spelling groups
investigated in this study is offered based on the procedures used and
the findings obtained in past research.
Measures Used to Determine Intelligence Level
In conducting developmental spelling research with children,
generally the first step of researchers is to identify the different
spelling groups typically outlined in the field: normal, dysgraphic, and
dyslexic. This is typically done by giving a broad measure of
intelligence to determine that subjects of interest have at least
average intelligence levels. Normal, dyslexic, and dysgraphic spellers,
then, all have at least average intelligence (typically at least the mean
on a standardized intelligence test like the Wechsler Intelligence Scale
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for Children - Revised (WISC-R). What distinguishes the three groups
from each other are differing spelling and reading levels, despite
average intelligence. Given at least normal intelligence, normal
spellers also have average or above average reading and spelling skills;
dysgraphic spellers have average or above average reading ability but
significantly lower spelling ability; dyslexic spellers have subaverage
reading and spelling ability.
Measures Used to Determine Reading Level
Defining these three groups in terms of reading and spelling levels
is common in the research (Frith, 1978, 1980;Jorm, 1981; Seidenberg
et al., 1985; Share et al., 1987). Spelling levels are consistently
defined as a measure of ability to write down the correct letter
sequence of single words to dictation. However, reading levels are not
defined as consistently. Some researchers use measures of ability to
recognize single words and pronounce them correctly (Frith, 1980,
Nelson & Warrington, 1974) to determine reading levels. This method is
used to provide reading levels "uncontaminated by the effects of
intelligent guesswork based on contextual rather than orthographical
cues" (Nelson & Warrington, 1974, p. 266). Other researchers use
reading comprehension to determine reading levels (Jorm, 1981;
Seidenberg et al., 1985; Waters et al., 1985). When experimental groups
are selected using such different aspects of reading ability, however,
the findings regarding the three groups cannot be readily compared or
generalized from study to study.

A review of the research suggests

that for spelling investigations it is most appropriate to use measures
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of single word recognition where the child is asked to pronounce words
presented in isolation. What is being tested is word decoding, or word
analysis skills, rather than contextual reading, or the ability to
comprehend when reading in context.
In this study, the two subtypes of unexpected poor spellers are not
identified from the overall sample; instead, all unexpected poor spellers
are selected so normal versus unexpected poor spellers initially form
the two broad groups. Additional tests are administered to these two
groups, including a standardized word pronunciation test. Subtypes
within the unexpected poor speller group are identified by performance
on this standardized pronunciation task of single words. Despite the
alteration of method used in this study, the decision to use a measure of
single word recognition rather than one of contextual reading to select
subgroups is still relevant and important.
Manner of Control Group Selection
Once unexpected poor spellers have been identified, they must be
compared to an appropriate control group. Choice of control group
varies from study to study.

In some studies, the control group is all

other spellers who do not fall into the experimental categories (Share
et al., 1987); thus the control group is extremely large in comparison to
the experimental groups and it contains both good and poor spellers at
all levels of ability. In other studies, the control group is the same in
age and number as at least one of the experimental groups (Frith, 1978;
Jorm, 1981), and controls have normally developed IQ, reading, and
spelling levels. In other studies, same age spellers are rejected as an
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appropriate control group; instead, it is thought to be more appropriate
to compare older poor spellers with younger normal spellers of similar
spelling ability levels (Nelson, 1980; Read & Ruyter, 1985; Snowling et
al., 1986).
The main concern with comparing unexpected poor spellers with
same age good spellers is thought to be that the poor spellers are judged
from their errors on a large number of words, many of which are far
beyond their capabilities, while the good spellers are judged on
relatively few errors made on words which fall more closely within
their capabilities (Nelson, 1980).

However, when Frith (1984) analyzed

errors of good spellers on words which were hard for them, she found
that these children still tended to spell phonetically even when words
were at a high level of difficulty for them. This suggests that good
spellers have a similar approach to spelling whether words are hard or
easy for them.
In this study, the unexpected poor speller group is comprised of a
combination of 11, 12, and 13 year olds. The randomly selected control
group of normally developing spellers is similar in number of 11, 12,
and 13 year olds as the unexpected poor speller group. Therefore,
unexpected poor spellers aged 11 to 13 are being compared to same-age
peers aged 11 to 13 whose intellectual, reading, and spelling
development is normal.
Variables in Spelling Research
In this study, spelling types constitute the fixed variables.
Spelling types include normal spellers (controls) and unexpected poor
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spellers aged 11, 12, and 13. Scores from twelve tasks administered to
the control and unexpected poor speller groups constitute the dependent
variables in this study. Based on the results of one of the twelve tasks,
a standardized word pronunciation test, the unexpected poor speller
group is further subdivided into dysgraphic and dyslexic subtypes.
Outcome Measures Used in Spelling Research
A description of the outcome measures generally used in spelling
research are outlined in three stages to conform with Frith's hypothesis
that arrests at different stages of development are responsible for the
differences noted among spelling groups. Typically, error patterns and
relative performances on two different related tasks are analyzed to
assess for differences in performance among groups and for evidence of
developmental level functioning.
Stage One: Logograohic
Frith (1985) proposes that children at the logographic stage of
functioning recognize familiar words on a visual basis, and are unable to
analyze unfamiliar words in a systematic way. Boder (1973) suggests
that the majority of dyslexic children have a holistic approach to word
learning, reading words globally through visual gestalts and making
guesses on unfamiliar words from minimal cues. If this Is the case,
then dyslexic spellers, who are supposed to be functioning at the
logographic stage of development, should not be able to pronounce
unfamiliar words and nonwords readily through use of sound-symbol
correspondence rules. Rather than making phonetic errors because they
are applying alphabetic strategies, or even nonphonetic errors because
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they are applying alphabetic strategies incorrectly, they should
frequently produce alternative whole word errors similar in shape and
appearance to the target word because they tend to name words based on
initial letters and overall shape of the word rather than detailed
analysis. While past research has not looked at this type of error
specifically, this author deemed such an error category warranted based
on the developmental stage theory and past research describing
dyslexic's word recognition approach.
Stage Two: Alphabetic
First, an analysis of errors as phonetic or nonphonetic is used in
most spelling studies to test for alphabetic functioning because it is
thought that for spellers to move beyond the logographic stage into the
alphabetic stage they must learn to use phoneme-grapheme
correspondence rules. If these rules are being used, misspellings
typically should sound like the target word, and thus be phonetic
interpretations. Spellers still at the logographic stage, as dyslexic
spellers are thought to be, should make an overabundance of nonphonetic
errors compared to other spelling types. In many studies (e.g.,. Boder,
1973; Frith, 1980; Snowling et al., 1986) this was found to be the case.
Nonphonetic errors, then, are seen to be a symptom of a basic
phonological dysfunction (Frith, 1985) where advancement to the
alphabetic stage of development is being arrested.
Second, word pronunciation tasks with regular versus irregular
spelling patterns are often administered to assess for alphabetic
functioning. With regular spelling patterns, a child who has entered the
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alphabetic stage can use grapheme-phoneme correspondence rules to
Identify and produce the word. On the other hand, with Irregular spelling
patterns, grapheme-phoneme correspondence rules are insufficient to
recognize or reproduce the word. A child must have morphological
information retained in memory to access the word directly, or the child
must make analogies to other known words or word parts. Errors,
therefore, should be regularized (l.e., spelled phonetically). In general,
children who do better with regular versus irregular word patterns are
thought to be operating at the alphabetic level of functioning.
Third, results on nonword reading and spelling tasks are often used
as outcome measures in spelling research because with nonwords
phoneme-grapheme correspondence rules must be used to estimate
pronunciation or spelling. It is hypothesized that difficulties at the
alphabetic level will become obvious if the child is unsuccessful at
writing and sounding out unfamiliar words (Frith, 1985); and with the
use of nonwords, unfamiliarity is guaranteed. Thus, if nonwords can be
read and spelled as readily as real words, it can be assumed that the
alphabetic stage has been entered (Snowling, 1985). Dyslexic spellers
are thought to show little improvement in nonword performance even if
their reading age has risen due to remediation in phonics. In fact,
Snowling (1980) maintains that any increase in reading age for
dyslexics is largely a result of increases in sight vocabulary rather than
advances in alphabetic skills.
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Stage Three: Orthographic
Outcome measures related to reading and spelling of homonyms are
considered Important in determining orthographic level functioning. The
ability to read homonyms in context or identify them in print combined
with the inability to spell homophones is thought to distinguish spellers
who have reached an early phase of the orthographic stage (Frith, 1984).
These children do not confuse meanings of visually similar words which
sound the same (e.g.,. board/bored; fare/fair), so they must be able "to
make reference to detailed orthographic representations of printed
words" (Snowling, 1985, p. 89); however, their memory weaknesses are
thought to prevent them from knowing these representations thoroughly.
Thus, these spellers are unable to spell the homonyms they can read. The
hypothesis is that a dysgraphic spelling subtype should be able to
identify which of a pair of homonyms makes sense in context; but, when
asked to spell the homonyms they correctly recognized in context, they
will have much more difficulty.
In this study, nonphonetic errors on one of the spelling tests were
divided into two categories to assess for lower or higher level
developmental functioning. The first type of nonphonetic error, called
random, did not closely resemble the target word (e.g., 'notchuble' for
noticeable'). A lack of facility with phoneme-grapheme correspondences
was thought to lead to a random nonphonetic error. The second type of
nonphonetic error, called rule, closely resembled the target word;
however confusion over a phonological rule or morphological pattern of a
higher level of functioning was thought to lead to this type of error (e.g.,
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’noticable’ for ’noticeable'). This rule nonphonetlc error was thought to
represent functioning at the orthographic level. A study by Ballet (1990)
supports the use of this kind of suffix-adding error to determine
morphological functioning.
Discussion
The administration of the types of tasks described above have led
researchers studying unexpected poor spellers to describe some general
distinguishing features typical of the different types of spellers
identified in the research. There is a general consensus of opinion that
for normal spellers, the majority of their spelling errors are phonetic and
that even attempts at unfamiliar words are typically phonetic (Frith,
1985). Also this group tends to make few errors when reading nonsense
words, with their phonetic attempts tending to take analogies of real
words into account (Frith, 1980). In general, their performance on
nonsense words, segmentation, rhyming, word recognition and spelling
tasks are in line with their intellectual levels (Read & Ruyter, 1985).
For dysgraphic spellers, word pronunciation scores are in line with
IQ, but spelling scores are significantly lower.

The findings from Frith

(1978; 1980) suggest that for this group, the majority of their spelling
errors tend to be phonetic, so these spellers seem able to retain the
correct sounds of words, but not the correct spellings (i.e., they use
sound-spelling correspondence rules, but do not know the precise letter
structure of words). Although they tend to spell nonsense words
phonetically, their productions are often unconventional in that they do
not seem to take analogies of real words into account. Additionally,
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short-term memory and attentional deficits may be associated with
dysgraphic spellers, as indicated by lowered Digit Span scores (Share et
al., 1987). They may also have difficulty spelling homophones; may not
see their errors readily when proofreading written language or math
computation work; may classify some of their correctly spelled words as
incorrect; may have illegible handwriting which they use as a camouflage
for their poor spelling; and, finally, they may have a different contextual
reading strategy from normals where they attend to partial cues rather
than full cues so they can recognize words and gain meaning swiftly but
they do not retain the precise orthographic representations of words in
their lexicons, a necessary ingredient for good spelling (Frith, 1984).
Dyslexic spellers' pronunciation and spelling levels are both
significantly lower than IQ level. According to Frith (1978; 1980) they
make more nonphonetic errors than the dysgraphic and normal groups;
often they make an equal proportion of phonetic and nonphonetic spelling
errors whereas normal and dysgraphic spellers tend to make a
preponderance of phonetic responses. More general verbal deficits are
common for this dyslexic group (Nelson & Warrington, 1974; Share et al.,
1987), as are more serious spelling deficits (Share et al., 1987). This
group has difficulties with phoneme-grapheme correspondence rules,
reading real words and nonsense words, and spelling real words and
nonsense words (Frith, 1978; 1980).

Short-term memory deficits

(Snowling et al., 1986) and attentional weaknesses (Nelson, 1980) are
associated with dyslexic spellers.

CHAPTER III
METHODOLOGY

Introduction
The purpose of this study is to identify a group of normal spellers
and a group of unexpected poor spellers (UPS) from a larger sample of 446
children ages 11 to 13. The administration of additional pronunciation,
spelling identification, and spelling from recall tests given to these two
groups is meant (a) to sort the UPS group into subtypes through high or
low performance on one of the word pronunciation tests; and, (b) to gain
additional information on the similarities and differences among the
groups. Test scores of the UPS subgroups are compared to those of a
control group of normally developing spellers matched in number and
chronological ages (11 to 13). Data collected are meant to support or
refute the findings that developmental stages provide markers of spelling
growth for normally developing spellers and spelling arrest for
unexpected poor spellers.
Sample
In June, 1989, a spelling test was administered to all fifth grade
students in feeder schools to a western Massachusetts middle school,
and to all sixth and seventh grade students at the middle school. This
sample of 446 11, 12, and 13 year olds represented a large percent of
the student body attending the only middle school in a city of
approximately 20,000. During the 1989-1990 school year there were
571 students enrolled in the middle school (see Table 4).

Some

students were not included in the sample due to absences on the days of
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testing, or due to the arrival of new students to the school after tests
had been administered.

Table 4
Description of Total School Population and Total Spelling Sample

Total Number

% Male

Total School Population by Grade
Six

198

52.0

Seven

173

54.3

Eight

200

46.5

Total Spelling Sample by Age

Eleven

158

45.6

Twelve

151

47.7

Thirteen

137

49.6
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The western Massachusetts community in which this middle school
is located is typically comprised of a lower middle and working class
population. There has been a steady influx of residents from larger
urban areas over the past five years because of the affordable housing
and social services available in this county seat. The area has suffered
an industrial decline with a period of higher unemployment during the
last five years.
The middle school is located in a large three-story brick building
close to the city center; the six community feeder schools are situated
in various neighborhood locations. For the first time upon entering the
middle school, children from all areas of the city combine in one school.
They have a team of from two to four teachers for core subjects with
additional teachers for special subjects and physical education. Classes
are held on a rotating basis depending on the day of the week.
Instrumentation
Dictated Spelling Test
The spelling test administered to all subjects in June of 1989 was
the spelling subtest from the Kaufman Test of Educational Achievement
- Brief Form (KTEA). This test was selected because it is a well
standardized test of 40 words, an adequate number of words to assess
spelling performance, yet a small enough number to ask teachers to
administer during the month of June, a very busy time in the school year.
Permission was granted by phone from the publishers, American
Guidance Service in Circle Pines, Minnesota to use the test and design
independent answer sheets. Split-half reliability coefficients for the
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spelling test are .91, .85, and .86 for 11, 12, and 13 year olds in the
standardization sample, respectively. The KTEA spelling test has
concurrent validity correlations of .83 with the spelling subtest of the
Wide Range Achievement Test (WRAT) for children in Grades 7 to 9 in
the standardization sample.
See Appendix A for a list of spelling words and their carrier
sentences, Appendix B for administration instructions, and Appendix

C for a sample answer sheet.
IQ Measure
All children in the school system had been given a standardized
achievement test in March of 1989. Children who were fifth graders in
June, 1989, had been given the California Achievement Test (CAT);
middle school children who were sixth and seventh graders in June,
1989, had been given the Iowa Test of Basic Skills (ITBS). The
composite scores of these achievement tests, given as percentile ranks,
were used as rough measures of overall ability levels since these
measures produce a broad estimate of overall skills in the child and
correlate highly with measures of intelligence (Airasian, 1989; 1985).
For example, the Iowa Test of Basic Skills Manual for School
Administrators (Forms G and H) indicates that at the Grade 5/6 level,
the composite score of the ITBS has a correlation of .82 with the Verbal
section; .77 with the Quantitative section ; and .67 with the Nonverbal
section of the Cognitive Abilities Test, a group administered ability
test. Therefore, it is important to note that when IQ levels of subjects
in this study are specified; in fact, it is the overall performance levels
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on an achievement test which are being reported. When no composite
score was available from the March, 1989 test administration of the
CAT or ITBS, a March 1988 percentile was used. Four subjects were
eliminated from the sample because no composite achievement scores
were available for them.
Standardized Spelling Scores
The CAT and ITBS tests contain a spelling score as part of the
overall battery. This score is derived by having students identify which
of four possible spellings constitute the correct spelling of a word.
Students mark their choice of correct spelling by darkening a circle
marked a, b, c, or d. These scores were collected as a further measure
of spelling ability, and to see how they correlated with the dictated
spelling test (see Table 5).
Overall the correlations between spelling and IQ measures are quite
high in all areas. For eleven year-olds, the two different spelling
measures were most highly correlated, while spelling measures
correlated less strongly with the IQ measures. For twelve and thirteen
year-olds, the highest correlations were between the standardized
spelling measures and the IQ measures, followed by the two different
spelling measures, and then the dictated spelling measure with the IQ
measure. The differences in correlations by age may be related to type
of test used to obtain the IQ measures. Eleven year-olds in this study
generally were assessed by the CAT while twelve and thirteen year-olds
generally were assessed by the ITBS. While the spelling achievement
subtests on the ITBS seems to correlate more highly with the composite
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score of the test than the CAT, there are similar correlations between
dictated and standardized spelling scores, as well as between dictated
spelling scores and composite scores, no matter which test or age group
is being used for comparison purposes.

Table 5
Correlations of IQ Measure (1TBS & CAT Composites), Standardized
Spelling Tests, and KTEA Dictated Spelling Test

Correlations bv Aae

Measures
11 vrs

12 yrs

13 vrs

Dictated Spelling
and IQ Measure

.70

.70

.71

Dictated Spelling
and Standard Sp

.79

.77

.76

Standard Spelling
and IQ Measure

.70

.80

.80

Table 6 provides a summary of mean scores by age on the three
instruments described: the KTEA dictated spelling test; the ITBS and
CAT achievement test composite scores; and the ITBS standard spelling
test. Mean percentiles of the IQ measure indicate that this sample
performed somewhat above national norms on the IQ measure and
similarly to national norms on the standardized spelling measure. Mean
scores from the dictated spelling measure indicate a developmental
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trend by age with older children spelling a higher number of words
correctly than younger children.

Table 6
Mean Scores by Age on IQ and Spelling Measures
Measure

11 yrs

12 yrs

13 yrs

IQ Percentile

61.76

57.06

58.28

Dictated
Spelling Score
(total=40)

22.75

24.54

26.60

55.31

53.43

52.06

Standardized
Spelling %-11e

UPS and Control Group Selection
Selection of Unexpected Poor Speller (UPS) Group
To identify the unexpected poor speller (UPS) group, subjects were
selected from the total sample of 446 children who attained a
composite score on the I TBS or the CAT standardized achievement tests
at or above the 50th percentile and a dictated KTEA spelling score at or
below the 25th percentile based on the distribution of scores from the
sample in this study.
selected.

Through this procedure, 27 individuals were
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To be sure as many subjects as possible were obtained who had at
least average intelligence with significantly lower spelling skills, a
further analysis was run. This time children whose composite scores on
the ITB5 or CAT were at or above the 68th percentile and whose spelling
scores on the KTEA were at or below the 34th percentile were selected
and their spelling patterns collected for analysis. This selection
process still assured a significant split between IQ level and spelling
skills and added 13 more subjects to the UPS group (n=40).
Selection of Control Group
The control group was stratified by age (11, 12, 13). A table of
random numbers was used to obtain a random sampling of controls
matched with the UPS group by age and number (n=40). This control
group was selected from a total of 202 subjects who attained both an IQ
score and a dictated spelling score at or above the 50th percentile based
on the sample's distribution of scores on the ITBS, CAT, and KTEA tests.
Written Permission to Participate in Study
Letters of informed consent and permission slips (see Appendix D)
were mailed to the 40 UPS and 40 randomly selected control subjects.
Follow-up public address system announcements, phone calls, and
individual reminders resulted in the return of 75 permission slips, a
94% return rate. Therefore, the sample who participated in the next
phase of this study fit the specified criteria and had written permission
to participate ( UPS n = 37; control n = 38).
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Tests Administered
See Table 7 for a list of the twelve tests administered to both the
UPS and control samples. Table 7 also includes a summary of test
administration procedures and a brief description of each test. Tests
were divided into three categories: word pronunciation tests; spelling
identification tests; and spelling from recall tests.

Table 7
Summary of the Twelve Tests Administered to UPS and Control Groups
Test Type

Test Administration

Test Description

Word pronunciation tests
Word
Pronunciation
(Regular)

Word
Pronun¬
ciation
(Irregular)

Word
Pronun¬
ciation
(W-J)

Subjects were given a paper
containing a list of 30
words which they were
asked to pronounce aloud.
Responses were written
down and tape recorded by
the examiner.
Same as above.

Same as above.

Words were made up of
regular spelling patterns
(i.e., words could be
pronounced correctly using
sound-spelling
correspondence rules).
Words were made up of
irregular spelling patterns
(i.e., words could not be
pronounced correctly using
sound-spelling
correspondence rules).
Words were taken from the
word pronunciation subtest
of the W-J, a wellstandardized achievement
test.
Continued next page
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Table 7, continued
Nonword
Same as above.
Pronun¬
ciation
(W-J)

Nonword
Spelling
Identifi¬
cation in
Context

Homonym
Spelling
Identifi¬
cation

Nonword
Spelling
Identifi¬
cation in
Isolation

Word
Spelling
Identifi¬
cation in
Context

Nonwords were taken from
the nonword pronunciation
subtest of the W-J.
Nonwords were created
using pronounceable English
letter combinations.

Spelling identification tests
Subjects listened to 35
Each nonword matched a real
target nonwords pronounced
word which made sense in
alone and in a sentence, and
the carrier sentence, except
then circled the spelling
one or two letters were
they considered correct
changed to create the
given three choices on an
nonword.
answer sheet.
Subjects read silently 30
Homonyms were two words
sentences and circled the
which sounded the same, but
correct spelling from two
had different meanings and
spelling patterns.
alternative spellings of the
homonym presented in
brackets.
Each nonword matched a real
A list of nonwords was read
word, except one or two
by the examiner. No context
letters were changed to
was provided. Subjects
create the nonword. The
circled the spelling they
matched real words were
considered correct given
target words in one of the
two choices on an answer
spelling from recall tests.
sheet.
Each word made sense in the
Subjects listened to 35
carrier sentence. Sentences
target words pronounced
were identical to those
alone and in a sentence, and
carrying the matched
then circled the spelling
nonwords in the first
they considered correct
spelling Identification test.
given three choices on an
answer sheet.

Continued next page
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Table 7, continued
Nonword
Spelling
From
Recall

Homonym
Spelling
From
Recall

Word
Spelling
From
Recall
(One)

Word
Spelling
From
Recall
(Two)

Spelling from recall
Subjects listened to 30
nonwords spoken in isolation
and then in a sentence by the
examiner. They printed or
wrote from memory what
they considered to be the
correct spelling of the
nonword.
Subjects listened to 30
homonyms read aloud by the
examiner in isolation and in
sentences. The subject had
to print or write the word in
full from memory.
Subjects listened to 30
words spoken in Isolation
and then In a sentence by the
examiner. They printed or
wrote from memory what
they considered to be the
correct spelling of the word.
Subjects listened to 30
nonwords spoken in isolation
and then In a sentence by the
examiner. They printed or
wrote from memory what
they considered to be the
correct spelling of the
nonword.

tests
Nonwords were based on real
words of a regular spelling
pattern which made sense in
the carrier sentence.

Homonyms were two words
which sounded the same, but
had different meanings and
spelling patterns.

Target words contained
regular and irregular
spelling patterns, plus
suffix-adding rules.
Difficulty level was greater
than Spelling From Recall
Test (Two).
Target words were the real
words of regular spelling
patterns upon which the
nonwords of the first
spelling from recall test
were based.

Word Pronunciation Tests
Four word pronunciation tests were administered. In these tests,
subjects were asked to pronounce lists of words and nonwords aloud.
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Each test consisted of 30 words or nonwords. The first test (see

Appendix E) consisted of words with regular spelling patterns (i.e.,
could be pronounced correctly using sound-spelling correspondence
rules). The second test (see Appendix F) consisted of words with
irregular spelling patterns (i.e., could not be pronounced correctly using
sound-spelling rules). The third pronunciation test, a combination of
regular and irregular word patterns, (see Appendix G) was a word
pronunciation test taken from the Woodcock-Johnson Psycho-educational
Battery - Tests of Academic Achievement (Woodcock & Johnson, 1977)
educational test battery. The final pronunciation test (see Appendix H)
was a nonword pronunciation test taken from the W-J. This nonword
pronunciation task tested the ability to read nonsense words, a skill
requiring the application of phonic and structural analysis skills. Since
the nonword Woodcock-Johnson (W-J) pronunciation test consisted of 26
items compared to the 30 in the word tests, four additional nonwords of
regular consistent patterns developed by Seymour (1986, p.255) for use
in a two-year study investigating the cognitive bases of spelling
disability were added to the end of the list. Appendix I provides a
sample of the answer sheet used for word pronunciation tests.
Spelling Identification Tests
Four spelling identification tests were administered. Here,
subjects were asked to listen to words or nonwords contained in carrier
phrases and then to select the correct spelling of the target word or
nonword from a choice of two or three spellings in print. The first
spelling identification test consisted of 35 nonwords which resembled
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real English words except for one or two letters being changed (see

Appendix J for a list of spelling words and carrier sentences). The real
words upon which the nonwords were based made sense in the carrier
phrases. Students listened to the target nonword spoken in isolation,
contained in a carrier phrase, and then spoken in isolation once again. On
their answer sheets (see Appendix K), subjects circled one of three
choices of spellings. The spelling deemed 'correct' was the spelling that
most closely matched the English word upon which the nonword was
based. The other spellings were deemed incorrect: one was a phonetic,
but nonstandard, way of spelling the nonword; the third was a
nonphonetic version of the target nonword.
On the second spelling identification test, subjects read silently
30 sentences each of which contained a homonym. Two alternate
spellings for the homonym were provided (see Appendix L), only one of
which made sense in the context of the sentence. Subjects circled the
correct spelling of the homonym that made sense in that sentence.
In the third spelling identification test, the examiner read aloud a
list of nonwords in isolation. Each nonword matched a real English word
with only one or two letters changed to create a nonsense word (see

Appendix M). Subjects were given two choices of spellings on their
answer sheets. One was the correct spelling since it resembled the real
word equivalent to which the nonword was matched. The other was
incorrect because it either (a) was a phonetic but nonstandard spelling
for the nonword; or, (b) was a nonphonetic spelling for the nonword (see

Appendix N for the answer sheet to Test Three and Appendix 0 for the
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categorization of target nonwords and their incorrect alternative
responses).
The fourth spelling identification test consisted of the 35 real
word equivalents to the nonwords in Spelling Identification Test One.
The carrier phrases were identical to those in test one (see Appendix

P). Students listened to the target word spoken in isolation, contained
in a carrier phrase, and then spoken in isolation once again. On their
answer sheets (see Appendix Q), subjects circled one of three choices
of spellings. One spelling was the standard English spelling for the
word; another spelling was a phonetic, but nonstandard, way of spelling
the word; the third was a nonphonetic version of the target word.
Spelling From Recall Tests
Four spelling from recall tests were administered. Subjects were
asked to listen to words or nonwords which were read aloud by the
examiner in isolation, within a carrier phrase, and then once again in
isolation. Subjects were asked to print or write the correct spellings of
the words or nonwords. The first spelling from recall test contained 30
nonwords based on real words of a regular spelling pattern (see

Appendix R for spelling words and carrier sentences). The second
spelling from recall test contained 30 homonyms embedded in sentences
designed to identify the correct version of the homonym for that
sentence (see Appendix S). The third spelling from recall test
contained the real words upon which the nonwords of the Spelling
Identification (Test Three) were based. Target words on this spelling
test contained regular spelling patterns, irregular spelling patterns, and
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rules for adding suffixes (see Appendix T). The fourth spelling from
recall test contained the real words of regular spelling patterns upon
which the nonwords of the Spelling From Recall (Test One) were based
(see Appendix U). Appendix V shows a sample of the answer sheets
provided for the spelling from recall tests.
Subdivision of UPS Group
As reviewed in Chapter Two, past research indicates that UPS
spellers make a large quantity of spelling errors despite their average or
above average intelligence levels; however, despite this basic similarity,
they differ from each other on their word pronunciation ability. Some
UPS spellers, despite their poor spelling from recall performance can
pronounce words in isolation about as well as normal same-age peers.
Other UPS spellers, in addition to poor spelling from recall performance,
have difficulty pronouncing words. This key difference is often used in
the research to subdivide UPS spellers into dysgraphic spellers, those
who spell poorly but can pronounce words well, and dyslexic spellers,
those who both spell and pronounce words poorly.
Typically in the spelling research, normal spellers and subgroups of
UPS spellers are identified by administering to the whole sample
measures of IQ, spelling, and word pronunciation ability. In this study,
only measures of IQ and spelling ability were collected for the whole
sample of 446. From these scores, normal spellers (n=38) and the broad
category of UPS spellers (n=37) were identified. This smaller sample of
75 spellers were administered an additional twelve tests. Assignment of
UPS subjects to dysgraphic or dyslexic categories took place according to
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high or low performance on the Word Pronunciation Test Number Three
(W-J word pronunciation subtest) (see Appendix G).
Statistical Analysis
Subjects' scores from the twelve tests were analyzed using one
way analyses of variance to determine if the mean scores of dyslexics,
dysgraphics and normals differed significantly from each other. Follow¬
up Duncan's multiple range tests were run to determine where significant
differences lay. Hierarchical clustering techniques were also run to see
if scores on the experimental measures grouped according to the
predicted spelling subtypes: normals, dysgraphics, and dyslexics.
Null Hypothesis
Mean scores on twelve outcome measures do not differ
significantly by spelling group, as defined by Frith and operationalized by
this author using high and low combinations of scores on measures of IQ,
spelling from recall, and word pronunciation.
Testing Conditions
Examiner
The examiner who administrated the twelve tests in this study was
a retired middle school teacher who had worked for many years at the
middle school where this study took place; therefore, she was familiar
with the school's schedule, with many staff members, and with middle
school age children. This author reviewed testing and scoring procedures
with the examiner prior to the beginning of the study; however, the
examiner was blind to all other details of the study.
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Testing Site
The testing room was a small, quiet room within the school library.
Shelves and cupboards lined two walls. A table and several desks were
located around the floor area. During individual testing the examiner and
subject sat at a table with testing materials and tape recorder between
them. During group testing, subjects were stationed at various positions
at tables and desks to assure privacy.
Test Administration Procedures
Subjects were tested in three sessions, each approximately 20 to
45 minutes in length. All students were individually tested on four
pronunciation tasks the first session (approximately 20 minutes per
subject); tested in small groups on four spelling identification tasks the
second session (approximately 40 minutes per group); and tested in small
groups on four spelling from recall tasks the third session (approximately
45 minutes per group). The sequence of test administration was the same
for all students. Each testing session was separated by a minimum of one
day and a maximum of one to two weeks. Testing took place over a sixweek period from April 24, 1990 to June 1, 1990. Subjects came for
testing during their study periods. Groups of three to five students at a
time were called to the testing room. For the word pronunciation tasks,
subjects were brought into the testing room one at a time; the others
waited in the library until their turn. For the spelling identification and
spelling from recall tests, the whole group was tested together. No
breaks were provided between tasks since the subjects did not seem to
need them (i.e., they refused breaks when offered).
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Session One: Pronunciation Tests
When brought into the testing room for the first testing session,
subjects received the following directions from the examiner:
"I am going to give you some lists of words to pronounce. Some of
the words you will be able to pronounce easily; others, you may have more
difficulty pronouncing. You are to try your best and give a response even
if you're not sure of the correct answer."
At this point, subjects were assured that there was nothing to be
nervous about as these tests were not really tests, just a fun sort of
experiment it was nice to take part in. It was further explained that the
tape recorder was to help the examiner in case she didn't write down
exactly what they said since everything had to be as accurate as she could
make it. Students were then asked to talk directly into the microphone,
and to speak clearly. They were asked to begin by stating their name, the
test number, and the number of each question before pronouncing the
word. Each subject had an identification number which was also entered
on the response sheet.
The last pronunciation test was a nonword test. The examiner
called these nonsense words and said they might be words we would use
if we were making up new English words. Subjects were asked to try
each word no matter how complicated or foolish it might sound.
Session Two: Spelling Identification Tests
Subjects were tested on the four spelling identification tasks in
small groups of two to five. One test at a time was distributed to the
group. At the beginning of each spelling identification test, subjects
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were asked to write the date and their name, grade, and identification
number at the top of the page. The examiner gave directions orally.
Students were provided with the same directions in written form to
assist understanding. On three of the four tests, two sample items per
test were completed and corrected as a group before beginning the task.
Session Three: Spelling From Recall Tests
When students arrived for the third testing session they were given
one answer sheet at a time for spelling from recall tests one through
four. Directions were read aloud by the examiner. Subjects could read
along since written directions were provided on their answer sheets.
Scoring Procedures
Pronunciation Tests
The pronunciation tests were tape recorded. Responses were
scored correct if they sounded identical to the target word. The examiner
scored responses as right or wrong based on her judgement at the time of
testing. Response spaces on the answer sheet were left blank if the word
was pronounced correctly. For incorrect responses, the examiner wrote a
phonetic version of the subject’s miscue in the answer space. A total
number correct on each test was tallied by the examiner at the end of
Session One. All tape recorded responses were reviewed by this author.
Score tallies were changed if careful analysis of the recorded responses
resulted in a different scoring determination from that of the examiner.
However, a review of a random selection of 20% of the scored
pronunciation tests indicated that the examiner's scoring and this
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author’s scoring, after review of the tapes, were approximately 98.34 %
in agreement.
On Pronunciation Tests One, Two, and Three error scores were
sorted according to phonetic, nonphonetic, or alternative whole word
errors. Whole word errors consisted of a an incorrect real word response,
typically similar in appearance to the target word. On the nonword
pronunciation test, phonetic interpretations of the nonwords were scored
correct; therefore, only a tally of total correct was obtained for this test.
Spelling Identification Tests
Correct answers were tallied by the examiner at the end of Session
Two. Correct scores were retallied by this author. A review of a random
sampling of 20% of the spelling identification test correct scores
indicates 99.66 % agreement between the two scorers on spelling
identification tests.On Tests One, Three, and Four errors were assigned to
either a phonetic or a nonphonetic category by this author and tallies of
these scores were also taken. Phonetic and nonphonetic choices for each
question were established during test preparation. On Test Two
(Homonyms) only a tally of total correct was provided.
Spelling From Recall Tests
Correct spellings were scored and tallied by the examiner at the
end of Session Three. These scores and tallies were reviewed by this
author with approximately 98.12 % agreement between the two scorers,
given a random sampling of 20% of the tests. Misspellings were assigned
to phonetic or nonphonetic categories by this author. On the Homonym
Spelling Test, an additional error category (alternative homonym) was
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assigned if the subject spelled the wrong homonym given the context of
the carrier phrase. On the nonword spelling test (Test One) certain
alternative spellings were accepted if they consisted of standard spelling
patterns and produced a phonetically correct version of the nonword (see

Appendix Q).
Transfer of Scores
Subjects' scores on all tests were listed on a handwritten coding
form. From this coding form, scores were entered onto the computer. A
review of a randomly selected 20% of subjects' scores on tests and coding
forms suggests 100% accuracy transferring scores from test papers to
coding forms, and 100% accuracy transferring scores from the coding
forms onto the computer.
Goals and Descriptions of Outcome Measures
Ability to Pronounce and Spell Regular and Irregular Words
The goal of tasks having to do with the pronunciation and spelling
of regular and irregular word patterns typically is to determine the
effect of orthographic regularity on reading or spelling performance.
Past research (Snowling et al., 1986) suggests that normally developing
children who have entered the alphabetic stage of spelling development
should be able to read regular words more accurately than irregular
words. Since, theoretically, dyslexic spellers have not entered the
alphabetic stage of spelling development, the regularity effect should
be significantly reduced for them. According to the stage development
theory, dysgraphic and normally developing spellers have entered the
alphabetic stage, so there should be a greater regularity effect for
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these two groups on pronunciation and spelling tasks. On pronunciation
tasks, normal and dysgraphic spellers should pronounce words of a
regular pattern significantly better than words of an irregular pattern,
whereas there should not be as great a difference for dyslexic spellers.
On spelling tasks, normal and dysgraphic spellers should make a
significantly greater proportion of phonetic errors compared to dyslexic
spellers whose proportion of nonphonetic errors should be significantly
greater than normal and dysgraphic spellers.
Regularity Effect With Pronunciation
To test for regularity effect, UPS and control groups were asked to
read 30 words containing regular phoneme-grapheme correspondences,
and 30 words containing irregular phoneme-grapheme correspondences.
Words were matched for overall frequency and length (Jorm, 1981).
Regular words followed Venezky's (1970) principles of English
orthography. Irregular words were exceptions to the rules (Jorm, 1981).
Words were presented in random order in list form. See Appendix E

and F for a list of the target words.
Regularity Effect with Spelling
To test for regularity effect with spelling, UPS and control groups'
spelling errors on Spelling from Recall Tests were labelled as phonetic
or nonphonetic. Phonetic errors were those which matched the word's
pronunciation even though the spelling was not correct. Frith (1980)
describes phonetic spellings as letter strings given by the child which
can be pronounced plausibly to give the original correct sound of the
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word. Nonphonetic errors were those which did not match the word's
pronunciation.
Ability to Pronounce. Identify, and Spell Words and Nonwords
The goal of tasks which compare the pronunciation, identification,
and spelling of words versus nonwords typically is to determine if there
is a lexicality effect for subjects (i.e., whether words are more readily
read, identified in print, or spelled from recall than nonwords).

In

Snowling et al. (1986), the percentage of real words read or spelled
correctly was compared to the percentage of nonwords read or spelled
correctly. Snowling et al. found that their seven year-old normally
developing control group found nonwords as easy to read as real words;
in some cases, easier, since there was a tendency to regularize irregular
words. In contrast, their dyslexic experimental cases at seven year old
reading levels were influenced by lexicality (i.e., they read words more
easily than nonwords of similar orthographic structure).
In Read and Ruyter (1985), scores on nonwords were compared to
scores on real words of similar orthographic structure to determine a
ratio called the Phonic Transfer Index (PTI). Read and Ruyter found that
good readers reached a PTI of .85 (i.e., nonword scores were within 85%
or greater of word scores) by second grade while their adult population
of poor readers and spellers still had not reached that level. In
comparing nonword and word performance on the Decoding Skills Test,
Read and Ruyter obtained the following PTI ratios for their subjects:
fifth grade good readers obtained a .94 ratio; fifth grade poor readers
obtained a .75 ratio; and adults poor readers obtained a .71 ratio.
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Word and Nonword Oral Pronunciation Tasks
Subjects' scores on the word pronunciation subtest of the W-J
which tests ability to pronounce isolated words were compared with
subjects' scores on the Word Attack subtest (Nonword Pronunciation)
which tests the ability to read nonsense words, a skill requiring the
application of phonic and structural analysis skills, (see Appendix G for
a sample of the W-J word pronunciation subtest and Appendix H for the
W-J nonword pronunciation subtest used in this study.) On these tests, it
was predicted that normals would perform similarly on word and nonword
pronunciation tasks since they have reached the level of the orthographic
stage necessary to recognize words and the level of the alphabetic stage
necessary to sound out nonwords using grapheme-phoneme correspondence
rules. Dysgraphics, being at a lower level of development than normals,
might show a lexicality effect if their alphabetic strategies were not as
fully developed as normals. In fact, a lexicality effect was found for
dysgraphic spellers in past research (Frith, 1980). However, since Frith
proposes an arrest at the end of the alphabetic stage for dysgraphics, it
could be hypothesized that dysgraphic spellers should not experience a
lexicality effect.

Dyslexics should show a lexicality effect since their

inability to use grapheme-phoneme correspondence rules effectively
would penalize them on nonwords. With words, dyslexics were predicted
to recognize familiar words so they should have greater success in this
area.
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Word and Nonword Spelling Identification Tests
Two tests designed by Schwartz (1983) were administered in this
study. The first test was a multiple choice (three choices) test of
nonwords with the nonwords presented orally to the subjects embedded in
carrier phrases by the examiner. See Appendix J for a list of carrier
phrases for nonwords in Test I; Appendix K, for the three response
choices for each question). The second test by Schwartz was a multiple
choice test (three choices) of familiar, real words which were given in
the same manner as Test I (see Appendix P for a list of carrier phrases
for words in this test; Appendix Q, for the three response choices for
each question).
These tests were designed to compare children's performance on
real words with that on nonwords where subjects circle one of three
printed nonsense words or nonwords provided on the subject's answer
sheet. The three choices on both these tests consisted of (a) the word's
standard spelling; or, for nonwords, the spelling pattern closest to the
nonword's matched real word equivalent (as determined from its meaning
in the carrier phrase; (b) a phonetic version of the target word or nonword
that represents a nonstandard spelling pattern; and (c) a nonphonetic
response similar in appearance to the target word or nonword. (Note: a
few of Schwartz's response choices were altered to fit the outlined
criteria.)
On these tests, normals should both be able to identify the correct
version of real words in print and correctly identify nonwords of similar
orthographic structure since they tend to make analogies to real words
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when trying to recognize unfamiliar words. Dysgraphlcs should recognize
familiar real words in text, but with unfamiliar nonwords (and maybe
even unfamiliar words) they would become more confused by several
graphemic alternatives. With nonwords, dysgraphics should be less likely
to make the necessary analogies from the real words to the nonwords, so
their answers may be phonetic, but may not match the paired real word.
Dyslexics would probably have more trouble than the other two groups
correctly identifying both words and nonwords in text, unless the words
were very familiar to them.
An additional spelling identification nonword test was developed
by this author to provide another measure of word versus nonword
performance (see Appendix M for examiner's pronunciation guide;

Appendix N for two-choice responses for each question). This test
was meant to assess knowledge of sound-symbol correspondences and
morphological structures at an appropriately challenging level for
middle school students. On this test, carrier phrases were omitted. The
target nonword was presented orally in isolation by the examiner. To
identify the spelling, subjects selected one of two choices in print. One
of their choices was the correctly spelled target nonword (for example,
'hape'); the second choice was either a spelling that created a
nonphonetic response (e.g., 'hap'), or a phonetic but nonstandard response
(e.g., 'hayp'). Responses for each question were visually similar to each
other and, at first glance, were both possible spellings for the target
nonword. Sound- symbol correspondences, spelling rules of
pronunciation, or analogies to real word equivalents had to be applied in
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order to accurately determine the correct choice. Target nonwords were
selected to match real English words of similar orthographic structure
with only one or two letters changed to create the nonwords. Although
these matched real words were not presented in a spelling
identification test, they were presented in a Spelling From Recall TestTest Three (see Appendix T).

Word and Nonword Spelling From Recall Tests
A third test designed by Schwartz (1983) is a spelling test where
subjects have to write 30 nonsense words from dictation (see Appendix

R for the carrier phrases). These nonsense words, although they differ
from those in the nonword spelling identification test, contain similar
spelling patterns. Since the correct spelling has to be reproduced rather
than identified as in the spelling identification test, this test is
considered more difficult and greater proof of knowledge of the pattern
being tested. Subjects' scores on this nonword dictated spelling were
compared with their scores on a real word dictated spelling test using
words of matching patterns to the nonwords.
An additional spelling from recall test developed by this
author was also administered to gain a further ratio of word to nonword
spelling performance. In this case spelling scores of nonwords were
compared to spelling scores of words unrelated in spelling pattern to the
nonwords. Words selected for this spelling test were the matched
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equivalents to the nonwords In Spelling Identification Test Three and
contained the following English rules and patterns: regular sound-symbol
correspondences; use of final e to "harden” previous consonant; suffix
changes (y to i, drop e before adding ending); effect of subsequent vowel
on pronunciation of 'c' or 'g'; silent letter and vowel combinations. In
particular, difficult suffixes (ious, ient, iar, eable, eous) which are used
specifically to create or preserve certain sounds (as in obedient, anxious,
familiar, noticeable, courageous) were included to determine awareness
of these sound-symbol associations.
It was predicted that normals' ability to spell real words correctly
and nonwords phonetically would be equally well developed. Dysgraphics
would spell fewer words correctly compared to normals (by definition),
but their nonword spelling attempts should be as phonetic as the normals.
Dyslexics, who have not entered the alphabetic stage, should spell
words and nonwords nonphonetically more often than the other two
groups. If responses on the nonword spelling test were scored correct
only if identical to the spelling pattern of their matched real word, then
only normals should perform as well on nonwords as words. Both types of
UPS spellers, dysgraphics and dyslexics, should have difficulty both
spelling real words correctly and nonwords identically to their matched
word pair. Dysgraphics, who do not tend to make analogies to real words,
should give responses which are phonetic, but incorrect, more often than
normals. Dyslexics’ responses would not only differ in pattern, but they
would more often be nonphonetic than the other groups.
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Ability to Identify and Spell Homonyms
The goal of tasks which compare the identification and spelling of
homonyms is to test for orthographic knowledge (Frith, 1984). Snowling
(1985) cites Coltheart et al, 1983, when she claims that a quick test of
orthographic knowledge involves reading and defining homophones. Frith
(1984) uses the identification and spelling of homonyms as a test of a
subject's orthographic knowledge. In a single subject study, Frith
presented 50 homophonic word pairs ranging widely in frequency of
occurrence to Roderick, the subject, and asked him to point to the
appropriate member of each homophonic pair in response to a spoken
sentence containing the target word (ex. The boy blew the whistle. Blew
or blue?). On this test, Roderick made only 6 errors on the identification
task. However, when spelling homophones, it is stated that Roderick's
performance on this task was "very poor" and that he “tended to confuse
word pairs." No details are given on procedures or exact results for the
task involving spelling of homophones.
Although little information is provided in the research for how
tests of homophonic knowledge can be obtained, it seems important to
design and administer a task of identifying homonyms and one of spelling
homophones to determine if performance on these tasks help to
differentiate spelling types from each other.
If ability to identify homonyms is compared to ability to spell
homophones, normals would be expected to perform both tasks equally
well since they have developed to an advanced level of the orthographic
stage. Dysgraphics should be able to identify homonyms better than they
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can spell them since, at worst they have mastered the alphabetic level of
spelling development, and at best, they have reached only a very early
phase of the orthographic stage.

Having not yet mastered the alphabetic

level of spelling development, dyslexics should regularly confuse
homophonic word pairs when identifying them in print from several
choices, and fail to recall the correct orthographic patterns which
differentiate the homophones when spelling.
Identifying Homonyms
The spelling identification test of homonyms developed by this
author (see Appendix L) consisted of 30 typed sentences embedded in
which were a pair of homonyms. The correct homonym choice and its
alternative homonym, which did not make sense in this context, were
provided in parentheses. Subjects read the sentences silently and, based
on the context of the sentence, determined which spelling of the
homonyms provided made sense in that context. Subjects circled the
correct spelling of the homonym.
To choose homonym pairs for use in this test, a comprehensive list
of homonym pairs was generated. Thirty pairs were randomly selected
from the total list. Placement of the correct version of the homonym in
first or second place within parentheses was determined randomly by
flipping a coin. Carrier phrases for homonym pairs were created by this
author.
Spelling Homonyms From Recall
The homonym spelling from recall test was identical to the
homonym spelling identification test in homonym pairs and carrier
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The homonym spelling from recall test was identical to the
homonym spelling identification test in homonym pairs and carrier
phrases. The homonym was dictated by the examiner, the carrier phrase
read aloud, then the homonym repeated. Subjects wrote the spelling of
the homonym on the answer sheet provided (see Appendix S for carrier
sentences used in this test).
Description of Experimental Tests Designed bv Schwartz (1983)
Each test designed by Schwartz contains 30 patterns: five related to
the spelling of the plural, three to the past tense, two to the possessive,
and three to adjectival items (comparative, superlative, adjectival). The
carrier phrases were designed to carry the necessary morphological
information to identify the 13 patterns. Another 17 patterns concerned
visual information representing the internal structure of the language
rather than directly from the spoken language. Ten of these related to
vowel correspondence, four to consonant correspondence, and three to
syllabic consonants. The same patterns were used in each of the tests.
The score on each test was the number of words correctly spelled. On
the written test responses were scored correct if identical to the target
pattern; phonetic, if a phonetic version of the target pattern; and
nonphonetic, if a nonphonetic version of the target pattern. For nonword
tests (I and III) subjects were told that the words in the test were not
real words but that they were to spell them as if they were real English
words. Children were told to listen to the dictated sentences carefully
and to guess if they were unsure of how to answer.
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Schwartz determined the validity of these tests by correlations
with the Durrell Spelling Test (Durrell, 1955). Product-moment
correlations for each of the tests were significant. Reliability
estimates were obtained for each test using the entire experimental
population of 180. Guttman split-half reliability coefficients were as
follows: Test I, r= .81; Test II, r= .90; Test III, r= .93. The author used
Finn’s multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) and a univariate
analysis of variance (ANOVA) for each test with age and ability (Good,
Poor, Learning Disabled) as the independent variables and scores on the
three experimental tests as the dependent variables. All scores were
significant beyond the .005 level, two-tailed. On all three tests the Good
Spellers performed better than the Poor Spellers who scored better than
the Learning Disabled Spellers (see Appendix W).
Predicted Scoring Patterns
Using Frith’s (1985) developmental spelling model and relevant
research findings which can be applied to the three spelling groups
defined in this study (normal, dysgraphic, and dyslexic), some
predictions can be made as to how each group will function on the
outcome measures (see Table 8). Performance by group is meant to help
determine what developmental level each group has reached. In general,
Frith's model predicts that Normal Spellers are functioning at the
orthographic level; Dysgraphic Spellers are functioning at the alphabetic
level, and possibly have reached the first stage of the orthographic level;
and Dyslexic Spellers are functioning at the logographic level.
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Table 8
Predicted Scoring Patterns on Outcome Measures for Normal.
Dvsqraphic. and Dyslexic Spellers
Measures
pronunciation of
regular: irregular
words

Normal
x:o
A regularity
effect because
alphabetic stage
entered

x:o
spelling errors
regular: irregular A regularity
effect because
use alphabetic
and orthographic
strategies;
errors typically
phonetic

Dysqraphic

Dyslexic

X:0

0:0

A regularity
effect because
alphabetic stage
entered

No regularity
effect because
alphabetic stage
not entered

x:o
A regularity
effect because
use alphabetic
strategies;
errors typically
phonetic

0:0

No regularity
effect because
use logographic
strategies;
errors more often
nonphonetic than
other two groups

Note. The following symbols Indicate how the designated spelling types
are predicted to perform on experimental tasks: x:x = subjects do as well
on the former task as the latter; x:o = subjects do better on the former
task compared the the latter; o:x = subjects do more poorly on the former
task compared to the latter; o:o = subjects do as poorly on both tasks.
A regularity effect means that subjects correctly produce significantly
more regular spelling patterns compared to irregular spelling patterns.

Continued next page
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Table 8, continued
Measures
oral
pronunciation of
real words:
nonwords
•

J

■ - ■ •. —

Identification of
real words:
nonwords
(multiple choice)

Normal

Dysqraphic
X:X
x:x
No lexicality
No lexicality
effect. Have
effect. Have
alphabetic
alphabetic
(grapheme(graphemephoneme corr
phoneme corr
rules) and
rules) and
orthographic
orthographic
strategies for
strategies for
pronunciation of pronunciation of
both words and
both words and
nonwords so
nonwords so
should do well on should do well on
both
both

Dyslexic
x:o
Lexicality effect.
Primarily utilize
logographic
strategies which
assist with
familiar words,
but not with
unfamiliar
nonwords;
therefore should
do better on
words than
nonwords

x:x
No lexicality
effect. Use
alphabetic and
orthographic
strategies to
identify correct
version of both
real words and
nonwords of
similar
orthographic
structure

X:0

0:0

Lexicality effect.
Have partially
developed
orthographic
strategies useful
for identifying
words, but not as
useful in
unfamiliar
(nonword)
situations. With
nonwords, don’t
make analogies
to real words and
get more
confused by
alternatives

No lexicality
effect.
Logographic
strategies
unhelpful for
both identifying
words and
nonwords

Note. Lexicality effect means that subjects perform significantly better
on real word tasks as compared to nonword tasks.
Continued next page
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Table 8, continued
Measures
Spelling of real
words correctly:
nonwords
phonetically

Normal
x:x
Have
orthographic
strategies well
established, so
can spell real
words correctly
and nonwords
phonetically
equally well.

Dysqraphlc
x:x
Have alphabetic
skills for
spelling, so may
spell real words
phonetically but
incorrectly;
nonwords, as
phonetic
translations.

Dyslexic
o:o
Have logographic
skills, so
difficulty
spelling real
words and
nonwords
phonetically.

Spelling of real
words correctly:
nonwords same
pattern as
matched real
word

X:x

x:0

X:0

No lexicality
effect. Have
orthographic
skills, so can
make analogies
to real words
when spelling
nonwords.

Lexicality effect.
Depressed
nonword
performance
because
operating at
alphabetic level
for spelling, so
don't make
analogies to real
words; therefore,
nonword answers
don't match
patterns of
matching real
words.

Lexicality effect.
At logographic
stage, spell some
words correctly,
but do much more
poorly on
unfamiliar
nonword task
because of
unfamiliarity
with matching
real word
patterns.

Note. Lexicality effect means that subjects perform significantly better
on real word tasks as compared to nonword tasks.
Continued next page
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Table 8, continued
Measures
Identification of
homonyms:
spelling of
homonyms

Normal
x:x
No orthographic
effect.
At second level
of orthographic
stage can
identify correct
homonym in text
and spell correct
homonym given
oral carrier
phrase

Dysqraphlc

Dyslexic

X:0

0:0

Orthographic
effect.
At first level of
orthographic
stage can
identify correct
homonym in text
but regularly
confuse
homonyms when
spelling

No orthographic
effect.
At logographic
stage have
difficulty both
identifying and
reproducing
homonyms

Note. Orthographic effect means that subjects perform significantly
better on homonym identification tasks as compared to homonym
spelling from recall tasks.

CHAPTER IV
RESULTS
Introduction
This chapter presents the results obtained from statistical
analysis of the data collected in this study. It describes the dependent
variables and outlines the manner in which normal and unexpected poor
spelling (UPS) groups were formed. Results from hierarchical clustering
analyses are given to support the use of a three-group versus a four-group
model for normal and UPS spellers. Next, the data collected in this study
are analyzed and presented according to nine hypotheses which predict
type of developmental functioning by group. Finally, a chart is provided
which summarizes results according to support, lack of support, or
partial support for the nine hypotheses.
Dependent Variables
To examine subjects' performances on outcome measures, 37
scores were collected on the 12 tests administered (four pronunciation
tests, four spelling identification tests, and four spelling from recall
tests). These scores represent number correct and number of each error
type made by subjects on each test. Error types include: (a) for
pronunciation tests - phonetic errors, nonphonetic errors, and alternative
whole word errors; (b) for spelling identification tests - phonetic errors
and nonphonetic errors; (c) for spelling from recall tests - phonetic
errors, nonphonetic rule errors, nonphonetic random errors, and
alternative homonym errors. Rule and random errors, to be explained
later in greater detail, warrant separate categories of analysis because
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they are thought to represent different levels of developmental
functioning. For example, a nonphonetic rule error such as 'noticable' for
'noticeable' is spelled correctly except for an omitted 'e' which affects
the preceding consonant sound. This is a nonphonetic, but systematic
error which suggests high familiarity with the word's spelling. On the
other hand, a nonphonetic random error like 'notchuble' suggests soundsymbol correspondence difficulties and morphological uncertainties. This
is a less systematic nonphonetic error which suggests low familiarity
with the word's spelling (see Appendix W for further examples of rule
and random nonphonetic errors).
Group Formation
Controls and Unexpected Poor Spellers (UPS)
As described in the methodology section, the first overall grouping
of subjects separated the control group of normal spellers from the UPS
group in the following manner. Normals scored at or above the 50th
percentile on a rough measure for IQ, the composite score from the Iowa
Test of Basic Skills (ITBS) or the California Achievement Test (CAT), and
at or above the 50th percentile on the Kaufman Test of Educational
Achievement (KTEA) Spelling Test for their age level. To determine if
the performances of controls and UPS spellers differed significantly
across the follow-up tests, three multivariate analyses of variance
(MANOVAs) were run (two group by four pronunciation outcomes; two
group by four spelling identification outcomes; and two group by four
spelling from recall outcomes). Differences between the two groups were
significant on each of the outcome measures: pronunciation tests = F(3,
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219) = 14.74, £= .000; spelling Identification tests = F(3, 219) = 3.27, p.
= .022; spelling from recall tests = F(3, 219) = 6.31, p = .000.
Unexpected Poor Spelling Group Divided into Dvsoraphics and Dvslexics
Having established that the control and UPS groups differed
significantly across outcome measures, the next goal was to break down
the UPS group further into dysgraphic and dyslexic subgroups. Past
research identified the key distinguishing feature between dysgraphics
and dyslexics as being their differing performance on word pronunciation
tasks, despite similar scores on spelling tasks. Dysgraphics are able to
pronounce words well, despite their poorer spelling ability. Dyslexics can
neither pronounce nor spell words well.
Given this distinction, the control and UPS groups' performances on
the Woodcock-Johnson (W-J) word pronunciation test were analyzed.
Descriptive statistics indicated that the mean score on the W-J word
pronunciation test for the entire sample of subjects in this study (n=75)
was 26.35 (SD, 2.61; range, 19-30), while the mean score for the control
group (n=38) was 27.90 (SD, 1.56; range, 25-30), and the mean score for
the UPS group was 24.76 (SD, 2.53; range, 19-29). This data seemed to
suggest that one way to split the UPS group into two subgroups was to
separate those UPS subjects who scored above the UPS mean (i.e., 25-29)
into the dysgraphic group; and those who scored at or below the UPS mean
(i.e., 19-24), into the dyslexic group.
Scatterplot results supported this division of subjects. On the W-J
word pronunciation test, all subjects in the control group attained a score
of 25 or higher; while 22 UPS subjects scored 25 or higher as did
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normals, and 15 subjects in the UPS group scored 24 or lower, unlike
normals. Therefore, the dysgraphic spellers in this study, as in past
research, perform similarly to normal spellers on word pronunciation;
however, perform lower than normals on word spelling. Dyslexics
perform lower than normals on both word pronunciation and word spelling.
See Table 9 for summary data (including descriptive statistics and
significance patterns).
Follow-up MANOVAs were run using the controls and the two
newly-formed UPS groups, dyslexics and dysgraphics, across the four
pronunciation, four spelling identification, and four spelling from recall
outcome measures. Differences among the three groups continued to be
highly significant for pronunciation and spelling from recall outcome
measures; however, there were no longer significant differences among
all groups on the spelling identification tests at the ps.05 level:
pronunciation tests = F(6, 216) = 8.50, p. = .000; spelling identification
tests = £(6, 216) = 2.02, p = .065; spelling from recall tests = £(6, 216) =
3.60, p = .002.
A Test for a Third Group of UPS Speller
While most researchers refer to a two group model of UPS spellers
(Frith, 1978a; Frith, 1980; Nelson & Warrington, 1974), Frith (1985)
proposes a developmental spelling model in which there is a third group
of UPS spellers. In her theory, dysgraphic spellers are comprised of two
distinct subgroups, labelled here as dysgraphics, type one (dysgraphic 1)
and type two (dysgraphic2). Frith proposes that dysgraphic2 spellers
have reached a higher level of development than the other type of
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dysgraphic, dysgraphlcl. Dysgraphic2s are even more competent readers
(word pronouncers) than dysgraphic Is. Dysgraphic2‘s alphabetic skills
are developed to advanced stages so their word pronunciation skills are
well developed. Their orthographic skills, on the other hand, are
developed only to the beginning stages, so their spelling skills are weak.
Dysgraphic Is have developed their alphabetic stage skills useful for word
pronunciation to a less advanced level, and their orthographic skills have
not yet been developed.
To test for a third distinct UPS group, a series of hierarchical
cluster analyses were run on various combinations of test scores.
Hierarchical cluster analysis consists of looking at a number of variables
simultaneously to determine which resemble each other, or cluster
together. First, all test scores (37 in total) were run together; then, all
pronunciation scores, all spelling identification scores, all spelling from
recall scores, all pronunciation and spelling identification scores
combined, all pronunciation and spelling from recall scores combined, and
all spelling identification and spelling from recall scores combined.
Eight cluster patterns were specified to allow for sufficient sorting of
subjects into different patterns. In all cases, clusters tended to form in
the following ways (see Table 10): (a) Normals tended to cluster
altogether in one group, or else largely in one or two groups, with much
smaller numbers in one or two additional groups; (b) a large group of UPS
spellers tended to cluster with patterns of normals; (c) the additional
UPS spellers fell into a variety of clusters containing no normal spellers
and few other UPS spellers.
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Table 10
Numbers of Subjects Clustering Into Eight Possible Groupings on a
Hierarchical Cluster Analysis of Different Score Combinations
C2

C3

C4

C5

C6

C7

C8

2

6

7

1

2

1

1

38
14

1

3

5

9

3

1

1

Normals
UPS

20
13

16
7

1
6

1
2

5

1

2

1

All SP
Scores

Normals
UPS

31
4

4
13

3
9

5

2

2

1

1

All PR&
IDScores

Normals
UPS

38
19

7

2

4

1

1

2

1

All PR & Normals
UPS
SPScores

38
15

7

7

1

1

4

1

1

All ID& Normals
UPS
SPScores

32
4

6
17

8

1

2

3

1

1

Scores
All
Scores

Group
Normals
UPS

Cl
38
17

All Pron
Scores

Normals
UPS

All SP
IDScores

Note. Abbreviations: PR-pronunciation; ID-spelling identification;
SP-spel 1 ing from recall; UPS-unexpected poor speller group;
W-J- Woodcock-Johnson test; Cl-Cluster 1, C2-Cluster2, etc.
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These clusterings of scores do not seem to support Frith's
assertion that there are two distinct groups of dysgraphics, but rather,
that there is one distinct group of UPS spellers who perform similarly in
some ways to normals, and another groups of UPS spellers who perform
either like small numbers of other UPS spellers or uniquely, showing
patterns of response different from normals and the larger group of UPS
spellers. Therefore, in this study, results for a three group sorting of
subjects (normals, dysgraphics, and dyslexics) will be presented rather
than a four group sorting of subjects (normals, dysgraphic2s,
dysgraphicls, and dyslexics) since the data seem to support a two-group
versus a three-group model of UPS spellers.
Data Analysis
Having settled upon a three group solution of normal, dysgraphic,
and dyslexic spellers and running MANOVAs to establish if significant
differences among groups existed across outcome measures, data from
the follow-up tests were analyzed by means of one way analyses of
variance (ANOVAs) to determine if the means on tests were significantly
different across groups. Following each ANOVA, a multiple comparison
procedure, Duncan's multiple range test, was run to determine where the
significant differences were located across groups.

See Table 11 for an

explanation of symbols used to express patterns of significant difference
across groups.
Means and standard deviations, as well as patterns and levels of
significant differences among groups for correct scores, are reported in
Table 12. Results from these tables are discussed according to the
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Table 11
Symbols Used to Report Significant Differences Among Group Means.
Symbols

DescriDtion

1 >2>3

The mean of Group 1 is significantly greater than
Group2 which differs significantly than Group3.

3>2>1

The mean of Group3 is significantly greater than
the mean of Group 1. Group2's mean lies between
the other two means, but does not differ
significantly from either

1 >2>3

The means of Group 1 and Group2 do not differ
significantly from each other, but both are
significantly greater than the mean of Group3.

3>2>i

The mean of Group3 is significantly greater than
both the means of Group2 and Group3, which do
not differ significantly from each other.

1>2>3

The means of Group 1, Group2, and Group3 do not
differ significantly from each other.

Note. 1=dyslexic speller; 2= dysgraphic speller; 3=normal speller.
Any two numbers /?£/underlined by the same line have mean scores
which differ significantly from each other, (p<.05).

Table 12
Correct Score Results of One Way ANOVAs with Follow-up Duncan's Multiple
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various hypotheses outlined in the methodology section. These
hypotheses are restated in this section of the study, and results
pertaining to each hypothesis are reported.
Of additional note, is that the multiple procedure comparisons run
across groups on IQ (as estimated by ITB5 and CAT achievement
composite scores) resulted in significantly higher IQ scores for the
control group than the dysgraphic and dyslexic groups whose IQ scores
were not significantly different from each other (see Table 9). Therefore,
an analysis of covariance was also run to see if IQ was significantly
related to the outcome variables, in which case it might be skewing the
results in favor of the control group. However, IQ was not significantly
related to any of the dependent variables. Therefore, only the results on
Duncan’s multiple range test without covariance are reported since IQ
does not seem to be a factor affecting the results.
Hypothesis One: Developmental Level bv Group
Indicator of Developmental Level Functioning
If groups are correctly sorted by developmental level, normals will
perform better on the 12 outcome measures than dysgraphics who will
perform better than dyslexics.
Results
Data strongly supports this hypothesis for pronunciation and
spelling from recall tasks (see Table 12). One way ANOVAs yielded
significant main effects for spelling groups on the four pronunciation and
four spelling tests with Duncan’s multiple range test indicating that
controls performed significantly better than dysgraphics who performed
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significantly better than dyslexics. On the one nonword and two word
identification tasks, data do not lend support for this hypothesis. While
controls performed significantly better than both dysgraphic and dyslexic
spellers, the latter two groups did not perform significantly different
from each other. There is a consistent trend across all twelve tests
where normal spellers attain the highest scores, followed by dysgraphics,
and then dyslexics; however, the gap between the dysgraphics’ and
dyslexics' performances appears to close significantly across the word
and nonword identification tests (see Figure 1).
Hypothesis Two: Word Errors on Pronunciation Tasks
Indicator of Logoaraohic Stage Functioning for Reading
If dyslexic spellers are operating largely at the logographic stage
in reading and spelling, they should make significantly more whole word
error responses on pronunciation tasks compared to the other two groups
(i.e., rather than use alphabetic strategies or grapheme-phoneme
correspondence rules to decode unfamiliar words like normal spellers and
dysgraphics are more able to do, they would be more likely to guess a
whole word which contains the same initial letters and overall shape as
the target word).
Results
A one way AVOVA run on number of word errors on the W-J word
pronunciation test yielded significant main effect by group (see Table
13), and a follow-up Duncan’s multiple range test indicated that dyslexic
spellers gave a significantly higher number of word responses (1.47) than
dysgraphics (.55) and normals (.21) whose number of word error responses
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Figure 1,

Correct scores on outcome measures by group.
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did not differ significantly from each other. A different pattern emerged
for proportion of word errors (see Table 14). Error proportions represent
the number of one type of spelling error as compared to the total number
of other error types produced on each test. On the W-J word
pronunciation test, dyslexic spellers made a significantly higher
proportion of alternative word error responses (.18) than normals (.06),
but their proportion of word errors did not differ significantly from
dysgraphics (.16).
These results support that dyslexics make a significantly higher
quantity of logographic responses than dysgraphics and normals. These
results also support that dyslexics make a higher proportion of
logographic responses than normals. However, these results do not
support that dyslexics make a significantly higher proportion of
logographic responses than dysgraphic spellers. Despite the fact that
dyslexics make significantly more logographic errors than dysgraphics,
they make a similar proportion of logographic errors as dysgraphics
compared to the other types of errors made on the task. Normals make
both a significantly lower number and a significantly lower proportion of
logographic responses than the other two groups.
Hypothesis Three: Regularity Effect on Pronunciation Tasks
Indicator of Alphabetic Level of Functioning for Reading
Because normal and dysgraphic spellers have entered an advanced
level of the alphabetic stage, their pronunciation responses will show a
regularity effect (i.e., they will read words of a regular spelling pattern
more accurately than words of an irregular spelling pattern). Dyslexics,
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who have not entered the alphabetic stage, will have less of a regularity
effect (i.e., they will not show as big a difference between their
performance on regular and irregular word pronunciation as the other two
groups).
Results
On both the pronunciation of regular and irregular word tests,
normals scored significantly higher than dysgraphics who scored
significantly higher than dyslexics. All groups attained lower scores on
the irregular word task compared to the regular word task (see Table 12).
When a ratio of percent correct on irregular word pronunciation as
compared to percent correct on regular pronunciation was obtained (see
Table 15), dyslexics' mean ratio score of .80 was significantly lower than
the dysgraphics' and normals’ mean ratio scores (.88 and .92,
respectively) which did not differ significantly from each other.
When each group’s mean score on the irregular word pronunciation
test was subtracted from the mean score on the regular word
pronunciation test, a one-way ANOVA yielded a main effect (see Table 16)
and a follow-up Duncan's multiple range test indicated dyslexics*
difference score (4.93) was significantly higher than those of normals
(2.42) and dysgraphics (3.27), the latter two difference scores not
differing significantly from each other (see Table 16). However,
differences were not in the predicted direction.
It was predicted that normals and dysgraphics would show the
greatest difference between regular and irregular word pronunciation
performance since their facility with grapheme-phoneme correspondence
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Table 15
Ratio Score Results Using One Way ANOVAs with Follow-up Duncan Multiple Range Tests
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rules would positively affect their regular word pronunciation
performance, but not their Irregular word pronunciation performance.
Dyslexics, having less facility with grapheme-phoneme correspondence
rules were predicted to do equally poorly on both. However, dyslexics in
this study demonstrated significantly more difficulty with irregular
words than regular words compared to the other two groups.
Hypothesis Four; Degree of Regularity on Spelling Error Responses
Indicator of Alphabetic Level Functioning for Writing
Because normal and dysgraphic spellers have entered an
advanced level of the alphabetic stage, their spelling error responses will
show a higher degree of regularity (i.e., they will produce a higher
proportion of phonetic errors as compared to other types of errors when
spelling from recall) than dyslexics. Dyslexics, who have not entered the
alphabetic stage, will have a higher degree of error irregularity (i.e., they
will produce a higher number, proportion, and ratio of nonphonetic errors
when spelling from recall) compared to the other two groups.
Results
Dyslexics and dysgraphics made significantly more phonetic
spelling errors than normals on spelling word tasks. Quantity of phonetic
errors on these spelling word tasks did not differ significantly for
dysgraphics and dyslexics (see Table 13). On spelling nonwords, dyslexics
made significantly more phonetic errors than normals while dysgraphics’
quantity of phonetic errors fell between the two other groups and did not
differ significantly from either of them (see Table 13). Using quantity of
errors, however, does not address the hypothesis. To determine if
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normals and dysgraphics produce predominantly phonetic errors in
comparison to other error types, error proportions must be used. Error
proportions represent the number of one type of spelling error as
compared to the total number of other error types produced on each test.
On the two word spelling tests, the proportion of phonetic errors
did not differ significantly for the three groups (see Table 14). However,
on spelling nonword tasks, normals produced a significantly higher
proportion of phonetic errors (.53) than both dysgraphic (.37) and dyslexic
(.37) groups. It appears from this data that on word spelling tasks, all
three groups make a similar proportion of phonetic errors, while on
nonword tasks, normals make a significantly higher proportion of
phonetic errors than the other two groups.

While this data addresses the

first part of the regularity hypothesis, data on nonphonetic errors must
be reviewed to answer the second part of the regularity question.
The second part of the spelling error regularity prediction was that
dyslexics would make the largest number, proportion, and ratio of
irregular, or nonphonetic errors, compared to the other groups. On
quantity of nonphonetic spelling errors, there was a consistent pattern of
main effect for the three groups (see Table 13). As predicted, dyslexics
made a significantly higher number of nonphonetic errors than
dysgraphics who made a significantly higher number of nonphonetic errors
than normals on all spelling tasks (words and nonwords).
While dyslexics made a significantly higher quantity of nonphonetic
spelling errors than the other two groups on both word and nonword
spelling tasks, they did not consistently produce a significantly higher
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proportion of nonphonetic spelling errors than the other two groups (see
Table 14).
On a word spelling test and a nonword spelling test which
contained nonsense words whose letter patterns were matched to items
on the word test (except for one or two changed letters), the proportion
of nonphonetic errors produced by both dyslexics and dysgraphics did not
differ significantly from each other (.60 and .56, respectively, on the
word test; .63 and .64, respectively, on the nonword test). However,
normals made a significantly lower proportion of nonphonetic errors (.28
on the word test; .47 on the nonword test) than the other two groups (see
Table 14).
On a second word spelling test which did not contain words
matched to those in the nonword spelling test and which contained
spelling patterns of a higher level of difficulty than the other word
spelling test, the nonphonetic error category was subdivided into two
parts: rule and random errors. Both these error categories resulted in
nonphonetic responses; however, the rule category consisted of
nonphonetic misspellings which were predominantly correct (i.e., most
morphological patterns were intact), except that a specific, lowfrequency phoneme-grapheme rule was being violated which resulted in a
nonphonetic response (see Appendix W for examples of rule versus
random nonphonetic errors). The separation of this rule category from the
random category was meant to distinguish between nonphonetic error
responses which were more systematic (rule errors) from those which
were less systematic (random errors). If normals were operating at a
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higher developmental spelling level than dysgraphics, their nonphonetic
errors should consist of rule errors to a greater degree than dysgraphics.
If dysgraphics were operating at a higher level of development than
dyslexics, their nonphonetic errors should consist of rule errors to a
greater degree than dyslexics. The nonphonetic errors of dyslexics, who
are at the lowest level of spelling development, should be comprised of
the less systematic random nonphonetic errors to a greater degree than
the other two groups.
A one-way ANOVA yielded no main effect for group on quantity of
rule errors (see Table 13); however, normals made a significantly higher
proportion of rule errors (.38) compared to dysgraphics (.23) and
dyslexics (.16), the latter two groups’ means not differing significantly
from each other. Normals made the lowest proportion of random errors
(.09), dysgraphics made a significantly greater proportion of random
errors (.28), and dyslexics made a significantly higher proportion of
random errors (.40) than dysgraphics. As previously mentioned, the
proportion of phonetic errors made by all three groups did not differ
significantly from each other (dyslexic=.44; dysgraphic=48; normals 48).
These results indicate that while the proportion of phonetic errors
does not differ by group on this spelling test, the proportion of rule
versus less systematic random nonphonetic errors does differ by group:
normals make a significantly higher proportion of rule errors than the
other two groups; dysgraphics make a significantly higher proportion of
random errors than normals; and dyslexics make a significantly higher
proportion of random errors than dysgraphics.
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A third way of assessing degree of error regularity on word and
nonword spelling from recall tasks is to determine a ratio of nonphonetic
errors as compared to phonetic errors. To create such a ratio, only two
variables can be compared. For this reason, rule and random nonphonetic
error categories on the one word spelling task had to be combined. On the
other word spelling task and the nonword spelling task, only phonetic and
nonphonetic error categories were scored so ratios could be developed for
each group using these error scores.
On the word spelling task where rule and random errors were
collapsed into one nonphonetic category and compared to phonetic error
production, there was no main effect by group. All three groups made
slightly more nonphonetic errors as compared to phonetic errors on this
task (from approximately one and one third to one and two thirds more
nonphonetic compared to phonetic errors). Normals' ratio score was 1.31;
dysgraphics', 1.39; and dyslexics', 1.66 (see Table 17). Where differences
lay for the three groups, as previously demonstrated, was not in the total
ratio of nonphonetic/ phonetic errors, but in proportion of rule as opposed
to random errors produced within the nonphonetic category.
On the other word spelling task, when ratios of nonphonetic errors
as compared to phonetic errors were compared by group, there was a main
effect. Dyslexics' ratio (1.85) was significantly higher than dysgraphics'
(1.03) which was significantly higher than normals' (.25). Ratios indicate
that on this spelling from recall task, dyslexics produced almost twice as
many nonphonetic errors as they did phonetic errors; dysgraphics
produced approximately an even number of nonphonetic and phonetic
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errors; and normals produced about one fourth the number of nonphonetic
errors as they did phonetic errors.
On the nonword spelling from recall task, when nonphonetic error
production was compared to phonetic error production, there was a main
effect by group. Dyslexics’ ratio of 2.73 differed significantly from
normals’ ratio of 1.28, while dysgraphics' ratio of 2.12 fell between the
other two groups and did not differ significantly from either. On this
nonword spelling task, it appears that the dyslexic group produced almost
three times as many nonphonetic errors as phonetic errors; the dysgraphic
group, about twice as many nonphonetic errors as phonetic errors; and the
normal group, about an even number of nonphonetic and phonetic errors.
Hypothesis Five: Lexicality Effect on Pronunciation Tasks
Indicator of Alphabetic Level Functioning for Reading
Past research involving pronunciation tasks has found a lexicality
effect (i.e., a superior performance on real words as compared to
nonwords) for disabled readers and spellers (Read & Ruyter, 1985);
normal readers and spellers, on the other hand, have not shown a
significant lexicality effect. Frith's model of spelling development can
be used to explain this.
Normals, who have developed to the alphabetic and orthographic
stages, should typically find unfamiliar nonwords more difficult to
pronounce than words, but not significantly harder because they have
developed the strategies necessary to decode both words and nonwords.
With word pronunciation, dyslexics can recognize some words because of
familiarity with them from past experience; but with nonword
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pronunciation, unfamiliarity is ensured, and dyslexics must rely on
grapheme-phoneme correspondence rules for decoding, a skill they have
not developed since they have not advanced beyond the logographic stage
to the alphabetic stage, according to Frith’s theory. Therefore, they
should do significantly poorer pronouncing nonwords than words.
Although past research (Frith, 1980) has found a lexicality effect
for dysgraphics on pronunciation tasks, Frith's theory would suggest that
they should not have a lexicality effect. If dysgraphics have mastered the
alphabetic stage in a normal fashion as her theory suggests, and have not
experienced an arrest in development until the end of the alphabetic
stage, then they should be able to use grapheme-phoneme correspondence
rules in pronunciation tasks containing words or nonwords, just as normal
spellers can.
Read and Ruyter (1985) have created an index, the Phonic Transfer
Index (PTI), by which to establish the presence of a lexicality effect. The
PTI divides the percent correct on a nonword task by the percent correct
on a word task to produce a PTI ratio score. Usually, nonwords are of a
similar pattern to real words with one or two letters changed to create
the nonword. Read and Ruyter report that normally developing second
grade spellers usually attain a PTI of .85; whereas, older fifth grade
dyslexics and even reading disabled adults, fail to reach this level.
Results
In this study, percent correct on the W-J nonword pronunciation
test was compared to percent correct on the W-J word pronunciation test.
On the W-J, nonwords are of a different spelling pattern than those on the

word test, but the nonwords are derived from familiar English spelling
patterns. A one-way ANOVA run on the ratio scores (and a follow-up
Duncan’s Multiple Range Test) indicated that normals performed as
predicted (see Table 16). Their ratio score of .90 does not indicate a
lexicality effect. Dyslexics obtained a mean ratio score of .77 which is
significantly lower than the ratio of normals and Read and Ruyter's
benchmark PTI ratio of .85. This indicates a lexicality effect for
dyslexics as predicted. Dysgraphics obtained a mean ratio score of .76, a
score significantly lower than that of normals, and not significantly
different from that of dyslexics. This ratio indicates a lexicality effect
for dysgraphics.

Although a lexicality effect was found for dysgraphics

in the past (Frith, 1980), it was not predicted for dysgraphics, according
to Frith’s theory of point of arrest. The data here suggest a lexicality
effect for dysgraphics that is at least as great as dyslexics. This is
counter to prediction for dysgraphics.
Hypothesis Six: Lexicality Effect on Spelling Identification Tasks
Indicator of Orthographic Level Functioning
Hypothesis six deals with the identification of correct word
spellings as compared to identification of correct nonword spellings
given correct and incorrect alternatives in print.

Because of their

advanced developmental level in spelling, normals were not predicted to
have a lexicality effect. They were not anticipated to have significantly
greater difficulty Identifying nonwords than identifying words because
they can utilize both alphabetic and orthographic strategies in either
case. Dysgraphics were predicted to experience a lexicality effect. They

may experience some difficulties identifying the correct version of real
words because of their uncertainty over the correct spelling, and a
tendency to be confused by multiple alternative choices, one of which is
spelled correctly; others, which are spelled incorrectly. With nonwords,
however, they should have considerably more difficulty. Because they are
uncertain of the spelling of the real word with which the nonword is
matched, they are less likely to make analogies to real words as normals
do. In addition, confusion caused by multiple spellings of the nonword add
further difficulty to the nonword task for this group. With dyslexics,
there would not be a lexicality effect since, at the logographic stage,
they would find it difficult to identify the correct version of a printed
word. Even though the nonword task would be very difficult for them,
their lowered performance on the word identification task would reduce
the lexicality effect.
Results
Ratio scores were created by dividing the percent correct on the
nonword identification score by percent correct on the word
identification score. The word identification test is a three-choice
identification test where the correct or preferred spelling is presented in
print with two alternative spellings; one, a phonetic alternative; the
other, a nonphonetic alternative. The nonword identification test has an
identical format and nonwords have identical spellings to the target
words in the word identification test, except one or two letters have been
changed to create a nonword.
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A one-way ANOVA yielded no main effect by group on this ratio
score (see Table 16). Normals obtained a ratio of .85, indicating that
their score just reached the benchmark PTI ratio level established by
Read and Ruyter indicating no lexicality effect. Dyslexics’ ratio of .81
and dysgraphics' ratio of .81 were lower than normals and almost
identical to each other; however, since their ratio scores are not
significantly lower than normals, it cannot be stated that a clear
difference in lexicality effect is apparent for these groups.
Another measure was taken to determine if the lexicality effect
appeared by group. The mean score on the nonword identification test
was subtracted from the mean score on the matched word identification
test (i.e., spelling patterns identical except one or two letters were
changed to form nonwords) to obtain mean difference scores for each
group. A one-way ANOVA yielded no main effect on these difference
scores (see Table 15). The mean difference scores for each group were as
follows: normals, 5.05; dysgraphics, 5.91; dyslexics, 5.73.
These results do not offer support for the hypothesis. All three
groups seemed to have approximately the same relative difficulty
identifying nonwords as compared to identifying words whether or not
they were normal spellers, dysgraphic spellers, or dyslexic spellers.
Hypothesis Seven: Lexicality Effect on Spelling From Recall Tasks
(Nonwords Correct if Phonetic)
Indicator of Alphabetic Level Functioning for Writing
Hypothesis seven predicted that on spelling from recall word and
nonword tests,when any phonetic representation for a nonword is
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considered correct, there should be no lexicality effect for any group. For
normal spellers there should not be a lexicality effect because they can
bring their well-learned alphabetic and orthographic strategies to bear on
both tasks. For dysgraphic spellers, there should not be a lexicality effect
in the area of spelling words correctly; nonwords, phonetically.
Dysgraphics should have difficulty spelling words correctly. Even though
their errors should tend to be phonetic, this would not affect their
correct score when spelling words since only standard spellings are
considered correct. With nonwords, when any phonetic interpretation is
accepted, dysgraphics should receive heightened correct scores since
their tendency to spell phonetically aids them in this case. Therefore, a
lexicality effect should be reduced under these conditions. For dyslexics,
there should not be a lexicality effect because dyslexics should have
difficulty both spelling real words correctly and nonwords phonetically,
so there should not be a significant difference between their performance
spelling words as compared to spelling nonwords.
Results
A ratio score was obtained by dividing the percent correct on the
nonword spelling test by the percent correct on the matched word
spelling test which contained the real words upon which the nonwords
were formed by changing one or two letters. As predicted, a one-way
ANOVA run on these ratio scores yielded no main effect across groups
(see Table 16). Normals obtained a mean ratio score of .91; dysgraphics,
.83; dyslexics, .88. Here, the lowest ratio score belonged to the
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dysgraphic group, but none of the ratio scores differed significantly by
group.
Difference scores between performance on word versus nonword
spellings tests were also obtained for each group. A one-way ANOVA run
on these difference scores yielded no main effect for the three groups
(normals = 2.71; dysgraphics, 4.32; dyslexics = 3.40). These difference
scores provide another way of indicating that each group's degree of
difficulty spelling nonwords phonetically compared to real words
correctly does not differ significantly from each other (see Table 15).
Hypothesis Eight: Lexicalitv Effect on Spelling from Recall Tasks
Nonword Correct Only if Matched to Real Word Spelling Pattern
Indicator of Orthographic Level Functioning
Hypothesis eight predicted the following. A lexicality effect will
occur for the UPS groups on a nonword spelling from recall task compared
to a word spelling from recall task when nonwords are considered correct
only when spelled in the same pattern as their matched real word.
Normals, who make analogies to real word spelling patterns when spelling
nonwords, will not show a lexicality effect. Normals will have more
difficulty spelling nonwords than their related words, but not
sufficiently more difficulty so that a lexicality effect is produced.
Dysgraphics, who do not make analogies to real word spelling patterns
when spelling nonwords because they are less certain of the correct real
word spelling patterns than normals, will have difficulty both spelling
words and spelling nonwords correctly. With words, only standard
spellings are considered correct; with nonwords, under the condition that

only the standard spelling pattern of the related word is acceptable,
dysgraphics' facility with alphabetic skills will not benefit them here;
even if their errors are phonetic, they often will be incorrect, so under
these conditions they will make considerably more errors, and there will
be a lexicality effect for dysgraphics. With dyslexics they will
experience difficulties spelling both words and nonwords; but, the
increased unfamiliarity of nonwords will significantly lower their
performance in this area to create a lexicality effect.
Results
A mean ratio score was obtained for each group by dividing the
percent correct on a nonword spelling test by the percent correct on a
word spelling test. The nonwords were matched in spelling pattern to
those on the word spelling test. A one-way ANOVA yielded a significant
main effect across groups with Duncan's multiple range test indicating
that normal spellers' mean ratio score (.77) differed significantly from
the mean ratio score of dysgraphics (.66) and dyslexics (.61), the latter
two of which did not differ significantly from each other (see Table 16).
When nonwords are considered correctly spelled only when they match
their real word counterparts in spelling pattern, all groups experience
considerably more difficulty with this task, dysgraphics and dyslexics
significantly more than normals. Under these more stringent scoring
conditions, none of the groups' ratio scores reached the .85 PTI level
established by Read and Ruyter.
A one-way ANOVA run on difference scores between the number
correct on the nonword spelling test and the number correct on the word

spelling test yielded a similar main effect (see Table 15) with Duncan’s
multiple range test indicating normal spellers had a significantly smaller
difference between word and nonword spelling performance than the other
two groups whose difference mean scores did not differ significantly
from each other (normals = 6.53; dysgraphics = 8.86; dyslexics = 8.93).
These results tend to suggest that when nonwords must be spelled
analogous to their standard English counterparts, there is a lexicality
effect for all groups. Dysgraphics and dyslexics, however, have a
significantly larger lexicality effect than normals, since they seem to
have even greater difficulty spelling nonwords identical to matched real
word patterns.
Hypothesis Nine:
Orthographic Effect On Identification and Spelling of Homonyms
Indicator of Orthographic Level Functioning for Reading and Spelling
Frith (1985) has identified performance on a homonym
identification task as compared to performance on a homonym spelling
from recall task as an indicator of whether or not a speller has advanced
to the orthographic level. Homonyms are considered a key test of
orthographic knowledge because "an individual who does not confuse the
meanings of visually similar words which sound the same (board/bored,
fare/fair, son/sun, medal/meddle) must be able to make reference to
detailed orthographic representations of printed words (Snowling, 1985,
p. 89). For the purposes of this study, the difference between homonym
identification and homonym spelling from recall performance will be
referred to as the orthographic effect and .85 will be used as a cutoff

point similar to the levels designated for regularity and lexicality
effects.
Normal spellers whose orthographic skills are developed for
reading and spelling should not show an orthographic effect. They should
be able to identify the correct homonym given a choice of two
alternatives and spell the correct homonym from recall given a dictated
sentence containing the homonym in context. Dysgraphics, some of whom
may have entered the beginning levels of the orthographic stage (i.e., they
have orthographic strategies useful for reading), should show an
orthographic effect. In other words, they should be able to distinguish
between a pair of homonyms written in a printed sentence, but be less
able to produce the correct homonym when spelling from recall because
they have not entered the upper levels of the orthographic stage (i.e., they
do not have orthographic strategies useful for spelling). When spelling
homonyms, dysgraphics confuse homonyms and frequently write the wrong
one. Dyslexics, who have not mastered the alphabetic stage let alone the
orthographic stage, should have more difficulty than dysgraphics and
normals both identifying and reproducing homonyms. If identification of
homonyms is a skill requiring orthographic reading strategies and
spelling homonyms from recall is a skill requiring orthographic spelling
strategies, as proposed by Frith (1985) and Snowling (1985), then
dyslexics should have difficulty both identifying and spelling homonyms
from recall. Thus, for dyslexics, a smaller difference should occur
between scores on these two measures and they would not show an
orthographic effect.
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Results
Ratio scores were created by dividing the percent correct on
spelling homonyms from recall by the percent correct on identifying
homonyms in print given two alternative choices. A one-way ANOVA
yielded a main effect on mean ratio scores by group, and a follow-up
Duncan's multiple range test indicated that normals' mean ratio score of
.91 was significantly higher than dysgraphics' mean ratio score of .79
which was higher than dyslexics' mean ratio score of .66 (see Table 16).
Mean difference scores between performance on identification of
homonyms versus the spelling of homonyms were also obtained for each
group with similar patterns of significance resulting. The mean
difference score for normals was 2.58; for dysgraphics, 5.77; for
dyslexics, 8.73 (see Table 15).
These results support the hypothesis that dysgraphics have
significantly more difficulty spelling homonyms than identifying them
compared to normals who are able to do both tasks well. However, of the
three groups, dyslexics show the greatest discrepancy between the two
tasks. Rather than finding both tasks difficult, dyslexics showed a
significantly greater split than dysgraphics and normals between their
performance on homonym identification and their performance on
homonym spelling. This is counter to prediction.
Past research (Frith, 1984) suggests that dysgraphic spellers may
tend to confuse homonyms and often choose the wrong one. A review of
the error proportions on the Homonym Spelling From Recall Test by group
shows that all three groups tended to spell the alternative homonym to a
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similar degree (Normals= 50; Dysgraphics= 42; Dyslexics= 44). There
were no significant differences among groups in the proportion of
phonetic, nonphonetic, or alternative homonym error responses (see Table
14).
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Table 18
Summary Chart of Findings

Findings Consistent w/Hypotheses

Findings Inconsistent w/Hypotheses

Hypothesis One
Correct Scores by Group
Normals performed significantly

On the word and nonword

better than dysgraphics who

identification tests, normals scored

performed significantly better than

highest, followed by dysgraphics and

dyslexics on pronunciation and

then dyslexics; however,

spelling from recall tests.

dysgraphics did not perform
significantly better than dyslexics
on word and nonword identification
tests.

Normals performed significantly
better than UPS spellers on word and
nonword identification tests.

Continued next page
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Table 18, continued
Findinas Consistent w/Hvootheses

Findinas Inconsistent w/Hvootheses

HyDothesis Two

Word Errors by Group

On a pronunciation task, dyslexics

On a pronunciation task, dyslexics

made a significantly higher number

and dysgraphics made a significantly

of whole word response errors than

higher proportion of word errors (as

dysgraphics and normals whose

compared to other types of errors

number of alternative whole word

made on that test) than normals.

errors did not differ significantly

Normals' proportion of word errors

from each other. In other words,

was significantly lower than both of

dysgraphics and normals performed

the UPS groups. In other words,

similarly on number of word errors

dysgraphics and dyslexics performed

produced.

similarly on proportion of word
errors produced.

Continued next page
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Table 18, continued
Findings Consistent w/Hvootheses

Findinas Inconsistent w/Hvootheses

Hypothesis Three

Pronunciation of Words with

Opposite to prediction, dyslexics

Regular versus Irregular

showed significantly greater

Spelling Patterns

difficulty than dysgraphics and
normals with irregular word
pronunciation as compared to
regular word pronunciation.
Dysgraphics and normals performed
similarly to each other.

HyDothesis Four
Proportion of Regular Errors

It was predicted that dysgraphics

on Spelling Tasks

and normals would make more
regular (phonetic) errors than
dyslexics; however, on word spelling
tests, proportion of phonetic errors
did not differ significantly for the
three groups.
On a nonword spelling test, normals
produced a significantly higher
proportion of phonetic errors than
both dysgraphics and dyslexics (not
iust dyslexics, as predicted).
Continued next page
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Table 18, continued
Findings Consistent w/Hvpotheses

Findings Inconsistent w/Hvootheses

Quantity of Irregular Spelling
Errors

On both word and nonword spelling
tasks, dyslexics made a
significantly higher number of
nonphonetic errors than dysgraphics
who made a significantly higher
number of nonphonetic errors than
normals.

Proportion of Irregular Spelling
Errors
On another word spelling test where

On a spelling word and a matched

nonphonetic errors were further

spelling nonword test, normals made

divided into rule and random

a significantly lower proportion of

categories, normals made a

nonphonetic errors than both

significantly higher proportion of

dyslexics and dysgraphics whose

rule errors compared to dysgraphics

proportions did not differ. The

and dyslexics whose proportions did

prediction was that only dyslexics

not differ from each other.

would be significantly lower._

Continued next page
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Table
. —■ ~ 18, continued
---Findings Consistent w/Hyootheses

Findings Inconsistent w/HvDOtheses

Normals made the lowest proportion
of random errors; dysgraphics made
a significantly higher proportion of
random errors than normals;
dyslexics made a significantly
higher proportion of random errors
than dysgraphics.

Ratio of Irregulanregular
Spelling Errors
On a word spelling test, dyslexics'
ratio of nonphonetic:phonetic errors
was significantly higher than
dysgraphics' which was
significantly higher than normals'.

In line with prediction, on the
nonword spelling task, dyslexics'
ratio of nonphoneticphonetic ratio
differed significantly from normals.
Dysgraphics' ratio fell between the
two but did not differ significantly
from either.

Continued next page
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Table 18, continued
Findings Consistent w/Hvootheses

Findings Inconsistent w/Hvootheses

Hypothesis Five
Pronunciation of Real versus
Nonwords by Group

On pronunciation tasks, normals

Like normals, dysgraphics were

performed similarly on both word

predicted to show no lexicality

and nonword tasks (i.e., they did not

effect since they have alphabetic

show a lexicality effect).

skills. Counter to prediction,
dysgraphics showed just as
significant a lexicality effect as
dyslexics (i.e., they did considerably
better on word pronunciation tasks
than nonword pronunciation tasks).

Dyslexics did show a lexicality
effect as predicted (i.e., they did
considerably better pronouncing real
words than nonwords).

Continued next page
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Table 18, continued
Findinas Consistent w/Hvootheses

Findinas Inconsistent w/Hvootheses

Hypothesis Six
Identification of Word versus
Nonwords by Group

When comparing nonword

Dysgraphics were predicted to have

identification performance to word

significantly more difficulty

identification performance, normals

identifying nonwords as compared to

and dyslexics were not predicted to

words; however, results indicate

have a lexicality effect. Normals

that this group performed similarly

were predicted to do both tasks

to the other two groups. Dysgraphics

well; dyslexics were predicted to do did not have more difficulty than the
both tasks poorly. Data support this

other two groups identifying

part of the hypothesis.

nonwords as compared to words.

HyDothesis Seven
Spelling of Words Versus
Nonwords by Group (Nonwords
Correct if Phonetic)

As predicted, normals, dysgraphics,
and dyslexics did not show a
lexicality effect when nonwords
were considered correct if spelled
phonetically.

Continued next page
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Table 18, continued
Findings Consistent w/Hvootheses

Findings Inconsistent w/Hvpotheses

Hypothesis Eight

Spelling of Words Versus
Nonwords (Nonwords Correct if
Matched to Real Word Spelling
Pattern)

In line with prediction, dyslexics

Counter to prediction, normals found

and dysgraphics had a significantly

the nonword task significantly

harder time than normals spelling

harder than the word task given

nonwords as compared to matched

these stringent scoring conditions.

real words when the nonwords were
considered correct only if identical
to matched real word spelling
patterns.

Continued next page
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Table 18, continued_
Findings Consistent w/Rvpotheses

Findings Inconsistent w/Hypotheses

Hypothesis Nine
Spell Versus Identify
Homonyms by Group

As predicted, normals both spelled

Counter to prediction, dyslexics had

and identified homonyms well, so

a significantly harder time spelling

they did not show an orthographic

homonyms than identifying them, so

effect (i.e., a superior performance

they did show an orthographic

on identification as compared to

effect. Rather than having difficulty

spelling of homonyms).

with both identification and spelling
of homonyms they showed the
biggest Identification > Spelling
split in performance of the three
groups of spellers.
Counter to prediction based on past

As predicted, dysgraphics had a

research, dysgraphics did not spell

significantly harder time spelling

the alternative homonym any more

homonyms than identifying them

often than the other groups. All

compared to normals.

three groups gave similar
proportions of phonetic,
nonpnonetic, and alternative
homonym errors._

CHAPTER V
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Summary of the Study
Unexpected poor spelling (UPS) is a serious problem for many
school students. Despite average intelligence, these children’s spelling
weaknesses hinder their academic progress and writing development. It
is the purpose of this study to explore the problem of UPS spellers in
hopes that better understanding may lead to insights, explanations, and
more effective teaching strategies which might help this type of
student.
A model of spelling development proposed by Frith (1985) has been
outlined in this study as a way of viewing spelling development. Frith's
theory specifies that there are three broad developmental levels through
which children pass as they gain competence in reading and writing skills
(the logographic, alphabetic, and orthographic levels of development), and
that there are breakthroughs to each developmental level where old and
new strategies merge with each other. At the initial phase of each
developmental level, strategies at that level may not be firmly
established, so might not always be available to children. Therefore, in
some situations, they may fall back on earlier strategies which are more
solidly developed (Frith, 1985). Frith thinks, however, that once
orthographic strategies are firmly established, previous strategies may
become less available.
Data collected in this dissertation are meant to test Frith's model
of spelling development. If normal spellers and UPS spellers are
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functioning at different developmental levels, as Frith's theory suggests,
then their responses on pronunciation, spelling identification, and
spelling from recall tasks should differ from each other in predictable
ways. According to Frith's model, normal spellers' responses should
reflect levels of normal developmental growth; UPS spellers’ responses
should reflect levels of developmental arrest.
Data collected in this study are also meant to test Frith's position
that UPS spellers have experienced a developmental arrest. There are two
opposing views on this question. One view holds that UPS spellers are
merely delayed, that when compared to younger normally developing
spellers, their error patterns do not differ significantly. The other view,
the one held by Frith and others, is that UPS spellers are deficient in
some way, that when compared to same-age normal spellers, their error
patterns differ. By this view, UPS spellers have experienced an arrest at
an earlier developmental level and their spelling attempts represent
compensatory strategies. In other words, beyond their point of
developmental arrest, UPS spellers develop compensatory strategies so
that, even with remediation, these children's spelling performance differs
from normals.
In addition, Frith hypothesizes that the reason for the differences
between the two types of UPS spellers, called dysgraphic and dyslexic
spellers in this study, is that their arrests have occurred at different
developmental levels. Dyslexics have experienced an arrest at the
logographic level, so that further development at the next higher level
(alphabetic) is abnormal and prone to loss in difficult situations.
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Dysgraphlcs have experienced an arrest at the alphabetic level, so that
further development at the next higher level (orthographic) is abnormal
and prone to loss in difficult situations. According to Frith, when both
types of UPS spellers lose upper level skills, they fall back on their
normal, more solidly developed skills at previous levels.
In addition to testing Frith's model of spelling development and
arrest, this study tries to determine if the subtypes of UPS spellers
typically described in the research, dysgraphics and dyslexics, can be
found in a sample of eleven, twelve, and thirteen year-olds. To do this,
nine hypotheses were formed based on Frith's assertions that normal,
dysgraphic, and dyslexic spellers have reached different developmental
levels. According to these hypotheses different performance patterns
among the different types of spellers on a variety of language tasks
should occur. These different performance patterns should reflect the
different developmental levels attained and the different developmental
strategies used by each type of speller.
To evaluate these nine hypotheses based on Frith’s developmental
model of spelling growth and spelling arrest, a sample of 446 subjects
were taken from a population of eleven, twelve, and thirteen year-old
school children in a western Massachusetts rural community. Composite
scores on a general achievement test were used to identify students of at
least average intelligence. Scores on a dictated spelling test were used
to distinguish normal spellers (i.e., those whose intelligence and spelling
levels were both average or above average) and UPS spellers (i.e., those
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whose Intelligence levels were average or above average, but whose
spelling levels were significantly lower).
Once these two broad groups of spellers were established, then
twelve additional tests (including four word pronunciation, four spelling
Identification, and four spelling from recall tests) were administered to
this smaller sample of 37 UPS spellers and 38 normals spellers. A unique
feature and strength of this study is that the results from one of the
twelve additional tests, a well standardized individual word
pronunciation test, were used in an attempt to see if the two UPS
subtypes Identified by Frith and other researchers could be found in this
smaller sample of 75. In contrast, other spelling studies typically
administer an individual word pronunciation test to the larger, overall
sample in order to subdivide spelling groups into normals, dysgraphics,
and dyslexics.
In this study, mean scores on the outcome measures were analyzed
by group using one way analyses of variance and follow-up Duncan's
multiple range tests to determine if and where significant differences
occurred across groups. High levels of significance on a large number of
key indicators offer strong support for rejection of the null hypothesis
that mean scores on the outcome measures do not differ significantly by
spelling group.
Discussion of Findings
Support for a Developmental Model
One of the most significant findings of this study is the strong
support for a developmental model as proposed by Frith (1985). Data
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consistently support that normal spellers have attained the highest levels
of spelling development, that normals have attained a higher level of
development than dysgraphics, and that dysgraphics have attained a
higher level of development than dyslexics.
Support for a Two-Group Model of UPS Spellers
Another significant finding of this study is the strong support that
two types of UPS spellers do exist. Despite a relatively small number in
the sample, significant differences frequently occurred not only between
the normal spellers and the whole UPS group; but also between the two
subtypes of UPS spellers: dysgraphics and dyslexics. Hierarchical
clustering lent further support that two main types of poor spellers exist.
The high degree of significant differences among normal,
dysgraphlc, and dyslexic groups suggest that the manner in which groups
were selected in this study is a legitimate way of group differentiation.
Using composite scores on an achievement test as a broad indicator of
overall ability combined with scores from a dictated standardized
spelling test administered by teachers to their classes seems to be an
acceptable way of identifying normal and UPS spellers. Administering a
standardized individual word pronunciation test to a smaller sample of
normal and UPS spellers (75 subjects, in this study) rather than to the
overall sample (446 subjects, in this study) constitutes a tremendous
saving in research time and resources while still effectively sorting the
sample into the desired categories.
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Review of Hypotheses

Hypothesis One
Hypothesis One deals with Frith's developmental stage theory. It
predicts that If normals are at a higher developmental spelling level than
dysgraphics and dysgraphics are at a higher developmental spelling level
than dyslexics, then correct scores on the four pronunciation measures,
four identification measures, and four spelling from recall measures
should differ significantly by group.
This hypothesis was strongly supported for pronunciation and
spelling from recall tasks where all three groups performed significantly
different from each other in the predicted direction. However, on the
word and nonword identification tasks, although normals did perform
significantly better than both UPS groups, dysgraphics and dyslexics did
not perform significantly different from each other.
It appears that when a word is presented in print for a subject to
pronounce, or presented orally in a sentence for a subject to spell from
recall, all three groups differ significantly in their performance in the
predicted direction. However, when choices of possible spellings (two
choices or three choices) where one is correct and the others are phonetic
or nonphonetic misspellings very similar in appearance to the target
word, dysgraphics’ ability to correctly select the word, or nonword, is
reduced (or dyslexics’ ability to correctly select the word, or nonword, is
heightened), so that significant differences between these two groups are
eliminated. In the majority of spelling research studies, word
pronunciation and spelling from recall tasks are used rather than spelling
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identification tasks. In these two areas, this study offers extremely
strong support for the developmental stage theory. When subjects are
asked to generate their own pronunciation and spelling responses without
correct and incorrect cues provided, normals seem to have significantly
greater skills doing this than dysgraphics, and dysgraphics seem to have
significantly greater skill doing this than dyslexics.
Hypothesis Two
Hypothesis Two deals with logographic functioning on
pronunciation tasks. It predicts that if dyslexics are arrested at the
logographic stage while dysgraphics and normals have passed beyond it,
as Frith's model Indicates, then dyslexics should give more whole word
responses than the other two groups. Not knowing alphabetic sound¬
spelling correspondence rules, dyslexics should tend to guess a whole
word similar in shape and with similar initial letters when they do not
know a target word.
Results partially support this hypothesis. As predicted, dyslexics
did give a significantly higher number of word error responses on
pronunciation tasks than normals and dysgraphics. Normals' and
dysgraphics' number of word error responses did not differ significantly
from each other. When proportion of word errors as compared to other
types of errors produced on word pronunciation tasks were analyzed by
group, however, dyslexics' and dysgraphics' proportions of word error
responses did not differ significantly from each other. Normals'
proportions of whole word errors, on the other hand, were significantly
smaller.
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It seems from these results that dyslexlcs’ alphabetic skills may
not be developed to as high a level as dysgraphics, so dyslexics produce a
significantly higher quantity of logographic responses than dysgraphics.
However, when compared to other error types produced (phonetic and
nonphonetic) both dyslexics and dysgraphics produce similar proportions
of logographic responses. This suggests that both dyslexics and
dysgraphics, when faced with unfamiliar words to pronounce, fall back on
earlier developmental strategies, both relying on logographic strategies
to a similar degree.
To review Frith’s model of reading and writing development, her
claim is that once logographic skills are developed for reading, then
beginning phase one alphabetic skills are developed through writing. Once
developed to a more advanced level for writing, alphabetic phase two
skills become useful for reading once again. At the same time, beginning
orthographic phase one skills start to emerge, and are promoted though
reading experience, initially; through writing experience, at a later stage.
If this is the case, then normals could be said to have logographic,
alphabetic, and orthographic skills sufficiently established to be used in
pronouncing both familiar and unfamiliar words. Since their upper level
skills are solidly developed, they are sustained in unfamiliar situations.
Dysgraphics could be said to have logographic, alphabetic and
orthographic skills sufficiently developed for reading familiar words;
but, in unfamiliar word situations, their partially developed orthographic
and alphabetic strategies break down and they rely on their more solidly
developed logographic strategies to a greater degree. Dyslexics could be
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said to have logographic and alphabetic strategies sufficiently developed
for reading familiar words, but in unfamiliar word situations, their
partially developed alphabetic strategies break down and they rely on
their more solidly developed logographic strategies to a greater degree.
When dysgraphics and dyslexics lose their upper level skills which
are not fully developed, they both seem to fall back to prior, solidly
developed levels to a similar degree. Dysgraphics may be able to
pronounce words better than dyslexics and make fewer errors overall;
however, when dysgraphics do make errors the proportion of those errors
reflect logographic strategies to a similar degree as dyslexics. Even
though the number of logographic errors made by dysgraphics and
dyslexics differ, the proportions of logographic errors do not.
Hypothesis Three
Hypothesis Three deals with the regularity effect for word
pronunciation. It predicts that normals and dysgraphics will show a
regularity effect. A regularity effect means a significantly superior
performance pronouncing words having regular spelling patterns (i.e.,
their pronunciation follows sound-symbol correspondence rules) than
words having irregular word patterns (i.e., their pronunciation does not
follow sound-symbol correspondence rules). In this study, a regularity
effect is considered present when irregular word performance is .85 or
less of regular word performance, consistent with the PTI ratio
established by Read and Ruyter (1985).
Frith’s theory seems to predict that since normals and dysgraphics
have developed alphabetic strategies, they should recognize words which
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follow predictable sound-symbol rules (regular); however, since
alphabetic strategies do not assist with irregular word pronunciation,
they should not do as well on this task. Dyslexics who have not developed
alphabetic strategies would be expected to do poorly on both types of
recognition tasks; therefore, there would not be a regularity effect for
them.
Counter to prediction, there was a significantly smaller difference
between performance on regular and irregular words for normals and
dysgraphics, whose performance did not differ significantly from each
other, than for dyslexics. Normals and dysgraphics did not show a
regularity effect; but, the dyslexic group did show a regularity effect,
with irregular word pronunciation performance 80% of regular word
pronunciation performance.
These results seem to Indicate that the regular patterns of
pronunciation aided dyslexics most of all; therefore, they must be able to
apply some basic predictable alphabetic strategies to word recognition
tasks. With irregular word pronunciation, it seemed that something
positively affected the performance of normals and dysgraphics, but not
that of dyslexics. Normals and dysgraphics on this task seemed capable
of using alphabetic strategies which work for regular words, plus
additional strategies which work for irregular words, so that they were
able to directly access their lexicons versus rely on phonological
recoding. Dyslexics seemed to lack these additional strategies.
A claim of Frith's that seems relevant here is that beginning
orthographic skills are first developed through reading and then further
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developed through writing. The data collected here support the Idea that
normals and dysgraphics have entered at least the beginning phases of the
orthographic level so they have the necessary strategies for recognizing
words of irregular spelling patterns. They can recognize common
morphological patterns as well as apply sound-symbol correspondence
rules when pronouncing words, and so are able to recognize irregular
words directly without reliance on grapheme-phoneme correspondence
rules. Dyslexics, who have mastered basic alphabetic strategies, can
pronounce some words of a regular spelling pattern; but, since they have
not reached the orthographic level, and have not established
morphological patterns well enough in their lexicons to access them
directly, they cannot recognize words of an irregular spelling pattern
nearly as well as dysgraphics and normals.

Hypothesis Four
Hypothesis Four deals with the degree of error regularity for word
and nonword spelling from recall tasks (i.e., the degree to which errors
are regular, meaning phonetic, or irregular, meaning nonphonetic). In
order to assess for degree of error regularity, however, this hypothesis
must be broken into two stages. First, the proportion of phonetic errors
produced by each group on spelling from recall tasks must be reviewed.
Frith’s developmental theory predicts that normals and dysgraphics will
make a higher proportion of regular (phonetic) spelling errors than
dyslexics because normals and dysgraphics have acquired alphabetic
strategies whereas dyslexics have not. Second, the number, proportion,
and ratio of irregular (nonphonetic) errors produced by each group on
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spelling from recall tasks must be reviewed. The theory predicts that
dyslexlcs, who are at the logographlc level of development, will make a
significantly higher number, proportion, and ratio of irregular
(nonphonetic) errors on spelling from recall tasks than the other two
groups.
In this study, the first part of the hypothesis, that normals and
dysgraphics will make a higher proportion of phonetic errors than
dyslexics is not completely borne out. With proportion of phonetic errors
on word spelling tasks, where the proportion of errors represents a ratio
of phonetic errors compared to other types of errors made on that test,
none of the groups’ proportion of phonetic errors differed significantly
from each other. On nonword spelling tasks, however, normals'
proportion of phonetic errors was significantly higher than both
dysgraphics and dyslexics, whose proportions did not differ significantly
from each other.
These results suggest that normals, dysgraphics, and dyslexics
produce a similar proportion of phonetic errors compared to other types
of spelling errors on word tasks. On nonword tasks, however,
dysgraphics’ and dyslexics' proportions of phonetic errors are
significantly lower than normals. It seems that on unfamiliar, nonword
spelling from recall tasks, normal spellers seem able to maintain all the
strategies they possess for spelling words; while on unfamiliar nonword
spelling from recall tasks, UPS spellers of both types tend to lose some
of the strategies they possessed for spelling words.
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The second part of Hypothesis Four predicted that dyslexics, who
are at the logographic level of development, would make a significantly
higher number, proportion, and ratio of nonphonetic errors on spelling
tasks than dysgraphics and normals. This hypothesis was supported for
quantity of nonphonetic spelling errors. In this study, dyslexics produced
a significantly higher number of nonphonetic errors than dysgraphics who
produced a significantly higher number of nonphonetic errors than
normals on all word and nonword spelling from recall tasks.
When proportion of error types was analyzed, the hypothesis was
not completely supported. On two of the spelling from recall tests (one
consisting of real target words; the other, consisting of matched
nonwords with one or two letters of the real word pattern changed to
create a nonword), only two error types were scored: phonetic and
nonphonetic. On these two tests, the proportion of nonphonetic errors
was similar for dysgraphics and dyslexics, but significantly lower for
normals.
On a third spelling from recall test of real words, the nonphonetic
error category was further subdivided into two parts: (a) rule errors,
which represented nonphonetic errors in which symbol choices showed
high correlation with the target word, but the selection of a suffix
violated a sound-symbol correspondence rule; and, (b) random errors,
which represented nonphonetic errors in which symbol choices showed
little correspondence with the target word, since sound-symbol rules
were not applied in a systematic way.
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When spelling errors were analyzed more carefully in this fashion,
clearer differences among the groups appeared. Once again all three
groups obtained similar proportions of phonetic errors suggesting that all
three types of spellers utilized alphabetic strategies on a similar
percentage of their overall errors, whether the total error count was high
or low In number. Where the differences In proportions of errors lay were
in the degree to which nonphonetic errors were (a) systematic, showing
knowledge of, but misuse of, sound-symbol correspondence rules and
common morphological patterns, and thus indicative of higher
developmental level functioning, or (b) unsystematic, showing an
unfamiliarity with sound-symbol correspondence rules and common
morphological patterns, and thus indicative of lower developmental level
functioning. Normals made a significantly higher proportion of rule
nonphonetic errors while dysgraphics and dyslexics made this type of
error significantly less than normals. Dyslexics made a significantly
higher proportion of random nonphonetic errors than dysgraphics who
made a significantly higher proportion of random nonphonetic errors than
normals.
The third part of hypothesis four predicted that dyslexics would
have a higher ratio of nonphonetic to phonetic (nonphoneticphonetic)
errors on word and nonword tasks. Although this prediction did not hold
true for the word test where rule and random nonphonetic errors were
combined in order to create a two-variable ratio, the results on error
proportions seem to explain this occurrence. Proportion results show
that the three groups make nonphonetic errors of different quality. When
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nonphonetic errors are combined to form a nonphoneticphonetlc ratio, the
quality of nonphonetic errors cannot be determined.
On the other word spelling task, the prediction was strongly
supported. Dyslexlcs' ratio of nonphoneticphonetlc errors was
significantly higher than dysgraphics' ratio which was significantly
higher than normals' ratio. On the nonword task, results are In line with
prediction. While dyslexlcs made a significantly higher ratio of
nonphoneticphonetlc errors than normals, dysgraphlcs' ratio fell in
between the other two groups and did not differ significantly from either.
These results tend to support that the different types of spellers
have reached different developmental levels. While all seem to have
alphabetic strategies to apply when spelling words from recall, as
evidenced from similar phonetic error proportion patterns on word tasks,
not all have mastered higher level developmental spelling skills, as
evidenced from differing random and rule nonphonetic error patterns on
word tasks. Normals in this sample tended to make predominantly higher
order nonphonetic rule errors which reflect faulty decision-making at
orthographic levels. Dysgraphics in this sample tended to make
approximately half higher order nonphonetic rule errors and half lower
order nonphonetic random errors. Dyslexics in this study tended to make
predominantly lower order nonphonetic random errors reflective of
functioning at the logographic and beginning phase alphabetic stages.
Ratios of nonphoneticphonetic error production on word and
nonword tasks support that dysgraphics, while significantly better than
dyslexics at applying their alphabetic skills in word situations, apply
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them to a similar degree as dyslexics in nonword situations. Results
support that dyslexics’ and dysgraphics' alphabetic skills are not firmly
established since their performances often worsen under conditions of
unfamiliarity (i.e., nonwords).
It appears from an overall analysis of spelling errors that
dyslexics’ spelling strategies are at an early phase one level of alphabetic
development. Dysgraphics' spelling strategies seem to have advanced to
the phase two level of alphabetic development, and possibly even to very
early stages of phase two orthographic spelling development. However,
because strategies are not firmly developed at the alphabetic or
orthographic levels for dysgraphics and dyslexics, they tend to be lost in
unfamiliar (nonword) situations. Normals, who are operating consistently
and efficiently at advanced levels of alphabetic and orthographic
development, do not tend to lose these strategies in situations of
unfamiliarity.
Hypotheses Five to Eight
Hypotheses Five through eight deal with the lexicality effect. The
lexicality effect refers to a significantly better performance on words
than nonwords. In this study, lexicality effect is operationalized to mean
that a lexicality ratio of .85 or less indicates significantly lower
nonword performance than word performance, consistent with the PTI
ratio established by Read and Ruyter (1985). Read and Ruyter’s PTI
represented whether or not a lexicality effect distinguished normals’
performance from that of the reading disabled. In their study, normals
did not exhibit a lexicality effect since their PTI ratios typically
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surpassed .85; reading disabled subjects did exhibit a lexicality effect
since their PTI ratios typically did not reach .85, even though some of the
reading disabled populations tested were adults. In this study, no
lexicality effect was predicted for normals in keeping with Read and
Ruyter's research. A lexicality effect was predicted for one or both of
the UPS spelling groups depending upon the type of task and its proposed
relationship to developmental level.

Hypothesis Five dealt with lexicality effect on pronunciation
tasks. On pronunciation tasks, normals were not predicted to have a
lexicality effect because their alphabetic and orthographic strategies
supposedly are solidly developed to the point of being useful unlocking
both words and unfamiliar nonwords. Dysgraphics, who utilize advanced
phase two alphabetic strategies and beginning phase one level
orthographic strategies useful for reading, were not predicted to show a
lexicality effect. Even though dysgraphics* orthographic strategies are
not supposed to be developed to as advanced as a degree as normals, they
are advanced enough to be useful for reading pronunciation, and so should
assist them in both word and nonword pronunciation. While this
prediction does not hold true in past findings (Frith, 1980), it seems to
make sense if, in fact, dysgraphics have mastered the orthographic level
of functioning useful for pronunciation, as Frith’s theory suggests.
Dyslexics, who primarily utilize logographic strategies for pronunciation
were predicted to show a lexicality effect because their phase three
logographic strategies would assist them somewhat for words that were
familiar, but very little for unfamiliar nonwords.
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Results only partially support the hypothesis. Normals, consistent
with the hypothesis, did not show a lexicality effect. Dyslexics, as
predicted, did show a lexicality effect. However, dysgraphics showed a
lexicality effect which was just as great as dyslexics.
These results suggest that even though dyslexics have not
developed as many upper level alphabetic and orthographic skills as
dysgraphics, and so get lower numbers of correct answers in both word
and nonword pronunciation situations; they lose what upper level
strategies they have developed to a similar degree as dysgraphics when
faced with unfamiliar situations. The findings seem to indicate that for
both dyslexics and dysgraphics a drop back to prior, more solidly
developed skills occurs in unfamiliar (nonword) pronunciation situations.
Even though dysgraphics get higher scores than dyslexics, the split
between word and nonword pronunciation performance is similar for both
groups and so their lexicality effects are similar. Unlike normals, whose
orthographic skills are firmly established, dysgraphics' orthographic and
alphabetic skills and dyslexics' alphabetic skills are not well established
so are less accessible in unfamiliar situations.

Hypothesis Six dealt with the lexicality effect on spelling
identification tests. On these tasks, students were to select the correct
printed word or nonword spelling pattern given (a) a correct or preferred
choice, (b) an nonstandard phonetic choice, and/or (c) an incorrect
nonphonetic choice. On spelling identification tasks, normals were not
predicted to have a lexicality effect because their well-established
alphabetic and orthographic spelling skills would assist them in
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Identifying both words and nonwords. Having advanced to the
orthographic stage of spelling development, they should Identify the
correctly spelled real word and make analogies to known real words when
Identifying nonwords similar In spelling pattern. Being sure of the
spellings of words, they should not be confused by Incorrect alternatives.
Dysgraphics were predicted to experience a lexicality effect
because, at the advanced phase two alphabetic level and beginning phase
one orthographic level of functioning, they would be uncertain about the
correct spelling of a word given more than choice. This uncertainty about
real word spellings would create even greater indecision on unfamiliar,
nonword identification tasks. Unable to make analogies to matching real
word patterns because of their uncertainty about the correctness of the
English base word, dysgraphics would do even worse identifying nonwords
than they did identifying words.
Dyslexics were not predicted to show a lexicality effect. Their
logographic skills were thought to provide insufficient detail for
identifying accurately both words and nonwords when given several
alternative spelling choices in print.
Results indicate that similar lexicality effects were found for all
groups. While dysgraphics' and dyslexics' ratios of .81 did not quite reach
the .85 level used in this study to establish lexicality effect, normals
obtained a ratio right at the .85 mark. However, since the ratios of the
three groups do not differ significantly from each other, no clear
statement can be made that an effect is present or absent for the
different groups. All that can be stated from these results is that all
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groups performed similarly more poorly on nonword identification tasks
in relation to how they did on word identification tasks.
These results tend to put this hypothesis somewhat in question.
Two things could be occurring here. First, the results could be in line
with hypothesis for normals and dyslexics who were expected to do
worse, but not significantly worse, on nonword identification tasks in
comparison to how they performed on word Identification tasks.
However, the expectation that dysgraphlcs should do significantly worse
on nonword Identification tasks as compared to word identification tasks
could be incorrect. Second, the results could be in line with hypothesis
for dysgraphlcs, but not for normals and dyslexics. Results could be
Indicating that all three groups have significantly more difficulty with
nonword Identification tasks as compared to word identification tasks.
The main point here, though, whether or not performance on
nonword identification tasks is significantly worse than word
identification performance tasks for the three groups (i.e., whether or not
a lexicality effect exists) is that all three groups show similar patterns
of performance.
The unexpected finding here which seems most responsible for the
inaccurate hypothesis is that dysgraphics performed lower than expected
on word Identification tasks. On word identification tasks, dysgraphics
performed similarly to dyslexics even though they performed
significantly better than dyslexics on all pronunciation and spelling from
recall tasks. This lowered word identification score for dysgraphics may
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be responsible for reducing the expected lexlcallty effect for dysgraphics
predicted by hypothesis six.

Hypothesis seven dealt with the lexlcallty effect on spelling
from recall tasks when any phonetic Interpretation of the target nonword
was considered correct. Target words and nonwords were dictated by the
examiner in Isolation and In a sentence. Subjects were required to
reproduce them in writing.
On spelling from recall tasks when any phonetic interpretation of
nonwords was considered correct, no group was predicted to have a
lexicality effect, but for different reasons. Normals, at the orthographic
level of functioning, were thought able to reproduce words readily and use
spelling by analogy strategies to reproduce nonwords of similar spelling
patterns (with one or two letters altered). Normals' nonword
reproductions would often match the real word equivalent's spelling
pattern; or, if not, would be a likely phonetic equivalent. Dysgraphics, at
the alphabetic level of functioning, were thought to be less able to
reproduce real words than normals; but, because their alphabetic
strategies helped them to produce good phonetic interpretations of
nonwords, even though they did not match the real word equivalent's
spelling pattern, their nonword performance would be heightened, and this
would eliminate any lexicality effect. Dyslexics, at the logographic level
of functioning, would do poorly spelling real words correctly and
nonwords phonetically, so would not produce a lexicality effect either.
At the logographic stage, they would make many nonphonetic responses on
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both real words and nonwords, and so they would not be predicted to
produce a lexicality effect.
Results are consistent with prediction here. No group
demonstrated a lexicality effect. Therefore, it would seem that these
results lend support to the idea that the three spelling groups identified
in this study (normals, dysgraphics, and dyslexics) seem to function in
similar ways when the task is to spell words correctly and nonwords
phonetically. In both situations, normals, seem able to apply their strong
alphabetic and orthographic skills; dysgraphics, their partially developed
phase two alphabetic skills; and dyslexics, their partially developed
phase one alphabetic skills to both tasks. While each group seems
advanced to different levels, they seem able to apply their developmental
skills to nonword situations, in which any phonetic interpretation of the
nonword is accepted, relatively as well as to word situations, in which
the correct spelling is required.
Hypothesis Eight dealt with spelling from recall tasks when
nonwords were scored correct only if they shared the spelling pattern of
their real word equivalent. Normals were not predicted to experience a
lexicality effect because of their tendency to spell by analogy to real
words of similar spelling pattern, an orthographic level spelling strategy.
This capability would enhance their nonword performance and thus
eliminate a lexicality effect.
Dysgraphics were predicted to experience a lexicality effect
because their inability to spell by analogy to real words of similar
spelling pattern would lower their nonword performance to a greater
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degree than their real word performance. With dysgraphlcs, they would be
unsure of the correct version of the base word, so would be uncertain of
the correct real word pattern to use for comparison In spelling the
related nonword. With real words, despite their Increased uncertainties
and errors compared to normals, they would still spell a higher
percentage of words correctly compared to nonwords. Their alphabetic
strategies would help them In both word and nonword situations;
however, if they had to drop back to their logographic strategies, these
lower level strategies would be more useful to them under conditions of
word familiarity. In addition, the results on nonphonetic rule error
patterns suggest that dysgraphics have some initial functioning at the
phase two orthographic level so this would tend to further enhance real
word production.

Since these skills are only tentatively and partially

developed, they would be lost in the less familiar situation of spelling
nonwords.
Dyslexics were predicted to experience a lexicality effect because,
with spelling familiar real words, their logographic skills would benefit
them in some cases to create a correct spelling. With spelling unfamiliar
nonwords, their logographic skills would not be of benefit to them, so
they would do significantly more poorly spelling nonwords. Even if
dyslexics have partially developed some alphabetic skills, as this study
seems to suggest, the prediction should still hold true. With real word
spelling, dyslexics could utilize some alphabetic strategies in addition to
logographic strategies to create correct word spellings. However, in
unfamiliar nonword situations, these partially developed alphabetic
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strategies would be lost. With just logographic skills at their disposal,
dyslexics would have significantly more difficulty spelling nonwords.
These predictions held true to the extent that dysgraphics and
dyslexics obtained a significantly higher lexicality effect than normals,
with the lexicality effects of dysgraphics and dyslexics not differing
significantly from each other. Under these more stringent nonword
scoring conditions, however, normals also found the nonword task
significantly more difficult than the word task.

Using .85 as the level

below which a lexicality effect is Indicated, this is the only condition In
which normals exhibited a lexicality effect. Spelling nonwords
consistent with their real word equivalent spelling patterns seems to be
a significantly harder task for all groups; but dysgraphics and dyslexics
experience significantly more difficulty with this task than normals.
Hypothesis Nine
Hypothesis nine deals with an orthographic effect. An orthographic
effect in this study is defined as a significantly poorer performance on a
homonym spelling from recall task as compared to a homonym
identification task, using a .85 ratio consistent with Read and Ruyter's
PTI Index (1985). This type of comparison is considered a key test of
orthographic knowledge because "an individual who does not confuse
meanings of visually similar words which sound the same (board/bored,
fare/fair, son/sun, medal/meddle), must be able to make reference to
detailed orthographic representations of printed words" (Snowling, 1985,
p. 89).
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Hypothesis nine predicted that normals would not experience an
orthographic effect. An orthographic effect Is defined In this study as
having 85% or greater accuracy spelling homonyms from recall as
compared to identifying homonyms In print given two alternative
homonym choices (one accurate given the context; the other, inaccurate
given the context). Normal spellers, who are supposed to be at the
orthographic developmental spelling level of functioning were predicted
to Identify detailed orthographic representations of printed words and
reproduce them with similar facility. Results support this part of the
hypothesis.
Dysgraphics, who are supposed to be functioning at the alphabetic
developmental spelling level, were predicted to experience an
orthographic effect. According to Frith's theory, dysgraphics could be
functioning at the alphabetic level, and developing some beginning
orthographic strategies. According to Frith, beginning orthographic
strategies are first practiced on reading; more advanced strategies are
later applied to spelling. If dysgraphics have developed some beginning
orthographic phase one strategies, they would be useful for reading and
would allow them to identify detailed orthographic representations of
printed words; however, not having gained more advanced phase two
orthographic strategies useful for spelling, they would be unable to
reproduce the detailed orthographic representations of words accurately.
In other words, although early orthographic strategies would provide
them with enough orthographic detail to Identify homonyms; they would
not provide them with the complete detail necessary to reproduce
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homonyms. Results support that this part of the hypothesis could be true,
since dysgraphics showed a significantly greater orthographic effect than
normals.
Dyslexics, according to Frith’s theory, are supposed to be at the
logographic level of functioning. Therefore, they were not predicted to
experience an orthographic effect. Without orthographic strategies of any
sort, dyslexics were predicted to experience difficulty both identifying
and spelling homonyms. Results do not support this part of the
hypothesis. In fact, the group having the most significant difference
between identification and spelling of homonyms was the dyslexic group.
Their orthographic effect was significantly greater than dysgraphics
which was significantly greater than normals. These results call for a
different explanation than the one hypothesized.
Perhaps, dyslexics are functioning primarily at the logographic
level; however, as past results in this study suggest, they have developed
some beginning alphabetic strategies. According to Frith, beginning phase
one alphabetic strategies are first practiced on spelling; more advanced
phase two alphabetic strategies are later applied to reading. However,
even if dyslexics have access to both levels of alphabetic functioning,
neither would be very useful to them as they tried to identify and spell
homonyms, words which sound alike, but are spelled differently.
Dyslexics, then, would be forced to fall back on their logographic
strategies for both tasks. If this is the case, logographic strategies
appear to assist dyslexics In identifying the correct homonym in print;
however, they seem to be extremely unhelpful when the task is to spell
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the correct homonym from recall. Therefore, dyslexics' orthographic
effect is the largest of the three spelling groups.

Conclusions
The findings from this study firmly support a developmental view
of spelling growth in children. Results from measures chosen to reflect
the three stages of Frith's developmental spelling model tend to support
that normal 11 to 13 year-old spellers have sufficiently mastered all
three stages (logographic, alphabetic, and orthographic) and are
functioning consistently at the orthographic level. When faced with
unfamiliar words to pronounce, Identify, or spell from recall, they seem
able to retain all the skills they bring to bear in pronunciation,
Identification or spelling of familiar words. This finding supports Frith’s
notion that once orthographic strategies are firmly established, previous
strategies may become less available (Frith, 1985).
The findings from this study strongly support a two-group model of
unexpected poor spellers (UPS). High levels of significance support that
the two types of UPS spellers, called dysgraphic and dyslexic spellers in
this study, differ from each other in level of skill development.
Dysgraphics tend to score significantly better than dyslexics on word
pronunciation and spelling tasks. They tend to make fewer nonphonetic
spelling errors than dyslexics. Data from word pronunciation tasks
suggests that dysgraphics tend to pronounce words of irregular spelling
patterns almost as well as words of regular spelling patterns (i.e., they
perform similarly to normals in this respect). This suggests that
dysgraphics have access to both alphabetic skills (applicable to the
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regular patterned words) and additional higher level orthographic
strategies (applicable to the irregular patterned words). Dyslexics, on
the other hand, tend to perform significantly better on regular word
pronunciation tasks than irregular word pronunciation tasks. This
indicates some reliance on basic alphabetic strategies which helps with
regular word patterns, but a lack of orthographic strategies which might
help with irregular word patterns. These findings suggest that
dysgraphics have reached a higher level of spelling development than
dyslexics.
While these results support that dysgraphic spellers differ from
dyslexic spellers in level of spelling development attained, other results
Indicate that dysgraphic spellers resemble dyslexic spellers in that both
tend to lose some of their upper level strategies in unfamiliar situations.
When results from nonword tasks, where unfamiliarity with the situation
is guaranteed, were compared with results from word tasks, a more
familiar situation, both dysgraphics and dyslexics tended to fall back and
rely on previous more solidly developed skills. Even though dysgraphics
showed evidence of further developmental growth than dyslexics; in
unfamiliar nonword situations, they tended to lose upper level strategies
and fall back on previous, more solidly developed strategies to a similar
degree as dyslexics. In unfamiliar situations, normals tended to maintain
all the upper developmental level strategies they used in familiar word
situations. This major difference in performance between normal and
UPS spellers lends support for Frith's developmental arrest theory which
suggests that for UPS spellers an arrest in development has occurred and
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beyond that point, reading and spelling skills are not mastered normally,
and so may break down under stress.
Frith's model also asserts that the point of developmental arrest is
different for dyslexics and dysgraphics. For dyslexics, Frith pinpoints
arrest at the logographlc stage with further development occurring in
early level alphabetic strategies. For dysgraphics, Frith pinpoints arrest
at the alphabetic stage with further development occurring in early level
orthographic strategies. Further skill development beyond the point of
arrest for both types of UPS spellers occurs, but not as effortlessly or
automatically as normal spellers, so both tend to lose their post-arrest
skills in difficult situations.
Results from this study seem to support that dyslexics point of
arrest is at the logographlc level and that dyslexics have access to basic
alphabetic strategies which may be lost under stressful situations. On
several word spelling tests, dyslexics seemed to make a similar
proportion of phonetic errors compared to normal and dysgraphic spellers
despite their higher quantity of overall errors. However, this situation
changed in nonword spelling situations where dyslexics made a
significantly lower proportion of phonetic errors than normals. In
general, dyslexics tended to make a greater proportion of unsystematic
nonphonetic errors than the other two groups even on word tasks which
suggests that their mastery of alphabetic skills is less complete than the
other two groups.
While results from this study support Frith's designation of the
point of arrest for dyslexics, they put into question the point of arrest
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for dysgraphics. Results from this study indicate that although
dysgraphics have access to higher level developmental skills under some
conditions (e.g., pronunciation, spelling from recall), they are not as
accessible under other conditions (e.g., spelling identification). On the
spelling identification tasks, dysgraphics performed similarly to
dyslexics who are typically operating at the logographic stage and, at
best, the early alphabetic stage. When asked to distinguish the correct
spelling in print from two or three alternative spellings very similar in
sound and appearance, it appears that both dysgraphics and dyslexics may
fall back on logographic strategies. These strategies are ineffective in
making the fine discriminations of sounds and symbols necessary for a
correct identification of target words. Normals, whose orthographic
strategies are well functioning, can more readily analyze and identify the
word parts which correctly match the target word.
On the word pronunciation tasks, even though dysgraphics tended to
produce a smaller number of alternative word errors (a measure of
logographic functioning), their proportion of these types of errors was
similar to dyslexics. With higher overall scores on word pronunciation
tasks, it is not surprising that dysgraphics produced a fewer number of
alternative word errors. However, the similarity to dyslexics in
proportion of these kinds of errors suggests that both UPS subtypes may
rely on logographic strategies to a similar degree on word pronunciation
tasks.
Also, in this study, dysgraphics sometimes experienced similar
difficulties as dyslexics in applying their alphabetic strategies. In
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unfamiliar nonword spelling situations, dysgraphics produced the same
proportion of nonphonetic errors as dyslexics (a significantly higher
proportion than normals). Thus, like dyslexics, dysgraphics alphabetic
skills seem prone to loss under conditions of unfamiliarity.
Finally, even though dysgraphics in this study tended to attain
higher scores on word pronunciation and spelling from recall tests than
dyslexics, they tended to experience a similar degree of difficulty as
dyslexics on nonword tasks. The lexicality effect for both groups of UPS
spellers was similar on pronunciation and spelling tasks. This suggests
that even though dysgraphics have higher level developmental skills
available to them than dyslexics in some situations, they may experience
a similar, or even a greater, degree of skill loss than dyslexics in other
situations.
These results suggest that an alternative explanation to Frith’s
Developmental Arrest Theory might be that normal development for both
dyslexics and dysgraphics is arrested at the logographic level of
development. Rather than viewing the one subtype of UPS speller as
having an arrest at an earlier stage of development than the other; it
might make sense to view both subtypes as having an arrest at the same
stage (logographic), only one has developed greater compensatory
strategies than the other, and so has reached a more advanced level of
functioning than the other in some, but not all, areas (see Table 19).
Past research indicates that both dyslexic and dysgraphic spellers
have been found to experience short-term memory and attentional
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Table 19

SDelUng
GrouD

Loa 1

Dyslexic

X

X

X

X

Dysgraphic

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Normal

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Log2 Loa3 AlDhl

Aloh2 AlDh3 Orthl

0rth2 Orth3

X

Note. Developmental Levels-Log=logographic; Alph=alphabetic;
Orth= orthographic; Developmental Phases-1=phase one; 2=phase two;
3=phase three; bold face type=phase mastered; plain type=phase partially
developed.
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deficits as demonstrated by poor relative scores on Digit Span subtest
score on the WISC-R and teacher reports (Share et al., 1987). Perhaps
memory and attentional difficulties are somehow related to the
phonological Inefficiencies and symbolization difficulties which both
groups seem to experience, and which seem to alter the course of their
language development compared to normal same-age peers. Perhaps
developmental arrests that occur for dysgraphics and dyslexics are
somehow related to weaknesses shared by both types of UPS spellers so
that following arrest, phonological and symbolization skills gained
remain weak and subject to breakdown.
Past research also indicates that dyslexic spellers tend to show
more general verbal deficits than dysgraphic and normal spellers (Nelson
& Warrington, 1974) and that they are more likely to have lower Verbal,
but not Performance, IQ’s than the other two groups (Share et al., 1987).
Perhaps differing levels of verbal abilities in dysgraphic and dyslexic
spellers would help to explain the different levels of spelling
development attained by the two groups, despite the hypothesis that both
experience an arrest at similar points in development. Perhaps higher
verbal abilities allow dysgraphics to develop compensatory skills to a
higher developmental level than dyslexics, and this somehow contributes
to some of the similarities and differences found between the two types
of UPS spellers.
Limitations of This Study
Whether or not dysgraphic and dyslexic spellers experience an
arrest at the same level or not, and whether or not for similar or
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different reasons, are highly speculative notions which cannot be firmly
established by this study. Causes for the results found in this study are
not able to be determined. Also, the relatively small n of this study,
especially within the two UPS subgroups, inhibits generalizations to
other spelling disabled populations. Additionally, several researchers
have suggested that the best manner of group comparisons to settle the
delay versus deficit argument Is to compare older UPS spellers with
younger normal spellers who are similar in spelling age. In this study
each spelling group is comprised of a similar number of eleven to thirteen
year olds, and older UPS spellers have not been matched to younger
normals of similar spelling age. However, the results in this study
firmly support Frith’s hypothesis that, compared to same-age normal
spellers, UPS spellers have experienced arrests In development.
Implications of Results for Practice
The findings of this study have several implications for
remediation of UPS spellers. The first implication is the need to
differentiate subtype of UPS speller before Instigating a remedial
approach. Since dysgraphic spellers seem to have attained a higher level
of development than dyslexic spellers, they would likely benefit more
than dyslexics from orthographic and morphological remediation
techniques which familiarize them with common word structures and
patterns. Dyslexics would likely benefit more than dysgraphics from
alphabetic remediation techniques which familiarize them with basic
English phoneme-grapheme correspondences.
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However, the second implication of this study is that despite
different levels of skill attainment, dyslexics and dysgraphics may have
similar patterns of breakdown and loss, so that many of their upper level
skills could be inaccessible to them when attempting to read or spell
some unfamiliar words. This means both dyslexics and dysgraphics may
need frequent review of skills attained since they do not seem able to
retain them in all situations.
The third implication of this study is that dysgraphics, despite a
pattern of skill loss in unfamiliar situations, seem significantly more
able than dyslexics to produce accurate sound-symbol correspondences on
their own, so they tend to function at a higher developmental level than
dyslexics when reading and spelling words. On the other hand,
dysgraphics tend to function at a similar level to dyslexics when choosing
the correct spelling of a word given several choices in print. When
dysgraphics and dyslexics see several versions of a spelling in print they
both seem to be confused to similar degrees, and are unable to determine
which is the correct spelling.
This suggests that having a limited number of reasonable spelling
choices provided in print seems to aid dyslexics who have difficulty
producing logical sound-symbol correspondences on their own. However,
having a limited number of reasonable spelling choices provided in print
does not seem to aid dysgraphics. Dysgraphics seem able to produce
logical sound-symbol correspondences on their own; however, they remain
indecisive about which choice represents the standard English spelling.
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Implications for Future Research
In this study, strong support was found for Frith's developmental
model of growth and arrest, given norms similar in age and intelligence
for comparison with UPS spellers. However, some researchers (Nelson,
1980; Bradley & Bryant, 1985) have argued that to compare normal
populations with reading or spelling delayed populations of the same age
and intellectual level may reveal performance differences on language
tasks which could be a product of the varying reading or spelling levels
rather than any real differences of performance on the specific language
task being assessed. If both groups are of normal intelligence and have
reached the same reading or spelling level, this problem is controlled.
If a follow-up study were designed in this way, the normal and UPS
groups would be of the same mental age and spelling age, but of different
chronological age. Differences that emerged between the groups could not
then be affected by differences in spelling level. In particular, this would
show if UPS spellers' tendency to lose upper level skills in unfamiliar
situations was typical of younger normal spellers or not. This would
produce important findings in settling the deficit/delay argument of
spelling development.
Further research is needed to explore ways in which the two
subgroups of UPS spellers resemble and differ from each other. In
addition to the types of tasks used in this study to determine
developmental level functioning, it would be helpful to compare WISC-R
Verbal IQ versus Performance IQ patterns, and Digit Span subtest scores
in relation to other scores on the WISC-R for both types of UPS spellers
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and normal spellers. In this study, the comparison between regular and
irregular word pronunciation performance was made. In a future study,
comparisons should be made between regular and irregular spelling from
recall performance, as well. This ability to spell regular words, but not
irregular words, is a distinguishing feature of dysgraphics, according to
Frith, so this is a claim worth investigating further.
The manner of group selection used in this study seems an
appropriate way to identify the three types of spelling groups in future
research (i.e., first identifying type broad groups of spellers, normal and
UPS spellers, from a large sample of subjects based on achievement and
spelling from recall tests scores; and second, identifying two subgroups
of UPS spellers, dysgraphics and dyslexics, from this smaller sample of
subjects based on standardized word pronunciation test scores). It would
be useful to replicate this method of group selection in a future study. If
a larger n were used from a broader population, this would increase the
power of the results.
Summary
In summary, the two types of UPS subgroups identified in this
study, dysgraphic and dyslexic spellers, seem to perform significantly
different from same-age normals in that their upper level language skills
do not seem fully developed, and thus seem prone to breakdown. In
addition, dysgraphic and dyslexic spellers seem to perform significantly
different from each other in that their level of language skills reached
seems to differ. Even though both dysgraphics and dyslexics seem to have
partially developed skills beyond the logographic level, dysgraphics seem
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able to utilize alphabetic and beginning stage orthographic strategies;
dyslexics only seem able to utilize beginning stage alphabetic strategies.
Of interest for future research is whether or not these patterns of
performance are common to younger normal spellers similar in spelling
age to older UPS populations.

APPEND ICE
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A. KTEA SPELLING WORDS
1. Up. He went up the stairs. Up.
2. Can. Yes, she can go to the party. Can.
3. He. He went to school. He.
4 Five. Her sister has five pets. Five.
5. Make. Help mother make breakfast. Make.
6. Little. The little boy was crying. Little.
7. House. We are selling our house. House.
8. Water. She asked for a glass of water. Water.
9. Clock. Do you have a clock In your room? Clock.
10. Dinner. We are having fish for dinner. Dinner.
11. Fresh. The fresh vegetables were delicious. Fresh.
12. Birthday. His birthday is in September. Birthday.
13. Across. They ran across the field each night. Across.
14 Before. Put your books away before you leave. Before.
15. Circle. The children stood in a circle. Circle.
16. Harbor. They docked the boat in the harbor. Harbor.
17. Saturday. Saturday Is my favorite day. Saturday.
18. Dollar. He contributed a dollar to charity. Dollar.
19. Minute. A minute is all It takes. Minute.
20. Happiness. Many say happiness depends on one’s attitudes. Happiness.
21. Government. We held a meeting in our government class. Government.
22. Cruel. Hitting the dog was a cruel thing to do. Cruel.
23. Chocolate. She made a chocolate cake. Chocolate.
24 Numerous. He visited her on numerous occasions. Numerous.
25. Temperature. The temperature reached 100 degrees. Temperature.
26 Benefit. We benefit from good nutrition. Benefit.
27. Appreciate. We appreciate all you did for us. Appreciate.
28. Brilliant. Her ideas for the project were brilliant. Brilliant.
29. Confidential. That information is confidential. Confidential.
30. Freight. The freight car was full. Freight.
31. Magnificent. Her performance was magnificent. Magnificent.
32. Dissatisfied. They were dissatisfied with the plans. Dissatisfied.
33. Dessert. None of us ordered dessert after dinner. Dessert.
34 Aisle. The aisle between the chairs was crowded. Aisle.
35. Persuasion. She changed their minds with persuasion. Persuasion.
36. Criticize. Most of us criticize others at times. Criticize.
37. Unnecessary. That remark was unnecessary. Unnecessary.
38. Synchronize. They will synchronize their watches before the race.
Synchronize.
39. Martyr. Many thought her a martyr because of her total commitment
to the community. Martyr.
40. Cemetery. The cemetery is locked at night. Cemetery.
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B. KTEA ADMINISTRATION DIRECTIONS
To: All fifth grade teachers
From:
Re: End of year spelling test
Date: June 2, 1989
It would be extremely helpful if you would administer this spelling test
to all fifth grade students at some point during the next week and a half.
You will not be responsible for scoring them; just for administering
them.
The purpose of administering this test Is to determine If this would be a
helpful screening device to use in the future as a rough measure of
written output skills.
**lmportant** Since this is a standardized test, please be sure to
follow the test administration directions exactly.

Test Administration Directions
Before you administer this test, say to the students:
"Please write your name, grade, today's date, your age, and your
birth- date in the spaces provided.” Check the appropriate box to say it
you are male or female. Now, here are your directions."
"I have some words I want you to spell. I will read each word
aloud, use it In a sentence, and repeat the word again. Please write or
print your responses on the sheet provided. The words get harder as we
go along. Try your best not to leave any blanks on your page. Guess at
how you think a word might be spelled even if you don’t know the word or
are unsure how to spell it. If the words get far too hard for you, you may
stop. But remember, on this test we are interested in how you attempt
to spell hard words, as well as which words you know how to spell. I
will read out the number of each spelling word as I go along. Please
write neatly so your test can be scored accurately. Any questions? All
right, let’s begin."
**Note** Additional repetitions of the word and/or sentence are
permissible, if requested.
**Note** When finished, collect all tests, alphabetize them, put your
completed teacher Identification slip on top of the pile of spelling
papers, and send them to the office by Wednesday, June 14th.
Thank you very much for your help. I realize this is a very busy time of
year, so your cooperation is all the more appreciated.
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C. KTEA ANSWER SHEET
Name:_Spelling Test Grade:_Date:_
Age:- Date of Birth:-Circle one: Male Female
Mo. Day. Year
21.
1.
2.

22

3.

23

4

24

5.

25

6.

26.

7.

27.

8.

28.

9.

29.

10.

30.

11.

31.

12.

32.

13.

33.

14.

34.

15.

35.

16.

36.

17.

37.

18.

38.

19.

39.

20.

40.
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D. PERMISSION TO PARTICIPATE IN SPELLING STUDY

Am A
r

J

ffi

/

Aa A
„

/

/

Joan Schell
Greenfield Public Schools
Greenfield, MA 01301
Date:

Dear_.,
Your child,_,
has been selected to be part of a study on spelling development in middle
school children. Your written consent is required before your child can
participate in this study. Please read this document carefully and then
sign your name on the attached form if you agree to allow your child to
participate.
The spelling study will Involve your child taking some pronunclalton,
reading, and spelling tests. Testing sessions will occur In the Greenfield
Middle School library during study periods so It will not Interfere with
your child's instructional day. Tests will be given by a certified middle
school teacher. The project will be supervised by the school
psychologist.
Testing should be completed during the months of April and May, 1990, in
one individual and two small group sessions, each lasting approximately
15-30 minutes In length.
Your child will be offered a small gift at the end of testing as a reward
for participation.
If you have any questions or wish further information about this project,
please contact Joan Schell at the middle school.
Please sign the attached form to give permission for your child to
participate in this study and return it to the main office at the middle
school by April 11, 1990.
Thank you for your cooperation.

Joan Schell
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Please return this form to the Main Office, Greenfield Middle School by

APdL_LL 1990

A m AH n t
A
Am A
/
J
J J
J

Ifl

S

P

E

V

L

I give permission

L

1s

a

I

FI) Ifl
A

m
J ..J

N

G

I do not give permission

for my child,_,
to participate In the Greenfield Middle School Spelling Study.

Signed:
Date: _

Q

Check this box If you would like to receive a brief summary of your

child's performance in this study.

AM Mim
_ = a- _t« !; AM m &
..
.
„_/ .
..
V

AM AM
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E. PRONUNCIATION OF REGULAR WORDS

PRONUNCIATION TEST NUMBER 1
1. whip
2. count
3. tooth
4. sphere
5. beacon
6. clothes
7. calorie
8. complete
9. limited
10. signal
11. bounty
12. smart
13. below
14. pursuit
15. theft
16. cloth
17. exported
18. groove
19. quest
20. pistol
21. compel
22. modest
23. brood
24. acute
25. insistence
26. seashore
27. cannon
28. racket
29. porter
30. happening

F. PRONUNCIATION OF IRREGULAR WORDS
Here are 30 words for you to pronounce.
Please pronounce every word, even If you are
uncertain of the correct pronunciation.

PRONUNCIATION TEST NUMBER 2
1. whom
2. chord
3. aisle
4. asthma
5. depot
6. answer
7. skiing
8. would
9. receipt
10. cousin
11. friend
12. garage
13. doubt
14. toughen
15. yacht
16. thoroughly
17. concerto
18. proven
19. quartz
20. resign
21. circuit
22. eighth
23. martyr
24. bough
25. money
26.ought
27. rhyme
28. chasm
29. legion
30. beautify
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G. PRONUNCIATION OF WOODCOCK-JOHNSON WORDS
Here are 30 words for you to pronounce.
Please pronounce every word, even If you
are uncertain of the correct pronunciation.

PRONUNCIATION TEST NUMBER 3
1. his
2. keep
3. must
4. got
5. part
6. light
7. once
8. knew
9. point
10. whole
11. piece
12. shoulder
13. island
14. whose
15. announcer
16. ordinary
17. knowledge
18. bounties
19. knead
20. thermostat
21. moustache
22. courageous
23. acrylic
24. sufficient
25. significance
26. therapeutic
27. silhouette
28. municipality
29. debris
30. trivialities
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H. PRONUNCIATION OF WOODCOCK-JOHNSON NON WORDS
Here are 30 nonwords for you to pronounce.
Please pronounce every word, even if you are
uncertain of the correct pronunciation.

PRONUNCIATION TEST NUMBER 4
1. tiff
2. hap
3. nan
4. mell
5. jox
6. leek
7. then’t
8. chur
9. feap
10. wuss
11. shomble
12. yosh
13. mibgus
14. splaunch
15. saist
16. wroutch
17. knoink
18. quog
19. lindify
20. whumb
21. phigh
22. hudned
23. mafreatson
24. cythe
25. coge
26. depnonlel
27. mamble
28. trunge
29. voddle
30. squilk

I. PRONUNCIATION ANSWER SHEET
Pronunciation Test Number _ Date:_
NAME:- ID Number:
AGE:_

GRADE:_

_

1_16_

2 _17_
3 _18_

4 _19_
5 _20_

6 _21_
7 _22_
8 _23_
9 _24_
10 _25_
11 _26_
12 _27_
13 _28_
14 _29_
15 _30_

Score 1_Score 2_Score 3-Score4
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J. IDENTIFICATION OF NONWORDS (TEST 1) - CARRIER SENTENCES

Carrier phrases for Identification Test Number 1 (Nonwords)
First, fill in the top ofyour sheet
I will read a nonsense word, use it in a sentence, and repeat it again.
Before each sentence is read, I will say a number for the sentence.
Listen carefully to the sentence that is read aloud to you. You are to
circle the correct spelling of each nonsense word in the blank provided.
Sample Sentences:
A. The suspect had glack hair and blue eyes.

B. The sign on the classroom door said, "Josting. Do not disturb."
1. The fops of their socks were green in color.
2. Don’t play with otches or you may start a fire.

3. When the smoke detector went off, they jumped out of their ruds and
ran outside.
4 The actor had the lead role in two flays.

5. Several smies landed on the screen door.
6. Put the cup and laucer on the table.

7. When zill you come to visit our class.
8. The prisoner refused to give his hape to his captors.

9. We read books to gain knobbedge .
10.

I have a wap. My wap's name is Sasha.

11.

I have four waps.
The waps' water dishes are lined up in a row in the kitchen.

12. The two lines were not quiff the same length.
13. They watched the evening news for the zatest in world events.
14. She ladded to get her homework done before supper.
15. They poshed their clothes at the laundramat.
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16. Can you guess the bouge of the boy?
17. See if you can votch these two colors.
18. The boy was too hoffie to reach the top shelf.
19. Stay away from the bldge of the cliff.
20. The teenagers could not usterand why their parents would not let
them go to the dance.
21. There were snakes at the hattom of the pit.
22. A ludden gust of wind blew down the shed.
23. When they received their gifts, they were kablng.
24 Hance their eyes adjusted to the dark, they could see again.
25. The teacher's desk was rituated at the back of the room.
26. They walked along the pendy beach.
27. He will rekind his sister that it Is her turn to do the dishes.
28. The Jankest route to school Is through the park.
29. The town agreed to stiden the road near the shopping mall.
30. The police were fipplng cars that were speeding.
31. There Is no fleason for you acting like that.
32. There was a big generation on the fourth of July.
33. The clothes they bought were of cruderior quality.
34 The wind chill factor brought the lampature well below zero.
35. The leader demanded armellence from every team member.
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K. IDENTIFICATION OF NON WORDS (TEST 1) - ANSWER SHEET
Identification Test Number I (Nonwords)
Date:_
NAME:_Grade:_ID Number:_
Listen carefully to the sentence that Is read aloud to you. One of the
words in the sentence is not a real word. Circle one out of the three
choices of spellings provided for each nonword. Spell each nonword as if
it were a real English word that makes sense in the sentence you hear.
Samples:

gJace

gJack

gJac

jostng

jostin

josting

1. fopse

fops

fopes

2. otchs

otchez

otches

3. ruds

rudz

rudes

4 flas

flayes

flays

5. smies

smys

smis

6. locer

lawcer

laucer

7. zil

zill

zile

8. hap

hayp

hape

9.knobbedge

knobbige

knobege

10. waps'

wapses

wap's

11. waps'

wapses

wap's

12. quiff

kwife

kwiff

13. zaetest

zatest

satest

14 laddld

ladded

laded
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15. poched

posht

poshed

16. bouge

bouj

boug

17. voche

votch

voch

18. hoff 1

hofle

hoffle

19. blge

blj

bldge

20. usterannd

ousterand

usterand

21. hatome

hattum

hattom

22. luddn

ludden

luden

23. kabblng

kabelng

kablng

24. hance

hanc

hantce

25. ritchuated

rituated

ritchated

26. pendee

pendy

pende

27. rekind

reklnde

reclnd

28. janklst

jankost

Jankest

29. stiden

styden

stidden

30. fiping

fipping

fipeing

31. fleason

flesson

fleseon

32. gelecrashone

generation

gelecrashun

33. cruderyor

cruderior

cruderor

34. lampater

lampatur

lampature

35. armellence

armelelence

armellience
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L. IDENTIFICATION OF HOMONYMS (TEST 2) - ANSWER SHEET
Identification Test Number 2 (Homonyms) Date: _
NAME:_Grade:_ID Number:_
The following sentences contain a choice of two words which sound the
same but have different meanings. Circle the word which is correct.
Score
1. He ate the last (piece, peace) of cake.

_

2. She (knew, new) this was her last chance to score a goal. _
3. The wind rattled the window (pains, panes).

_

4 The Olympic athlete was in (great, grate) physical shape-

5. The raft was swept away by the (current, currant).

-

6. She wore the badge as a (cymbal, symbol) of courage.

-

7. The students were asked to (write, right) a story.

-

8. A thief was (fined, find) and sent to Jail.

-

9. They needed to (way, weigh) the vegetables.

-

10. The new (pair, pear) of shoes hurt his feet.

-

11. They took a (coarse, course) at summer school.

-

12. The dog tried to (bury, berry) the bone.

-

13.

Her (muscles, mussels) ached after the bike race.

-

14

They bought (their, there) clothes at the mall.

-

15. The (dew, do) covers the ground In the early morning.

-

16. One (minor, miner) mistake lost the game.

-
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17.

The (principle, principal) wanted the students
to have pride In their school.

18.

The girl wore a

(flour, flower)

19. It is very dangerous to

20.

(chord, cord).

(mourning, morning) the death of her pet.

22. The team scored

23.

(stair, stare) at the sun.

The wood sold at ninety dollars a

21. The girl was

in her hair.

She was asked

(ate, eight) goals to win the game.

(weather, whether) she wanted a Coke.

24. The teacher presented a (lessen, lesson) to the students.
25. The detective saw

three suspects at the

(seen, scene)

of the crime.

26. They hid when they (heard, herd) footsteps.
27.

She

(guest, guessed) at most of the answers on the test.

28. The bridge was held up by huge (steal, steel) beams.
29. The queen (reined, reigned) for fifty years.
30.

The sailors were shipwrecked on a desert

(isle, aisle). .

total score
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M. IDENTIFICATION OF NON WORDS (TEST 3) - ADMINISTRATION GUIDE
Identification Test Number 3 (Nonwords)

First, fiJJ in the top ofyour sheet
Tester’s Pronunciation Guide and Directions.
I will pronounce some nonsense words. Circle 1 of the 2 spellings
provided. Choose the spelling that sounds like the pronunciation you hear
and looks most like an English spelling.
Sample ^ 1: Say chake (pronouced like cake)
(spei! the choices)
On your paper, would you circle
chake
or
chak
Sample *2:

Say

fendember (pronouced similarly to remember)

On your paper, would you circle fendamber or
fendember ?
Target Words
Related English Words
1. fipplness
happiness
before

2. remore

vacation

3. fedation

temperature

4

hero

5. tero

famous

6. ramous

change

7. crange

obedient

8. effedient

anxious

9. bunxious

surprise

10. termise

tangible

11. rungible

bicycle

12. micycle

receive

13. croceive

dancature

cute

14 gute

picnicked

15. bricnicked

rancid

16. pancid

quite

17. quenta

know

18. knad

feasting

19. redeasting

familiar

20. sentlliar

painter

21. zainter

hoping

22. stroplng

hate

23. shate

couch

24 bouch

noticeable

25. roticeable

hundred

26. tundred

dissatisfied

27. lantified

catches

28. satches

courageous

29. entageous

racing

30. hacing
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N. IDENTIFICATION OF NONWORDS (TEST 3) - ANSWER SHEET
Identification Test Number 3 (Nonwords)
Date:_
Name:_Grade:_ID Number:_
Directions : The tester will pronounce some nonwords. Circle 1 of the
2 spellings provided. Choose the spelling that sounds like the
pronunciation you hear and looks most like an English spelling.

Sample Questions

choke
fendamher

chak
fertdemher

1. fippiness

fippyness

2. remore

remor

3. fedashun

fedation

4. dancature

dancachure

5. terro

tero

6. ramuse

ramous

7. crainj

crange

8. effedient

effedyent

9. bunxious

bunxous

10. termis

temnise

11. rungable

mngible

12. micicul

micycle
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13. croceive

crocieve

14. gute

gyute

15. bricniced

bricnicked

16. pancid

pantsid

17. quenta

qwenta

18. knad

cnad

19. redesting

redeasting

20. sentiliar

sentilar

21. zanter

zainter

22. stropping

stroping

23. shate

shayt

24. bouch

boach

25. roticeable

roticable

26. tunedred

tundred

27. lantified

lantifyed

28. satches

satchez

29. entagous

entageous

30. hacing

haceing
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0. IDENTIFICATION OF NONWORDS (TEST 3) - CATEGORIZATION SCHEME

Identification Test Number 3 (Nonwords) - Categorization
Scheme
Word Equiv
long/short

Nonword

hundred
hero
hate
painting
hoping
feasting

tundred
tero
shate
zainter
stroping
redeasting

Phonetic

Nonphonetic
tunedred
terro

shayt
zantler
stropping
redesting

soft/hard
change
rancid
bicycle
tangible
noticeable
courageous

crange
pancid
micycle
runglble
rotlceable
entageous

crainj
pantsid
micicul

quenta
croceive
hacing
fippiness
lantlf led
brlcnlcked

qwenta
crocieve
haceing
fippyness
lantifyed

gute
remore
satches
bouch
knad
sentiliar

gyut
remor
satchez

fedation
effedient
dancature
bunxious
ramous
termise

fedashun
effedyent
dancachur

rungable
rotlcable
entagous

Rules
quite
receive
racing
happiness
dissatisfied
picnicked

brlcknlced

Pron Patterns
cute
before
catches
couch
know
familiar

boach
cnad
sentllar

Morph Patterns
vacation
obedient
temperature
anxious
famous
surprise

bunxous
ramuse
termis
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P. IDENTIFICATION OF WORDS (TEST 4) - CARRIER PHRASES

Carrier phrases for Identification Test Number 4 (Words)

Fill in the top ofyour sheet
Directions : I will read a word, use It In a sentence, and repeat the word.
Circle the correct spelling of the word from each sentence.
Samples: The suspect had black hair and blue eyes.
The experience made a lasting impression on them.
1. The tops of their socks were green In color.

2. Don’t play with matches or you may start a fire.
3. When the smoke detector went off, they jumped out of their beds and
ran outside.
4 The actor had the lead role In two plays.

5. Several flies landed on the screen door.
6. Put the cup and saucer on the table.
7. When will you come to visit our class.
8. The prisoner refused to give his name to his captors.
9. It was general knowledge that there was a test the next day.

10.1 have a cat. My cat’s name is Sasha.
11.1 have four cats. The cats’ water dishes are lined up in a row.
12. The two lines were not quite the same length.
13. They watched the evening news for the latest in world events.
14 She needed to get her homework done before supper.
15. They washed their clothes at the laundramat.
16. Can you guess the age of the boy?
17. See if you can match these two colors.
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18. The boy was too little to reach the top shelf.
19. Stay away from the edge of the cliff.
20. The teenagers could not understand why their parents would not let
them go to the dance.

21. There were snakes at the bottom of the pit.
22. A sudden gust of wind blew down the shed.
23. When they received their gifts, they were smiling.
24. Once their eyes adjusted to the dark, they could see again.
25. The teacher's desk was situated at the back of the room.
26. They walked along the sandy beach.
27. He will remind his sister that it is her turn to do the dishes.
28. The shortest route to school is through the park.
29. The town agreed to widen the road near the shopping mall.
30. The police were stopping cars that were speeding.
31. There is no reason for you acting like that.
32. There was a big celebration on the fourth of July.
33. The clothes they bought were of superior quality.

34. The wind chill factor brought the temperature well below zero.
35. The leader demanded obedience from every team member.
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Q. IDENTIFICATION OF WORDS (TEST 4) - ANSWER SHEET
Identification Test Number 4 (Words) Date:_
NAME:_ ID Number:_
The tester will read a word, use It in a sentence, and repeat the word.
Circle the correct spelling of the word from each sentence.

Samples:
blak

black

bJac

lasting

Jastin

lastng

1. topse

tops

topes

2. matchs

matchez

matches

3. beds

bedz

bedes

4. plaze

playes

plays

5. flies

flys

flize

6. saucer

sawcer

sacer

7. wil

will

wile

8. nam

naym

name

9. knowlige

knowledge

knowlege

10. cats'

cats

cat’s

11. cats'

cats

cat's

12. quite

qwite

kwite

13. laetest

laytest

latest

14. needid

needed

needud

15. washd

washt

washed
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16. age

alj

alg

17. mache

match

mach

18. llttl

llttel

little

19. ege

ej

edge

20. understand

understannd

unederstand

21. botm

bottm

bottom

22. suddn

sudden

sudn

23. smllllng

smileing

smiling

24 once

one

ons

25. sitchuated

situated

sitchated

26. sandey

sandy

sande

27. remind

reminde

remined

28. shortlst

shortust

shortest

29. widen

wyden

widden

30. stoping

stopping

stopeing

31. reason

resson

reseon

32. celebrashen

celebration

celebrashun

33. superyor

superior

superor

34 temperater

temperatur

temperature

35. obedience

obeadience

obeddience
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R. SPELLING FROM RECALL (NONWORDS)- CARRIER PHRASES
Directions: I will read a nonsense word, use It In a sentence, and
repeat It again. Write the correct spelling of each nonsense word in the
blank provided. Spell each nonsense word as if it were a real English
word that makes sense in the sentence you hear. (Additional acceptable
spellings are contained in the right-hand column.)
hups.
1. 1 have two hups
hups.
ratches, wratches.
ratches.
2. Please give me three ratches
3. We saw five fids on the bus.
fids
fids
4. He needs ten drays
drays
drays
5. 1 hit four dries.
dries.
dries.
tess
6. Can you give me a tess?
tess
vi/i
7. Please pass the vi/i.
vi/i
gabe
8. 1 will gabe it tonight.
gabe
vike
9. Do you want to vikdl
vike
10.1 have a radthzt wears a hat.
rad's
rad's
My rad'st)at Is blue.
11.1 had a rad, but now 1 have two of them.
rads'
rads'
Both rads' hats are blue.
quab
12. That quab is his.
quab
iebbed
13. We iebbed to work this morning.
iebbed
joded, \ oted,
14. Yesterday he joded\)is coat.
joded

mished
nage
botch.
juffie
widge
eniatted
raffom
gadden
bining
wance.
goice.
rundy
jister
gobbest
biden
zabbing

joaded, joated
15. Last Sunday we mi shed m the varnished, misched
nage, knage
16. The nage Is open.
hotch.
17. Mike to notch
juffie
18. Where Is my juffie?
widge
19. Paint the widge red.
20. The men were eniattedon Friday.eniatted, enladded
raffom
21. That raffom cost a dollar.
22. A gadden a day keeps the doctor away..gadden
dining
23. He is bininghis brother.
wance, whance
24 Let’s go to a wance
goice.
25. She has a good goice.
rundy
26. It is a rundy toy.
jister, gister
27. My boat goes jister than yours.
28. This is the gobbest book 1 ever read,gobbest
biden
29. They will biden\X\z baby.
zabbing
30. They are zabbing'm-y slowly.
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S. SPELLING FROM RECALL (HOMONYMS) - CARRIER PHRASES
I will read a word, use It In a sentence, and then say the word again.
Before each word and sentence, I will say a number. Write the correct
spelling of the word In the blank provided which matches the number of
the each sentence.

To the tester: the two choices given students are provided for your
information.
1.
2.
3.
4
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.

He ate the last (piece, peace) of cake.
She (knew, new) this was her last chance to score a goal.
The wind rattled the window (pains, panes).
The Olympic athlete was in (great, grate) physical shape.
In the rapids, the (oar, or) fell out of the canoe.
The (bare, bear) was fishing in the stream.
The students were asked to (write, right) a story.
A thief was (fined, find) and sent to Jail.
The tourist asked which (way, weigh) to go.
The new (pair, pear) of shoes hurt my feet.
They took a (coarse, course) at summer school.
The dog tried to (bury, berry) the bone.
She (road, rode) her horse along the trail.
They bought (their, there) clothes at the mall.
The (dew, do) covers the ground in the early morning.
The (plane, plain) soared over the mountain.
The (principle, principal) wanted the students to have pride in their
school.
The girl wore a (flour, flower) in her hair.
It is very dangerous to (stair, stare) at the sun.
The wood sold at ninety dollars a (chord, cord).
They waited for the (tide, tied) to go out before they set sail.
The team scored (ate, eight) goals to win the game.
She was asked (weather, whether) she wanted a Coke.
The teacher presented a (lessen, lesson) to the students.
The detective saw three suspects at the (seen, scene) of the crime.
They hid when they (heard, herd) footsteps.
She (guest, guessed) at most of the answers on the test.
The bridge was held up by huge (steal, steel) beams.
The collected rain water in a large (pale, pail).
The sailors were stranded on a desert (isle, aisle).
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T. SPELLING FROM RECALL (WORDS I) - CARRIER PHRASES
I will read a word, use It In a sentence, and then say the word again.
Write the correct spelling of the word in the blank provided.
happiness
1. He was filled with happiness.
happiness
before
2. Eat your carrots before your dessert.
before
vacation
3. Everyone looked forward to vacation.
vacation
temperature 4. The temperature was below normal.
temperature
hero
5. The man who rescued him was a hero.
hero
6. They met a famous movie star.
famous
famous
change
7. He gave all his change to the bus driver. change
obedient
8. They trained their dog to be obedient.
obedient
9. The students were anxious before a test. anxious
anxious
surprise
10. The party was a big surprise.
surprise
generous
11. He gave them a generous gift.
generous
bicycle
12. He rode his bicycle after school.
bicycle
receive
13. He will receive an award for art.
receive
cute
14. They thought the puppy was cute.
cute
15. They picnicked at the river yesterday. picnicked
picnicked
acid
16. The acid burned a hole in the floor.
acid
quiet
17. The library was very quiet.
quiet
know
18. Do you know the answer?
know
repeat
19. Please repeat what you said.
repeat
familiar
20. Your name sounds familiar.
familiar
painter
21. The painter colored the walls blue.
painter
hoping
22. We were hoping for a sunny day.
hoping
hate
23. I hate Monday mornings.
hate
couch
24. They watched T.V. from the couch.
couch
noticeable
noticeable 25. He spoke with a noticeable accent.
hundred
26. The house was a hundred years old.
hundred
satisfied
27. She was satisfied with her grade.
satisfied
catches
28. See if the dog catches the frisbee.
catches
courageous
courageous 29. That was a courageous act.
racing
30 The car was racing toward the finish line.
racing
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U. SPELLING FROM RECALL (WORDS II) - CARRIER PHRASES
1 will read a word, use It In a sentence, and then say the word again.
Write the correct spelling of the word in the blank provided.
cups
matches
bids
trays
cries
dress
thrill
name
hike
girl's
girls'
quite
jogged
voted
dashed
cage
patch
battle
badge
forgotten
bottom
sudden
trading
chance
choice
windy
faster
hottest
taken
winning

1. He drank three cups of coffee.
2. Don’t play with matches.
3. People make bids at an auction.
4. They carried their lunch trays to the table.
5. They heard the cries of a wounded animal.
6. She bought the dress that was on sale.
7. It was a big thrill riding on the roller coaster.
8. She wrote her name on the board.
9. They went for a hike with their friends.
10. That girl’s book is on the chair.
11. The rest of the girls' books are on the shelf.
12. They ate quite a lot of food at lunch.
13. They jogged around the field.
14. They voted for her In the election.
15. The little boy dashed into the road.
16. The lion broke out of the cage.
17. He Ironed a patch on his jeans.
18. The knights wore armor into battle.
19. The policeman wore a badge.
20. He has forgotten my name.
21. Write your name at the bottom of the page.
22. All of a sudden the car swerved.
23. The settlers were trading with the Indians.
24. They took a chance on winning the lottery.
25. The teacher gave a multiple choice test.
26. It was a windy day yesterday.
27. That old car can't go any faster.
28. It was the hottest day of the year.
29. He had his picture taken over again.
30. Do you have the winning ticket?

cups
matches
bids
trays
cries
dress
thrill
name
hike
girl's
girls'
quite
jogged
voted
dashed
cage
patch
battle
badge
forgotten
bottom
sudden
trading
chance
choice
windy
faster
hottest
taken
winning
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V. SPELLING FROM RECALL ANSWER SHEETS
Spelling From Recall Test Number_Date:_
NAME:-GRADE:_ID*:_
The tester will read a word (or nonsense word) and use It in a sentence.
Write the correct spellings in the blanks provided.

1-16_

2 -17_
3 -18_
4._

19_

5 -20_
6 _21_
7 _22_
8 _23_
9 _24_
10 _25_
11 _26_
12 _27_
13 _28_
14 _29_
15 _30._
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W. DATA ON TESTS DESIGNED BY SCHWARTZ (1983)
Means and standard deviations for the percentage of correct scores on
the tests given by Schwartz (1983).
Test
1
(12.4)
(14.0)

LD
Poor
40.9(15.1)
37.5(15.2)

62.2
54.6

67.4
10

Aqe
36.4(13.1)
9
(15.5)
55.3(17.0)

65.3(14.1)

78.9(16.5)

11

8
9
10

45.2(14.2)
52.6(14.2)
74.1 (14.0)

64.1 (14.0)
74.9(11.7)
87.4(7.6)

82.6 (8.0)
87.0 (7.8)
92.6 (9.4)

III

8
9
10

12.4(12.3)
13.1 (10.7)
32.4(24.1)

28.5(15.7)
48.6(17.5)
64.3 (14.4)

49.3(12.9)
66.6(12.9)
81.6(12.4)

8

Good

Guttman split-half reliability coefficients were significant beyong the
.005 level, two-tailed.
Finn's multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) and a univariate
analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used for each test with age and ability
(good, poor, learning disabled) as the independent variables and the
scores on the three experimental tests as the dependent variables.
On all three tests the good spellers performed better than the poor
spellers who scored better than the learning disabled spellers.
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X. RULE AND RANDOM NONPHONETIC ERROR EXAMPLES

Examples Of Rule and Random Nnnnhonetlc Frrnrs for Spelling Worn Test
Word
1. obedient

2. anxious

Rule Error
obedent
obiedent
obeident
anxous

Random Frrnr
obedenate
obadiend
obient
ancous
ansouse
anshush

3. picnicked

plcnlced
ptckniced

picinicked
picincked
pincted

4 familiar

familar

familler
firmiler
fimallir
familer

5. noticeable

noticable

noticble
notchuble

6. satisfied

saticfied

satsified
satisfided
saified

7. courageous

couragous
couregous
couragouss

courges
corges
courgese
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